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vAbstract
Perception of the surrounding environment is an essential tool for intelligent naviga-
tion in any autonomous vehicle. In the context of Mars exploration, there is a strong
motivation to enhance the perception of the rovers beyond geometry-based obstacle
avoidance, so as to be able to predict potential interactions with the terrain. In this
thesis we propose to remotely predict the amount of slip, which reflects the mobility
of the vehicle on future terrain. The method is based on learning from experience
and uses visual information from stereo imagery as input. We test the algorithm on
several robot platforms and in different terrains. We also demonstrate its usefulness
in an integrated system, onboard a Mars prototype rover in the JPL Mars Yard.
Another desirable capability for an autonomous robot is to be able to learn about
its interactions with the environment in a fully automatic fashion. We propose an
algorithm which uses the robot’s sensors as supervision for vision-based learning of
different terrain types. This algorithm can work with noisy and ambiguous signals
provided from onboard sensors. To be able to cope with rich, high-dimensional vi-
sual representations we propose a novel, nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique
which exploits automatic supervision. The method is the first to consider supervised
nonlinear dimensionality reduction in a probabilistic framework using supervision
which can be noisy or ambiguous.
Finally, we consider the problem of learning to recognize different terrains, which
addresses the time constraints of an onboard autonomous system. We propose a
method which automatically learns a variable-length feature representation depending
on the complexity of the classification task. The proposed approach achieves a good
trade-off between decrease in computational time and recognition performance.
vi
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
A major challenge for autonomous robots is the perception of the surrounding envi-
ronment, so that a more intelligent planning and interaction with the terrain can be
achieved. One of the goals of this work is to develop an algorithm with which a rover
can perform assessment of forthcoming terrain and estimate the possible rover slip in
each location of the future map, before the rover actually traverses the terrain.
To realize that goal we develop an algorithm which enables slip prediction from
a distance using visual information from stereo imagery and other onboard remote
sensors. We focus on rover slip because it is an important aspect of rover-terrain inter-
action and is a key limiting factor for rover mobility [23, 78]. Remote slip prediction
will enable safe traversals on large slopes covered with sand, drift material or loose
crater ejecta, areas considered to be of significant scientific interest for future plane-
tary missions [33]. Rover slip has not been considered previously as a component to
traversability, nor have there been attempts to predict it remotely in the autonomous
robotics community.
While the goal is to use as many visual features as possible to retrieve the best pos-
sible recognition performance, an autonomous system has computational constraints
which have to be taken into consideration. To address the problem of the limited
computational resources of a real-time system, we propose an algorithm which auto-
matically learns a variable-length representation for each terrain class. The algorithm
takes advantage of fast computation algorithms or representations whenever they are
accurate and uses more computationally expensive algorithms for harder recognition
2tasks.
Another challenge in autonomous robot navigation is to enable true autonomy of
the vehicles. That is, it is desired to have vehicles which are programmed to learn on
their own without any human supervision. To that end we develop an algorithm which
provides a fully automatic learning of the terrain types and their inherent properties
using its own sensors as supervision. We further extend the framework to allow
working with high-dimensional inputs, effectively performing an automatic supervised
nonlinear dimensionality reduction over the possibly high-dimensional and redundant
sensor inputs. This novel method offers a way to take advantage of working with
high-dimensional representations and at the same time utilizing noisy and sometimes
uncertain supervision signals which are automatically obtained by the robot.
1.1 Slip prediction
Slip is defined as the difference between the commanded rover pose and the actually
achieved rover pose and is a quantity which measures the lack of progress of a wheeled
ground robot while traversing some terrain. A trivial example of large slip is when
the rover is rotating its wheels without actually moving because of lack of traction,
e.g., in deep sand or in fine drift material. Areas on the ground surface where a lot of
slip occurs need to be avoided as the rover will spend more time and energy, or in the
worst case, might get stuck. For example, one of the rovers of the Mars Exploration
Rover (MER) mission got trapped in a sand dune for several weeks, experiencing
100% slip (Figure 1.1). Such events pose a threat of mission failure because it might
not be possible to recover the rover via only teleoperation commands. Being able to
predict slip from a distance and to alert the rover before it traverses such terrains,
will have significant impact on future Mars rover missions, because slip has been
recognized as one of the key limiting factors in the current MER mission [23, 78, 83].
The science goals of future Mars rover missions will require the rovers to traverse
more challenging areas, featuring very steep slopes, loose soil, and rocky terrains [33].
The primary objective of the upcoming 2009 Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission
3Figure 1.1: The Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity trapped in the Purgatory dune
on sol 447. A similar 100% slip condition can lead to mission failure. Image credit:
NASA/JPL, Caltech.
is to explore areas which indicate possible aqueous processes, e.g., mineral-rich out-
crops which imply exposure to water [92] or putative lake formations or shorelines,
layered deposits, etc. [84, 62], in search for conditions conducive to maintenance of
life [46]. Figure 1.2 shows examples of two of the possible landing sites for the MSL
mission. To be able to access such sites, the rover is likely to encounter steep slopes
possibly covered with loose soil, where a lot of slippage is possible. An important
engineering requirement on the rover is to be able to predict slip from a distance, so
that adequate planning is performed and areas of high slip are avoided and traversing
areas of possible slippage is both feasible and safe.
Figure 1.2: HiRISE Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter image of Nili Fossae Trough [92]
(left) and of Holden Crater Fan [62] (right) which are two of the sites under consider-
ation for the next MSL landing site. Image credit: NASA/JPL, Caltech/University
of Arizona.
4In the context of Earth-based off-road vehicles (traversing cross-country terrain),
slip is also an important component. In this scenario, too, an autonomous robot might
get stuck in deep sand or mud, so it is necessary to learn to avoid such terrains.
Another pertinent issue to off-road vehicles is slip prediction for the purposes of
optimizing vehicle speed or energy spent. In this case, it is desirable to utilize the
proposed method for learning slippage so that the rover can adapt its behavior to
what it has observed or learned from the environment.
1.1.1 Problem formulation
The goal of this work is to develop an algorithm with which the rover can predict
slip in each visible location of the map. The input for the algorithm will be only
onboard remote sensors, such as stereo imagery and inertial sensors to measure tilt.
A panorama of the Endurance Crater collected by the Opportunity rover is shown in
Figure 1.3. In this example, it is conceivable that the rover should be able to provide
assessment of the forward terrain regarding slip, using visual input in the form of
several stereo image pairs of the terrain and other onboard sensors.
To address the problem of driving the MER rovers in the presence of slip, MER
navigation engineers have acquired experience about which areas can incur possibly
large slip [23, 78]. Slip models have been previously created for a limited number
of terrain types by manually recording the amount of slip occurring on different
slopes [81]. The main focus of this thesis is to develop algorithms with which the
rover can collect slip information and learn the slip models needed automatically.
Figure 1.3: A panorama of the Endurance crater obtained by the MER rover Op-
portunity. The crater is about 130 meters in diameter. Image credit: NASA/JPL,
Caltech.
5A solution to this problem is proposed in Chapter 2. In particular, we propose
to learn the functional relationship between information about map cells observed
at a distance (appearance and slopes) and the measured slip when the rover drove
over these cells, using the experience from previous traversals [4, 7, 9]. Thus, after
learning, the expected slip can be predicted from a distance using only stereo imagery
as input.
1.1.2 Slip prediction utilization
Slip prediction is intended to be used as a traversability cost handed down to a
planner. The planner, whose goal is to select the safest and maximally efficient path
by avoiding all obstacles, can also take into consideration the slip cost and optimize
with respect to slip as well. A second utilization of the slip prediction algorithms is
to assign a set of canonical soil parameters for each soil type, which are passed to a
very detailed kinematic and dynamic simulation of the rover on the selected path to
determine its safe traversability and evaluate its cost [53]. An onboard demonstration
of slip prediction for these two purposes will be described in the thesis (Section 2.11).
These uses assume that the rover will follow the predefined path, which can
be achieved by applying a path-following algorithm or a slip-compensation algo-
rithm [54]. This is important to avoid potentially dangerous scenarios in which the
rover steers away from the predefined path due to slip. For example, it may slide
downhill and hit a rock which was originally planned to be avoided. Alternatively,
predicted slip models can be used in an inverted kinematics/dynamics model of the
vehicle so that it follows the predefined path taking into consideration the possible
expected slip on it. Howard and Kelly [59] provide a method to utilize slip models
in inverse dynamic models, but their work is limited to using very rudimentary slip
models and can benefit from more appropriate learned slip models, as proposed in
this thesis.
61.2 Learning and dimensionality reduction from
automatic supervision
1.2.1 Learning from automatic supervision
Another question to be addressed regarding learning for autonomous vehicles is how
to learn fully autonomously. Unsupervised learning is a common machine learning
technique, but achieves inferior performance when compared to supervised learn-
ing methods. Traditional supervised machine learning approaches use human expert
knowledge to provide data labeling. However, regarding autonomous navigation, data
labeling is a formidable task, because of the huge amount of data available. More-
over, a human expert might not have the best knowledge of how a certain terrain will
affect the rover slip behavior. This is particularly true in the context of planetary
exploration, where terrains with unknown appearance are likely to be encountered
for which there is no prior slip behavior analysis done by scientists.
This problem is addressed in Chapter 3. A novel algorithm in which the robot can
use its own sensors as supervision for vision-based learning of terrains, is proposed [8].
The method is called learning from automatic supervision because the supervision is
provided by the robot’s sensors automatically. The proposed approach is applied here
for learning to recognize terrains automatically from input visual features, when the
measured rover slip is used as supervision.
The novelty of the approach is being able to exploit supervision, which can be
noisy or ambiguous, in a probabilistic framework in which the input features and the
supervision can interact. Although previous approaches have addressed learning when
the supervision is obtained by the robot, the so-called self-supervised learning [30, 80],
these methods have assumed the robot sensors are reliable, and can be definitively
clustered into well-separable classes, which is not applicable when the supervision
signals are ambiguous, as is the case with slip. Here, a principled approach to closing
the loop in a fully automatic system for vision-based learning with automatic or noisy
supervision is considered.
71.2.2 Dimensionality reduction from automatic supervision
We further address the challenges of processing more complex terrain representations.
A novel supervised nonlinear dimensionality reduction is proposed in Chapter 4, which
can also exploit noisy and ambiguous supervision. The key idea is to let the super-
vision also affect the dimensionality reduction process [5]. Previous dimensionality
reduction approaches are generally unsupervised [43, 102, 115], with the exception
of [112, 131] which rely on known labels or known projections for some of the exam-
ples.
The importance of this method is that it allows working with better high-dimensional
feature representations of the terrain, which is a necessity when complex real-life
outdoor environments are considered. Furthermore, the method provides a general
mechanism to use partial or uncertain supervision in the dimensionality reduction
process, which can be applied to other learning problems. The novelty of this ap-
proach is combining dimensionality reduction and reasoning from uncertainty into a
unified probabilistic framework.
The impact of learning and dimensionality reduction with automatic, noisy, and
uncertain supervision is enabling the robot to learn to recognize terrains visually and
predict their potential effects on the robot mobility when the supervision has come
from its own mechanical sensors. This work will enable the robot to learn to predict
terrain characteristics fully autonomously. Although we develop the algorithms in
the context of slip learning and prediction, the methods can apply to various signals
collected by the rover to help a vision-based prediction.
1.3 Variable-length terrain classification
Recognizing the robot’s surroundings and predicting its potential interactions with
the surface depends heavily on the remote visual classification of the terrain. Accu-
rate visual recognition relies on computationally intensive processing of the images
to retrieve visual features. On the other hand, a robot navigation system has a con-
8tradictory goal of efficiently processing the input imagery. We propose an algorithm
which can achieve a tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency to meet the constraints
of an onboard system.
Previous recognition approaches use a fixed-size representation for each example
and class. Here the key observation is that the label of the class can be used actively
in selecting its feature representation. This can be exploited to build more efficient
variable-length representation and can be incorporated in a faster terrain classification
algorithm. The algorithm for variable-length feature representation [6] is presented
in Chapter 5. It can have additional applications to using onboard sensors of varying
costs in a more efficient manner or to learning of a large number of classes.
1.4 Overview of previous work
Multiple methods are available for detection or measurement of slip occurring while
driving [22, 54, 76, 95]. However, providing an estimate of the possible slip at a future
location, one which the rover has not yet traversed, has not been not attempted.
So far, slip modeling has been in the realm of terra-mechanical modeling [2, 15,
40, 71, 130] in which a simplified mechanical model of the interaction of the rover and
the terrain is created. These methods are complex and computationally intensive,
but the most significant disadvantage is that they need to be done at the location
traversed by the rover and do not generalize to future locations. In this work, by
utilizing stereo imagery as a remote forward looking sensor, we perform analysis of a
future location and predict rover slip before the rover enters the terrain.
Autonomous navigation systems use extensively forward looking sensors to avoid
obstacles and navigate in the environment [31, 67]. The range data available from
radar, laser, and stereo which provide 3D information about the terrain is used to de-
tect geometric obstacles, assigning traversability cost to sub-regions of the terrain [45].
Rover slippage, on the other hand, can be considered a non-geometric type of obstacle
and cannot be detected and predicted as a standard geometric obstacle.
A disadvantage of early navigation systems [31, 67] is that obtaining a set of
9rules to discriminate traversable vs. non-traversable regions that generalizes to more
complex outdoor scenarios is very hard. Recent methods for autonomous navigation
involve learning techniques as a way of adapting the behavior using the data observed
from the environment [77, 87, 98, 120, 128, 127]. Along this vein of work, the proposed
slip prediction method uses a learning algorithm to learn rover slip from previous
experience.
Learning for autonomous navigation has moved one step further, trying to elim-
inate the tedious human supervision, traditionally used in supervised learning sce-
narios. In learning from proprioception [89, 128] the rover uses one sensor to provide
supervision for the learning with another sensor. For example, bumper hits on the
vehicle can provide ground truth for learning of traversability based on visual fea-
tures. A similar idea, called self-supervised learning, has been used for various au-
tonomous navigation tasks and has shown much promise [30, 50, 68, 80, 110]. From
a learning perspective, the abovementioned self-supervised learning methods can be
reduced to supervised learning, since they assume the sensor used as supervision
can provide reliable labeling for a subsequent supervised learning task using another
sensor [30, 50, 68, 89]. In contrast, we work with supervision signals which can be
ambiguous and noisy, so reducing the problem to a supervised learning scenario is
not applicable.
Current applications in vision and robotics require working with rich feature rep-
resentations that are high dimensional [47, 48]. Nonlinear dimensionality reduction
has been very common for obtaining compact lower-dimensional data representa-
tions [16, 102, 115] in these cases. Traditional nonlinear dimensionality reduction
techniques are unsupervised [43, 102, 115], as they have been intended mostly for
data representation. However, in practice, some additional information, regarding
which data points are more similar and should cluster together, might be available
and could be exploited to obtain better low-dimensional representations. We show
how slip-based supervision, which can be noisy or uncertain, can be exploited in ob-
taining better lower-dimensional representations and simultaneously in learning to
recognize terrains from vision features.
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The terrain classification algorithms applied in the autonomous navigation domain
usually use simple feature representations which are preferred for their speed [19, 30].
This might compromise the final classification performance because of the limited
expressiveness of the feature representation. Here we propose an algorithm which
matches the feature representation to the complexity of the classification task and
achieves a trade-off between speed and accuracy.
Multiple successful texture classification algorithms have been developed [74, 75,
79, 121]. These methods generally apply a fixed, uniform representation for all classes
and construct the features without regard to the existence of other classes. The key
idea that is exploited here is that the labels can also take active part in building the
representation, and using them we obtain more efficient but still accurate represen-
tations.
1.5 Contributions
In this thesis we have proposed the following methods. Firstly, we show that it is
possible for an autonomous robot to provide information remotely about potential
rover-terrain interactions that affect rover mobility on forthcoming terrain. We de-
velop a method to predict the amount of rover slip remotely, prior to entering the
terrain. As a part of the proposed algorithm we introduce a novel software architec-
ture which handles the input data in a more efficient way and is specifically targeted
at processing visual data more efficiently.
Secondly, we propose a method in which the robot learns fully automatically
to recognize different terrain types from visual and onboard sensors and to predict
their inherent rover mobility. We propose a unified framework in which no human
supervision is necessary and the rover uses its own mechanical sensors as supervision
to vision-based learning of terrains. The supervision signals can be ambiguous and
noisy, which is typical of actual robot sensors.
Thirdly, we extend this framework to be able to work with high-dimensional in-
puts. We develop a novel supervised nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique,
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again using the ambiguous and noisy sensor signals as automatic supervision. This is
important as most of the robotics sensor signals are of high dimensions and being able
to work with such features makes the proposed approach very suitable for practical
applications. This is the first work that proposes automatically supervised dimen-
sionality reduction in a probabilistic framework using the supervision coming from
the robot’s sensors. The proposed method stands in between methods for reasoning
under uncertainty using probabilistic models and methods for learning the underlying
structure of the data.
Lastly, we present an approach that enables more efficient processing of the scene
for the purposes of terrain recognition, retrieving only features that are necessary to
make a sufficiently confident decision. Unlike standard texture recognition methods,
which assign the same representation to all examples independently of their class
label [74, 79, 121], we propose a method which exploits the labels and the misclassi-
fication costs to build a variable-length terrain representation, so that complex and
time consuming terrain representations are computed only in uncertain areas, or to
discriminate very similar classes, or for classes with large misclassification penalties.
The impact of the proposed work is that prediction of slip in terrain ahead will
enable the rover to plan safer and more efficient paths by taking into consideration
its mobility on future terrain. This thesis also shows how this can be done fully au-
tonomously. Furthermore, with the developed methods, rich visual or other sensor
descriptions of the terrain can be used, and the surrounding terrain can be analyzed
and information important for robot mobility obtained in a more efficient way ei-
ther by automatically building a more useful lower-dimensional representation or by
selecting the feature representation with respect to the learning task at hand.
This thesis generalizes our own work presented in [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
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Chapter 2
Slip prediction
In this chapter we present an approach for slip prediction from a distance for wheeled
ground robots using visual information as input. Large amounts of slippage which can
occur on certain surfaces, such as sandy slopes, will negatively affect rover mobility.
Therefore, obtaining information about slip before entering such terrain can be very
useful for better planning and avoiding of these areas.
To address this problem, terrain appearance and geometry information about map
cells is correlated to the slip measured by the rover while traversing each cell. This re-
lationship is learned from previous experience, so slip can be predicted remotely from
visual information only. The proposed method consists of terrain type recognition
and nonlinear regression modeling.
The proposed slip prediction from visual information is intended for improved
navigation on steep slopes and rough terrain for Mars rovers. The method has been
implemented and tested on datasets from several rover platforms and on several off-
road terrains. It has also been demonstrated onboard a Mars prototype rover in the
JPL Mars Yard.
2.1 Introduction
Slip is a measure of the lack of progress of a wheeled ground robot while driving.
Large amounts of slip can be observed on certain terrains, which can lead to significant
slowdown of the vehicle, inability to reach its predefined goals, or, in the worst case,
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getting stuck—which may pose a threat to the success of the mission (Figure 1.1).
The science goals of future Mars rover missions will require the rover to explore areas
of the planet which feature very steep and rocky terrain, where a lot of slippage is
possible [33]. It will be important to be able to predict slip from a distance, so that
adequate planning is performed and areas of high slip are avoided.
The mobility of a vehicle on off-road terrain is known to be strongly influenced
by the interaction between the vehicle and the terrain [15]. Slip is the result of this
complex interaction and, second to tip-over hazards, it is the most important factor
in traversing slopes [23, 78]. However, with a few exceptions [28, 94], slip has not
been considered as an aspect of terrain traversability in state-of-the-art autonomous
navigation systems so far, mainly because of the highly nonlinear nature of the rover-
terrain interactions and the complexity of modeling of these interactions [2, 61]. The
most commonly used approach is to represent the surrounding terrain as a geometric
elevation map, using range data from sensors, such as stereo cameras, radar, or ladar,
in which a binary perception of the terrain, i.e., obstacle vs. non-obstacle, is done [67].
This idea has been extended to detecting compressible grass and foliage, which would
otherwise be perceived as an obstacle [73, 82, 87], but this again uses more or less
geometric concepts of penetrability of terrain. Regarding slip, a sandy slope might be
non-traversable because of large slip, whereas the same slope covered with different
material, e.g., compacted soil, could be perfectly traversable. Such areas of large
slip are called non-geometric obstacles, as they cannot be detected by software which
uses geometrical information only [78], and more advanced perception of the physical
terrain properties is needed to detect them.
Visual characteristics of the terrain, in addition to geometry, can give more clues
to its mechanical properties and the eventual rover-terrain interaction. Thus, we
propose to use stereo pair imagery as the input for slip prediction [4, 7, 9]. The
rationale behind this approach is that, from a mechanical point of view, slip depends
on physical and geometrical properties of the terrain [15], and stereo imagery provides
information about both the geometry from the range data and the visual appearance
of the terrain. So, stereo imagery contains much information which can help predict
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slip on the forthcoming terrain. The main challenge is how to interpret the vision
data to infer properties about the terrain or predict slip.
Our approach to this problem is to correlate the visual information and the cor-
responding measured slip while the rover is traversing the terrain. In particular, we
extract information about the terrain observed from a distance by using information
from a stereo pair only, measure the slip of the rover when it traverses this particu-
lar region, and create a mapping between visual information and the resultant slip
(Figure 2.1). We propose to learn this functional relationship using the experience
from previous traversals [4, 7, 9]. Thus, after learning, the expected slip can be pre-
dicted from a distance using only stereo imagery as input. A learning approach is
chosen, because 1) creating a physical slip model is extremely complicated due to the
large number of variables involved; 2) the mapping from visual input to a mechanical
terrain property, such as slip, is a complex function which does not have a known
analytical form or a physical model, and one possible way to observe it and learn
about it is via training examples; and 3) a learning approach promotes adaptability
of the vehicle’s behavior.
To address the problem of slip learning and prediction we propose a general frame-
work in which the task is subdivided into: 1) learning the terrain type from visual
appearance and then, after the terrain type is known, 2) learning slip from the terrain
geometry using nonlinear approximation. We term the latter dependence of slip on
terrain geometry, when the terrain type is known, slip behavior. The proposed de-
composition of the problem is adequate because from a mechanical point of view it is
known that different terrains exhibit different slip behavior characteristics [15, 116],
and because terrain appearance can be considered approximately independent of ter-
rain geometry. This decomposition also introduces some structure in the problem, so
that we can solve it with a reasonable amount of training data.
We have proposed to learn the slip behavior, instead of adopting a known physical
model, because such a model might be hard or impractical to obtain—as is the case
with slip for which significant experimentation is required to adjust the parameters
related to soil behavior and vehicle-terrain interaction [15, 130].
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Figure 2.1: Main idea: Learning of slip output from visual information. The rover col-
lects visual information (appearance and geometry) about a future location of interest
in the forward-looking map from its stereo pair images (left). When this location is
reached by the rover, a slip measurement is taken using onboard sensors (right). Cor-
relating vision information to the corresponding slip measurement and learning this
mapping allows for prediction of slip from a distance using visual information only.
This work is the first to attempt predicting slip from a distance. We have proposed
an overall solution framework in which the slip is learned and predicted from visual
information.
For the purposes of practical realization of the proposed method we also introduce
a novel software architecture for navigation which can process data and predict slip
in a more efficient way.
2.2 Definition of slip
Slip z is defined as the difference between the velocity measured by the wheel (wr)
and the actual velocity v: z = wr − v, where w is angular wheel velocity and r is
the wheel radius [130]. It can also be normalized by the commanded wheel velocity:
z = wr−v
wr
[14, 61, 130]. Similarly, the slip for the whole rover is defined as the
difference between the actual vehicle velocity and the velocity estimated from the
kinematic model for each degree of freedom (DOF) of the rover per step (i.e. between
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two consecutive stereo pairs) [54]. It can also be normalized, to receive a unitless slip
value or express it in percentage of the step size. In this work we use the normalized
version of slip for the whole rover.
For the kinematic estimate, we use the rover’s full kinematic model, which can be
a simple differential drive model, a more complex rocker-bogie kinematic model [113,
54], or other model, as appropriate to the specific robot. The actual position (ground
truth) can be estimated by visually tracking features [86, 88], a method called Visual
Odometry (VO), or measured with some global position estimation device. VO is
the preferred method for ground truth estimation because it is a convenient, self-
contained sensor on the vehicle. By using VO, data collection and training can be
done automatically, onboard the rover, which coincides with the goals of planetary ex-
ploration missions. Furthermore, global positioning devices are not always available,
especially in planetary missions.
Validation of VO position estimation has been performed by several groups [54,
93, 96]. VO position estimation error has been measured to be less than 2.5% of the
distance traveled, compared to ground truth surveyed with a Total Station that has 2
mm precision, for runs of 20–30 meters in outdoor testing [54]. Similar results of 1.2%
position error for a 20 m traverse have been achieved by [96] while testing in different
circumstances, i.e., using a smaller robot, wide field of view cameras, different image
resolution, etc. VO path length errors of about 1%–1.6% for 180–380 m traverses in
outdoor environments have been reported by [93] with a different VO algorithm. The
results of these tests indicate that VO is a precise position estimation technique and
is adequate for use as ground truth both for computing slip per step and for precise
localization within short to mid-size (20 m) traverses (i.e., to be able to map correctly
the position of the location seen from a distance to the location traversed later on).
We measure slip with respect to the previous rover frame (corresponding to the
beginning of the step) which is defined as follows: the X coordinate is along the
direction of forward motion, Y is along the wheel axis pointing to the right, and Z is
pointing down. We define slip in X and slip in Y as the components of slip along the
X and the Y axes, respectively. Slip in Yaw is the rotation angle around the Z axis.
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Although some vehicles have additional kinematically observable DOFs [113, 54],
these three are the ones which matter most with regards to slip. Slip is normalized
by the commanded velocity in X and will be expressed in percent. There will be cases
in which the commanded forward velocity is 0, e.g., a purely crabbing motion of the
rover, which will make the slip value undefined. As those cases are rare, we remove
those steps from our dataset.
We have adopted a macro-level (of the whole rover) modeling of slip, in the spirit
of [54, 81]. More specifically, our assumptions are that, between two consecutive steps,
the rover will be traversing approximately locally planar and homogeneous regions,
and the weight distribution on all its wheels will be the same. These assumptions
mean that we consider slip (i.e., predict the terrain type, estimate terrain slopes, etc.)
in regions comparable in size to the size of the robot or its wheel and not at the pixel
level, for example. Naturally, those assumptions are violated in our field data, which is
taken on real-life terrains with all complications, such as uneven and nonhomogeneous
terrain, clumps on the ground, or rocks in front of the wheels. For example, when one
of the wheels traverses a rock, an unexpected slip in Yaw might occur, because the rock
creates different traction compared to the soil or can serve as an additional external
force to the vehicle. As similar events are not modeled by our system, there will
be some sources of sometimes significant noise in the slip measurements in our data.
Nevertheless, this macro-level modeling is justified, as the slip prediction is intended
to be used in a first, quick evaluation of terrain traversability to be handed down to
a planner. More complex mechanical slip modeling can be applied [63, 65, 71], but to
predict slip, information about soil mechanical properties of the forthcoming terrain
is still required. These approaches deal better with uneven terrain, e.g., if dynamic
simulation of the traverse over detailed terrain elevation models is performed [65],
but they will be considerably more computationally expensive.
Slip also depends on the commanded velocity, although for robots driving at rela-
tively small speeds, velocity variations do not affect slip significantly. For the datasets
for which the commanded velocity varies, we have factored it out by averaging con-
secutive steps, by driving at approximately constant velocity, or by normalizing slip
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stepwise by the commanded velocity. Since Mars rovers are controlled with constant
wheel velocity, only averaging of consecutive steps was needed.
2.3 Previous work
Although early work in autonomous navigation and traversability analysis based on
forward looking sensors did not use learning [67, 45], learning-based approaches have
started to become more and more preferred [19, 68, 87, 89, 98, 120, 127]. The reason
is that intelligent autonomous behavior needs to be adaptive to the environment and
the more complex the environment is, the less likely it is that predefined rules or
heuristics will work well. This is particularly true for outdoor, off-road, unstructured
environments which offer a lot of challenges (e.g., variability in terrains and lighting
conditions, lack of structure, lack of prior information, etc.), and in which learning
approaches have proved to be more appropriate [34, 58, 77, 80, 89, 106, 120, 127, 128].
Related work on vision-based perception of the forthcoming terrain has been con-
sidered for the purposes of determining the mobility of Mars rovers [58], or the
traversability in tall grass and foliage for off-road [73, 82] and agricultural vehi-
cles [128], for detecting the drivable rural road in the context of off-road autonomous
navigation [101], or for detecting obstacles in indoor [118] and outdoor environ-
ments [13, 68].
Detecting or measuring rover slip occurring while driving can be achieved relatively
easily by comparing the commanded velocity to the actual achieved velocity. An
estimate of the actual velocity can be obtained from inertial measurements, GPS
signals [22], or by visually tracking features, i.e., VO [54]. Alternative methods based
on analyzing motor currents have also been used [95]. Providing an estimate of the
possible slip at a location not yet traversed has not yet been attempted.
From a mechanical point of view, modeling and estimation of slip has been done at
various levels of complexity and for various vehicle architectures [2, 15, 40, 71, 76, 130].
These methods are rather complicated and need to be performed at the traversed lo-
cation, as they require local sensor measurements and detailed knowledge of terrain
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geometry. They are computationally intensive and impractical in the present setup.
As slip depends also on the mechanical soil characteristics [15, 116], additional esti-
mation of soil parameters, such as cohesion and friction angle [61, 76], or modeling
of the soil behavior [2] needs to be done. Methods for online terrain parameter esti-
mation [61], for recognizing terrain types [28], and for characterizing terrain traffica-
bility [94] from onboard mechanical sensors have been proposed, but these estimates
apply to the present vehicle location. No method, to our best knowledge, is available
for predicting terrain parameters from a distance. One way to address this problem
is by using forward looking sensors, e.g., vision, as proposed in this work.
Although slip has been acknowledged as an omnipresent problem in localization,
especially in rough-terrain mobility [56], very few authors have considered counter-
acting slip for improving vehicle mobility. Among them are the slip compensation
algorithm of Helmick et al. [54, 55], in which the slip, measured at a particular step,
is taken into account to adjust the next step, compensating for the distance which
was not traversed; and the algorithm for improving traction control, proposed by
Iagnemma et al. [60]. However, those methods, again, work at the traversed rover
location and do not allow for planning at a distance, which our method enables.
Previous approaches have used manually created functions of slip as dependent
on slopes [81]. Slip measurements were performed on short traverses of the rover
on a tilt-table platform set to varying slope angles. These results showed that slip
is a very nonlinear function of terrain slopes. For example, in deep sand, slip of
about 20% on a 10◦ slope and of about 91% on a 20◦ slope was measured, when
the rover was driving straight upslope. The results of these experiments have been
used successfully to teleoperate the Opportunity rover out of Eagle Crater, but the
approach is very labor intensive, as it requires manual measurements. It also needs
careful selection of the soil type on which the tests are performed to match the target
Mars soil. Another limitation is that no slip models were available for angles of
attack different from 0◦, 45◦, or 90◦ from the gradient of the terrain slope [29]. The
results are also specific to the vehicle. For example, a small design modification in the
pattern of the wheels can change the slip behavior [14], affecting a potential physical
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model. We believe that learning slip is a more general approach, namely, the same
learning algorithm can be applied to another vehicle to learn its particular behavior
on different terrains. Moreover, the proposed method enables the vehicle to apply
the learned models dependent on what it has sensed from the environment.
The work described above concerns estimating slip from mechanical measure-
ments, or, in our case, visual information. Conversely, slip measurements have been
used to infer mechanical terrain parameters on the Mars Pathfinder Mission in a
controlled one-wheel soil-mechanics experiment [91]. Similar experiments have been
done by [10] for MER. This gives us the assertion that slip characteristics are directly
correlated to terrain mechanical properties and the intuition that if the terrain soil
type could be correctly recognized (which would entail its mechanical properties) then
slip behavior is predictable.
2.4 Experimental rover platforms
This research is targeted for planetary rovers, such as the Mars Exploration Rover
(Figure 2.2, top left). For experimental purposes we tested our algorithm on two
Mars research rover testbeds developed by NASA [104]: Rocky8 (Figure 2.2, top
right) and Pluto (Figure 2.2, bottom left). We also used extensively the LAGR
robot1 (Figure 2.2, right), as it is a more convenient data collection platform.
Rocky8 is a prototype research rover with six wheels in a rocker-bogie configuration
which allows for improved mobility on rough terrain [104]. It is one of the series of
rovers created by NASA to develop and test technology for the MER mission. In
the experiments presented, we have used its hazard detection stereo cameras with 80◦
horizontal field of view (FOV), its wheel encoders, rocker and bogie angle sensors, and
IMU. Stereo pair imagery is acquired after each stop of the robot or in a continuous
manner. The rover’s nominal speed of operation is 8 cm/s. Rocky8 is about 0.5 m
tall.
1LAGR stands for Learning Applied to Ground Robots and is a research program funded by
DARPA.
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Figure 2.2: Robot platforms. The Mars Exploration Rover Spirit in the JPL Space-
craft Assembly Facility (top left). The Rocky8 rover in the Mojave desert (top right).
The Pluto rover in the JPL Mars Yard (bottom left). The LAGR robot on off-road
terrain (bottom right).
The Pluto rover (Programmable Logic Rover) is mechanically similar to Rocky8.
The significant difference comes from its avionics which are based on a set of dis-
tributed processors, or Programmable Logic Devices.2 Pluto has similar hazard cam-
eras as Rocky8 (110◦ FOV). Additionally, a pair of color panoramic cameras (45◦
FOV) are mounted on a ∼1.5 m tall mast with additional pan/tilt DOFs. The im-
agery from the panoramic cameras will be used for slip prediction, whereas the hazard
cameras are used for VO, which is in turn exploited to compute slip and provide ego-
motion estimation.
The LAGR robot has two front differential drive wheels and two rear caster wheels.
2This difference is not directly relevant to the goals of this work.
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Figure 2.3: Example images from some of the terrains collected by the LAGR vehi-
cle: sand, soil, gravel, woodchips, asphalt. The ‘grass’ class will also appear in the
sequences, although the rover has not driven on grass terrain in this dataset.
It is equipped with stereo cameras with 70◦ horizontal FOV, wheel encoders, IMU,
and GPS. The robot can run in autonomous mode or be manually joysticked using
a radio controller. It can achieve speeds of up to 1.2 m/s, although for some of our
experiments it was set to drive at 30 cm/s. Stereo imagery is acquired continuously
at 5 Hz. The LAGR robot is about 1 m tall.
2.5 Datasets
In this section we briefly describe the datasets collected and used in the experiments
presented in this work.
2.5.1 Dataset collected by the LAGR robot
For our slip prediction experiments we have collected several datasets on off-road
terrains with the LAGR vehicle. There are five major terrain types which the rover has
traversed: soil, sand, gravel, asphalt and woodchips (Figure 2.3). Example patches,
collected by the rover at 1–2 m distance, are shown in Figure 2.4. In addition to that,
there are two other terrain types which appear in the sequences, such as green and
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dry grass, which we considered as a single ‘grass’ class in the terrain classification in
Section 2.8.
The terrains contain irregularities, undulations of the surface, small rocks, and
grass clumps for off-road terrains or discolorations for asphalt. Although we have
good variability in the terrain relief in our dataset (level, upslope, and downslope
areas on soil, asphalt, and woodchip terrains; transverse slope on gravelly terrain; flat
sandy terrain; etc.), not all possible slip behaviors could be observed in the area of
data collection. For example, there was no sloped terrain covered with sand; besides,
the LAGR robot showed poor mobility on flat sand, i.e., about 80% slip. The gravelly
terrain available could only be traversed sideways for safety reasons; there was no
transverse slope for the soil or asphalt datasets. We have collected a total of ∼ 5000
frames which are split approximately into 3000 for training and 2000 for testing. The
distance covered by the rover during the data collection is roughly about 1 km. This
data has been used extensively for testing in Sections 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10.
2.5.2 Datasets collected by the Mars prototype rovers
Several datasets have been collected with the Mars prototype rovers Rocky8 and
Pluto in the Mojave desert and in the JPL Mars Yard.
One dataset was collected with the Rocky8 rover in the Mojave desert (Figure 2.5,
left). It covers a distance of about 30 m. A single ‘sand’ terrain has been traversed
in this dataset.
A second dataset was collected with Rocky8 in JPL’s Mars Yard (Figure 2.5,
right). There are two terrain types present in this dataset: ‘Mars-like soil’ and ‘sand’.
The terrain traversed consists of slopes of various inclinations. Since only two terrains
are available, we have used this dataset primarily for evaluation of the slip prediction
performance, rather than terrain recognition (Section 2.10.3).
In a subsequent round of experiments, we have collected data again in the Mars
Yard with the Pluto rover. In this set of experiments the configuration and the terrain
types in the Mars Yard had changed, and we essentially had two types of terrains
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Figure 2.4: Example patches from each of the classes in the dataset collected by
LAGR: sand, soil, gravel, woodchips, asphalt, and grass. The best resolution patches
(i.e. taken by the robot at 1–2 m range) are shown. The data are collected at
different times of day/year, under various weather conditions. The variability in
texture appearance is one of the challenges present in our application domain.
Figure 2.5: Rocky8 rover on sandy slopes in the Mojave desert (left) and in the JPL
Mars Yard (right).
which are traversable by the rover: ‘Mars-like soil’ and ‘bedrock’ (Figure 2.6, right).
The ‘bedrock’ terrain type had been installed as an analog to the bedrock terrain
type encountered by the rovers in the MER mission. A third terrain type, ‘dark
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Figure 2.6: The Mars prototype rover Pluto in the JPL Mars Yard (left). An image
showing the types of terrains available in this dataset (right).
rock’, is also present in the dataset. The rover did not drive over the rocks during
the data collection, since they are obstacles, but it may still be desirable for them
to be recognized and avoided.3 This dataset contained a variety of slopes as well.
This setting is used for demonstrating the results of integrating the slip prediction
algorithm on the rover in Section 2.11.
2.6 General framework for slip learning and pre-
diction
In this section we propose a general framework to learn the functional relationship
between visual information and the measured slip using training examples.
The amount of slippage for a given vehicle depends on the soil type and the
terrain’s geometry [15], so both geometry G, captured by the terrain’s slopes, and
appearance A, e.g., texture and color, must be considered. At training time, the
information about appearance and geometry coming from the stereo imagery is cor-
related with the measured slip (in X, Y, or Yaw) as the robot traverses the cell. At
query time, geometry and appearance alone are used to predict slip.
3Since the ‘dark rock’ class constitutes an obstacle, a standard obstacle detection algorithm
should be able to recognize it.
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2.6.1 General framework
The dependence of slip on terrain slopes, called earlier slip behavior, is known to be
highly nonlinear [81], but the precise relationship varies with the terrain type [15].
So, we cast the problem into a framework similar to the Mixture of Experts frame-
work [64], in which the input space is partitioned into subregions, corresponding to
different terrain types, and then several functions, corresponding to different slip be-
haviors, are learned for each subregion. That is, in each region one model of slip
behavior would be active, i.e., when the terrain type is known, slip will be a function
of terrain geometry only.
More formally, let I be all the information available from stereo pair images,
I = (A,G). Let f(Z|I) = E(Z|I) be the regression function of slip Z (Z can be any
of the slip in X, in Y, or in Yaw) on the input variables A,G (used interchangeably
with the image information I). Now, considering that we have several options for a
terrain type T , each one occurring with probability P (T |A,G), given the information
from the image in question A,G, we can write f(Z|I) as follows:
f(Z|I) = f(Z|A,G) =
∑
T
P (T |A,G)f(Z|T,A,G), (2.1)
where
∑
T P (T |A,G) = 1. This modeling admits one exclusive terrain type to be
selected per image, or a soft partitioning of the space, which allows for uncertainty in
the terrain classification. We assume that the terrain type is independent of terrain
geometry P (T |A,G) = P (T |A) and that, given the terrain type, slip is independent
of appearance f(Z|T,A,G) = f(Z|T,G). Assuming independence of appearance and
geometry is quite reasonable because, for example, a sandy terrain in front of the
rover, will appear approximately the same, no matter if the rover is traversing a level
or tilted surface. So we get:
f(Z|I) =
∑
T
P (T |A)f(Z|T,G). (2.2)
In summary, we divide the slip learning problem into a terrain recognition part
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(P (T |A), i.e., the probability of a terrain type, given some appearance information)
and a slip prediction part (f(Z|T,G), i.e., the dependence of slip on terrain geometry,
given a fixed terrain type T ). For simplicity, instead of the mixing coefficients P (T |A),
we use a single winner-take-all terrain classification output:
T (A) = argmax
T
P (T |A). (2.3)
However, using the probabilistic output P (T |A), if available, has more advantages.
For example, it can implement smooth transitions between terrains and can provide
confidence intervals for the final slip prediction.
The terrain classification output T (A) will be learned and predicted by a terrain
classifier (Section 2.8). The regression functions fT (Z|G) = f(Z|T,G) for different
terrain types T will be learned and predicted by a nonlinear regression method (Sec-
tion 2.9). More precisely, suppose we are given training data D = {(xi,yi), zi}
N
i=1,
where xi is the i-th appearance input vector, yi is the i-th geometry input vector,
zi is the corresponding slip measurement, and N is the number of training examples
(x, y are particular representations of the appearance A and geometry G information
in the image, respectively). We will independently train a texture classifier T (x) to
determine the terrain type, using the appearance information x in Section 2.8 and
a nonlinear function approximation ZT (y) = fT (Z|G = y) for a particular terrain
type T in Section 2.9. When doing testing we will use the full input vector (x,y),
recognize the terrain type T0 = T (x), and then predict slip, as a function of slopes,
from the slip behavior function ZT0(y) learned for the terrain T0.
We believe this approach is adequate for our slip prediction problem because ter-
rain types do not represent a continuum in appearance space and, in general, would
form separate regions in the input space (experts), each one of potentially different
slip behavior. In the case of making a winner-take-all decision (Equation (2.3)), the
framework implements this underlying ‘switching’ behavior of slip. The probabilis-
tic decision additionally allows several experts to be active at the same time and
can make smooth transitions in borderline terrain cases. In both cases, we have ex-
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ploited information about the structure of the problem, i.e., that the slip behavior
can change depending on terrain [15]. The alternative to introducing structure in
the problem is pooling appearance and geometry features, which will not only make
the problem more complex because of increased dimensionality, but will also require
a formidable amount of training data. This framework is general and, in principle,
allows for different ways of addressing the problems of learning to recognize terrain
types from appearance, and different algorithms for learning of slip behavior from
terrain geometry.
2.6.2 Architecture
In this section we briefly describe the architecture of our system, summarized in
Figure 2.7. We will be using the stereo imagery as input, as well as the IMU of
the vehicle and its wheel encoders (the latter is needed only for training). Stereo
imagery is used to create a 2D cell map of the environment from its range data. It
also provides appearance information for each cell in the map. The 2D map contains
geometry information about the terrain (G) and, as we are interested in terrain slopes
with respect to gravity, we use the vehicle’s IMU to retrieve an initial gravity-leveled
pose. In fact, a filtered IMU signal is used, often in conjunction with other onboard
sensors. The appearance information from color imagery (A) will be used to decide
which terrain type corresponds to a cell or a neighborhood of cells. This is all the
information necessary to perform slip prediction with our algorithm. The advantage
of such a system is that it can sense the terrain remotely and that it needs only
passive, cheap, and self-contained sensors on the vehicle, such as stereo vision.
In order to learn slip we have added slip feedback. The mechanism to measure slip
is as follows. The actual motion between two frames is estimated by VO which only
needs two consecutive stereo pairs as input [88]. The motion which the vehicle thinks
it has performed is given by the vehicle’s forward kinematics. For example, the LAGR
vehicle has a differential drive model, so the wheel encoders are sufficient to compute
its full kinematics. A more complex kinematic model, which needs additional angle
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Figure 2.7: Slip prediction algorithm framework.
sensors, is needed for a rocker-bogie type of vehicle, such as Rocky8, Pluto, or MER,
but it is well understood how to compute it [113, 54]. Differencing the actual motion
and the motion estimated by the kinematic model gives a measurement of slip for a
particular step. This feedback is used for collecting training examples to learn slip
from stereo imagery.
2.7 Software architecture
In this section we describe the software architecture of the slip prediction algorithm,
which is designed to provide efficient processing of the data from the surrounding
terrain. Since processing of visual features is generally time consuming, the focus has
been on decreasing the amount of computations devoted to terrain classification. The
utilization of the slip prediction algorithm as a part of a larger autonomous navigation
system [53] is also taken into consideration. Namely, it is expected that the following
constraints need to be satisfied:
— ‘Asynchronous’ image input. It is conceivable that receiving image se-
quences and querying for potential slip-related cost is done in an asynchronous man-
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ner. For example, a set of images might be received first, e.g., when taking a
panorama, and only after that is any query for slip cost at an arbitrary location
of the terrain invoked.
— Redundant data input. A typical scenario will obtain multiple, partly over-
lapping images of the terrain, i.e., a map cell may obtain information from multiple
images. It is also possible that slip-related cost would not be needed for some areas
of the map, e.g., in areas where obstacles have already been detected.
— Memory and computational efficiency. Although there are no specific
restrictions regarding memory usage and computational time at the research and
development stage, these two important aspects have to be taken into consideration
in view of real-time testing onboard the rover.
The software architecture is novel and is designed to accommodate the require-
ments described above. In particular, our main concern is evaluating the terrain type
per map cell, rather than evaluating the terrain type in the whole image. More specif-
ically, we create a map cell structure which contains a set of pointers to images which
have observed the cell and the corresponding rover pose (viewpoint) from which it
has been observed (Figure 2.8). In this way, the map cells can invoke the terrain
classification mechanism only if, or when, needed. A ring buffer of images which
have been recently acquired is also supported. The images can be accessed multiple
times for terrain classification purposes. Note also that it provides efficient storage
of information. That is, no additional patches, texture signatures, etc., need to be
stored explicitly.
This idea is in contrast to standard systems for autonomous navigation [19, 49],
which are based on processing the whole area of each acquired image and updating the
map with the corresponding information. We call this architecture patch-centered as
opposed to the pixel-centered processing of previous autonomous navigation systems.
Note that the proposed method does not compromise the performance of the sys-
tem, it is just a more efficient way of processing, storing, and accessing the available
information.
In the proposed paradigm, the terrain classification or slip prediction for a map
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the software design paradigm: each map cell keeps a set of
pointers to images which have observed it. An image patch, corresponding to a map
cell, is retrieved and processed once, e.g., when terrain classification or slip prediction
needs to be done, thus avoiding redundant computations.
cell works as follows: a projection of the map cell to the image is done and an
image patch corresponding to this cell is retrieved. In this way when multiple images
observe a map cell, we can retrieve the image patch corresponding to the map cell
which contains most information about the map cell. In this case not all image
patches need to be processed, which avoids redundant computations, but at the same
time allows for obtaining of multiple decisions about a map cell, if needed. Figure 2.9
shows an example in which nine images cover the whole terrain, but by using the
proposed method, we can effectively process the data corresponding to three images
only (less processing is required in the cases when some of the map cells do not need
to be evaluated).
The main assumption made is that the regions in which slip prediction is needed
are relatively planar. An example when this assumption is violated is a portion of
the terrain which contains large rocks. In this case the projected terrain patch of a
map cell near a large rock might contain portions of the rock because of occlusions.
However, in our case this assumption will be satisfied since the slip prediction is
intended to be used after processing the terrain for geometric obstacles, e.g., large
rocks (see Section 2.11). That is, there is no need to predict slip in areas which are
known to be non-traversable due to obstacles.
This paradigm allows for stereo imagery data to be received asynchronously or
intermittently—that is, one rover step can receive multiple images, e.g., in the case of
taking a panorama of the environment, or if the rover is stalled and receives multiple
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Figure 2.9: Example of full coverage of the map by only a third of the images ob-
tained. The software architecture allows for more efficient processing of the data. For
example, the elevation map shown has been built from nine panorama images, but
effectively the visual information from only three images need to be processed to fully
classify the terrain.
identical images, or if it does not receive imagery, etc. In either of the cases, the
map is updated with new information, if such is available, and whenever a terrain
classification is invoked, only the most recent terrain patch is used. The result of
the terrain classification is saved with its corresponding confidence and might be
combined with a potentially new evaluation if the confidence is insufficient. This is
in contrast to processing fully all of the incoming images, extracting visual features
and saving them to the map cells.
This design concept can give other advantages. Some speedup can be achieved,
as parts of the image do not belong to the map, e.g., the pixels above the horizon.
Additionally, the terrain classifier will not be invoked if slip prediction is not needed in
a certain area, e.g., an area which the main module has already marked as populated
with obstacles or which is otherwise deemed uninteresting. Finally, the software
architecture allows for applying different texture processing methods, e.g., of various
complexity and computational cost. For example, some map cells may not need
computationally intensive processing to be classified correctly. Since map cells at a
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close range cover large portions of the image, compared to map cells at far ranges, this
can speed up the processing without hurting the overall performance. This will be
taken advantage of later in Chapter 5 when a variable-length terrain representation
is proposed. We further discuss the slip prediction module software architecture in
the context of running it as a part of an integrated autonomous navigation system in
Section 2.11.
2.8 Terrain classification
This section describes terrain classification (T (A)) using vision information, which is
the first step of our algorithm. For the purposes of slip prediction, we consider only the
part of the image plane which corresponds to the robot’s 2D map of the environment.
That is, for now, we are not interested in regions beyond the distance where range
data is available, because we simply cannot retrieve any reliable slope information
and therefore cannot predict slip. A reasonable map for the LAGR vehicle is of size
12x12 m or 15x15 m, centered on the vehicle. Note that the MER panoramic camera
has considerably higher resolution and look-ahead [18]. The map is subdivided into
cells, each one of size 0.4x0.4 m. Our goal is to determine the terrain type in each cell
of the map. In fact, we will be classifying the patches corresponding to the projections
of map cells to the image plane.
Although previous autonomous navigation applications have often used color fea-
tures for simplicity and speed [19, 30, 85], our approach considers also texture in-
formation because much finer distinctions between terrains of different slip behaviors
need to be made. Note that the patches at close range and at far range have consid-
erably different appearances, so a single texture-based classifier could not be used for
both. This is due to the fact that the spatial resolution decreases rapidly with range.
This could also be clarified by looking at the amount of information in the image
plane which corresponds to different areas in the 2D map. For the LAGR vehicle the
estimates are: about 70% of the image plane is mapped to ranges below 10 m, about
7% to ranges between 10 m and 50 m, and about 2% to ranges between 50 m and
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of the terrain classification algorithm [79, 123].
the horizon [89]. So, for our experiments we build five independent classifiers which
are active at different ranges (ranges up to 2 m, 2–3 m, 3–4 m, 4–5 m, and 5 m and
above).
2.8.1 Terrain classification algorithm
As we are interested in classifying patches, corresponding to map cells, the approach
we use considers the common occurrence of texture elements, called ‘textons’, in
a patch. This representation is appropriate, because a texture is defined not by a
single pixel neighborhood, but rather by the co-occurrence of visual patterns in larger
regions. The idea follows the texton-based texture recognition methods proposed
by [79, 121, 123]. The approach is summarized in Figure 2.10.
Five different texture classifiers are trained, each one specialized at different range.
For each classifier and for each terrain type class (we have six terrain classes), a set of
patches in the image plane, corresponding to the map cells at the appropriate ranges,
are collected. All the training patches belonging to some range are processed by
extracting a set of 5x5 RGB regions forming a 75-dimensional vector representation of
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a local pixel neighborhood. Those vectors are clustered with k-means and the cluster
centers are defined to be the textons for this class. We extracted k=30 textons per
class.4 As a result, a total of 180 textons, called ‘texton dictionary,’ are collected for
the whole training set. Working in a feature space composed of local neighborhoods
allows for building statistics of dependencies among neighboring pixels, which is a
very viable approach, as shown by [123].
Now that the dictionary for the dataset has been defined, each texture patch is
represented as the frequencies of occurrences of each texton within it, i.e., a his-
togram.5 In other words, the patches from the training set are transformed into
180-dimensional vectors, each dimension giving the frequency of occurrence of the
corresponding texton in this patch. All vectors are stored in a database to be used
later for classification. Similarly, during classification, a query image is transformed
into a 180-dimensional vector (i.e., a texton occurrence histogram) and compared
to the histogram representations of the examples in the database, using a Nearest
Neighbor method and a χ2-based distance measure [123]. The majority vote of N=7
neighbors is taken as the predicted terrain class of the query patch. The result of
the classifier will be one single class. To determine the terrain type in the region the
robot will traverse (Section 2.10) we select the winner-take-all patch class label in
the cell neighborhood region. In both decisions, a probabilistic response, rather than
choosing a single class, would be more robust.
2.8.2 Terrain classification results
In this section we report results of the terrain classification algorithm on data col-
lected by the LAGR robot (Section 2.5.1). Our dataset is composed of five different
image sequences which are called soil, sand, gravel, asphalt, and woodchip after the
prevailing terrain type in them (Figure 2.3), but an additional ‘grass’ class can appear
in those sequences. As mentioned earlier, we consider patches in the original color
4As seen in the experiments later in the thesis, the number of textons can vary in a certain range
without affecting the final performance significantly.
5Instead of searching for each texton within a patch individually, each pixel location of the patch
is assigned to the texton closest in Euclidean distance.
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image that correspond to cells of the map. Each patch is classified into a particular
terrain type and all the pixels which belong to this patch are labeled with the label
of the patch (Figure 2.11). To measure the test performance we take ∼30 frames in
each sequence, which are separated by at least 10 frames within the sequence, so as
not to consider images similar to one another. The test set contains a total of ∼150
frames which span ∼1500 frames. The ground truth terrain type in the test set is
given by a human operator. Example classification results are shown in Figure 2.11.
Summary results of the terrain classifier for the five sequences for different look-
ahead distances are given in Figure 2.12. Classification performance is measured as
the percent of correctly classified area (i.e., number of pixels) in the image plane and
the correctly classified patches corresponding to cells in the map. The drop-off in
performance, especially in terms of patches, is due to a large number of classification
errors at far range. This is expected, as the patches at far range correspond to very
small image area (with little information content) and therefore are much more likely
to be misclassified. Naturally, regarding slip prediction, a larger map is preferred, as
it allows the robot to see farther, but the terrain classification errors at far ranges
can make slip prediction unreliable at large distances. Therefore, a tradeoff between
accuracy of classification and being able to see farther must be made. To be concrete,
in our further experiments we fix the map size at 12x12 m. The confusion matrix6 for
the terrain classification for the 12x12 m map, when considering correctly classified
pixels, is shown in Figure 2.12. From it we can see that grass is often misclassified
as woodchips (this happens for the areas of dry grass (Figure 2.11, top left)), soil is
sometimes misclassified as sand and vice versa, asphalt is misclassified as gravel, etc.
2.8.3 Discussion
The texton-based algorithm has been previously applied to artificial images [123],
but not to the autonomous navigation domain. Our main motivation for using it here
6The confusion matrix shows what percentage of the test examples belonging to a class have been
classified as belonging to any of the available classes. Its diagonal shows the correct classification
rate for each class and the off-diagonal elements show how often one class is confused with another.
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Sand Soil Grass
Gravel Asphalt Woodchip
Figure 2.11: Example texture classification results from each of the datasets. Patches
from the six terrain types considered in the texture classification, and the correspond-
ing color coding assigned are shown at top left. Each composite image contains the
original image (top left), the ground truth terrain classification (bottom left) and the
results of the terrain classification algorithm represented in two different ways (top
right and bottom right). Ambiguous terrain type in the ground truth is marked with
white. Those regions are not required to be classified correctly.
is that slip prediction requires fine discrimination between visually similar terrains,
such as soil, sand, and gravel. The texton-based approach is also robust to intra-class
variability, often observed in natural terrains.
Note that the algorithm follows the proposed software architecture (Section 2.7)
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Figure 2.12: Terrain classification results for different map sizes (left). Different ways
of representing the classification rate by counting correctly classified patches or pixels
are shown. Confusion matrix for the 12x12 m map (right). The classification rate for
each class is displayed on the diagonal.
which is patch-oriented, i.e., the classification of the terrain is done per image patch,
corresponding to a map cell. The usage of the proposed architecture provides for the
texture algorithm to be range dependent, i.e., to apply different classifiers for patches
at different ranges. The architecture also allows taking advantage of faster classifi-
cation methods, if such are available, and classifying some portion of the map cells
more efficiently, thus decreasing the overall computational time. Such an algorithm
is proposed in Chapter 5.
2.9 Learning slip behavior on a fixed terrain
In this section we describe the method for learning to predict slip as a function of
terrain geometry, when the terrain type is known, i.e., the slip behavior.
The input for slip prediction, i.e., the terrain geometry G, will be represented by
the longitudinal and lateral slopes which are the terrain slopes decomposed along the
X and Y axes of the current position of the robot, respectively. They are named
pitch and roll angles, as they correspond to the vehicle’s pitch and roll, but they
are retrieved from stereo imagery. The terrain slopes are estimated as described in
Section 2.9.2, see also [42].
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2.9.1 Learning algorithm
We consider the problem of learning of slip behavior as a nonlinear function approx-
imation. That is, the slip ZT (y), i.e., fT (Z|G = y), is approximated by a nonlinear
function of terrain geometry G. Previous experimental evidence shows that slip be-
havior is a highly nonlinear function of terrain slopes [81]. To model this highly non-
linear dependence, we use a type of Receptive Field Regression algorithm [103, 124].
The main idea is to split the input domains into subregions, called receptive fields,
and apply locally linear fits to the data to approximate a globally nonlinear function.
While there are many algorithms which can be applied to this learning task, such
as Neural Networks, Support Vector Regression, etc., our choice is mainly motivated
by our goal of eventually allowing fast online updates. The Receptive Field Re-
gression approach gives a good tradeoff between memory-based nonlinear regression
methods [51] and global function approximation methods, such as Neural Networks.
Slip Z (we have dropped the subindex T for simplicity) can be written in the
following form:
Zˆ(y) =
∑C
c=1
K(y,yc)(b
c
0 +
∑R
r=1
bcr 〈d
c
r,y〉), (2.4)
where y are the input slopes, y = (ypitch, yroll), K(y,yc) is a weighting function, or
kernel, K(u,v) = exp(−‖u − v‖2/λ), yc is a training example which serves as a
receptive field center, dcr are several local projections in each receptive field c, b
c
i are
the corresponding regression coefficients, R is the number of linear projections (here
R ≤ 2), and λ is a parameter which controls the receptive field size (λ > 0). In
other words, the slip Z, corresponding to a query point y, is computed as a linear
combination of C linear functions (one per each receptive field), where the weights are
computed according to the distance from y to the centers of the receptive fields. As
the weighting functions K(y,yc) depend on the distance from the query example y
to the receptive field centers yc, the final functional approximation will be nonlinear.
Now, given the training data Dy = {yi, zi}
N
i=1, where the vectors yi contain the
estimated slopes from range imagery, zi are the corresponding measurements of slip
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at this particular location, and N is the number of training examples, the learning
procedure’s task is to estimate the unknown parameters so that they fit the training
data Dy well. The parameters to be learned are the receptive field centers yc, 1 ≤
c ≤ C, the linear regression parameters bc0, b
c
r, d
c
r, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, 1 ≤ c ≤ C, and the
parameter λ which determines the receptive fields size.
For a given λ, the receptive fields are distributed to cover the input space so that
all training data belong to at least one receptive field. This is done by allocating a
new receptive field in the input space whenever an incoming training example is not
covered by other receptive fields, setting the center yc to be the new example [103]. To
estimate the parameters bcr, d
c
r in each receptive field, a Partial Least Squares (PLS)
linear fit [129, 51] is performed, in which the training points are weighted according
to their distance to the receptive field center [124]. In our case of only 2-dimensional
inputs, one can also use the Weighted Linear Regression [103] or some other locally
linear projection. However, by using PLS, the algorithm can be easily extended
to working with higher dimensional inputs, because of the dimensionality reduction
capabilities of PLS [124]. As our method uses the PLS regression, it is closer to the
Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) method of [124]. We parameterize
the receptive field size by only one parameter λ (which implies symmetric kernels).
More advanced structured kernels could be applied as in [124], but they introduce
additional parameters to be learned, which would require a larger sample size. We
select the parameter λ using a validation set, in order to avoid overfitting.7 For
example, the best selected λ for the soil dataset, collected by the LAGR robot, renders
a kernel of local activity within about 4◦ in pitch and roll angles.
An important aspect of this algorithm is that, when a new example arrives during
training, only the parameters of the receptive fields in the vicinity of this example
are to be re-evaluated. This allows for fast update in online learning. It is the result
of constructing a final cost function in such a way that competition among receptive
7The purpose of the validation set is to test the generalization of a learned model independently
of its training and select the best model possible for the data. For example, in this particular case,
selecting an infinitely small receptive field size would allow for one receptive field per each example
and therefore perfect approximation of the function on the training set. However, this will result in
a very poor performance on examples outside of the training data.
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fields is promoted, i.e., a receptive field is encouraged to fully approximate the required
value of the function rather than splitting the responsibility among many receptive
fields [64]. The cost function, implicit in the Receptive Field Regression algorithms,
is the following:
min
bc
0
,bcr,d
c
r
∑C
c=1
∑N
i=1
K(yi,yc)(zi − (b
c
0 +
∑R
r=1
bcr 〈d
c
r,yi〉))
2. (2.5)
In other words, the function is required to approximate well the observed output
of an arbitrary data point by an individual receptive field, rather than approximating
the data point output using multiple receptive fields. As a result of optimizing this
cost function, the updates to the parameters of one receptive field are done indepen-
dently of the parameters of the other receptive fields. This is an important point,
because when new data arrive in a subregion of the input domain, only a subset of
the parameters of the function will need to be adjusted, rather than re-evaluating all
the parameters of the function, as is done with Neural Networks, for example. This
property also prevents the ‘catastrophic forgetting,’ typical of global approximation
methods, and the algorithm does not need to store training examples in memory.
For now, the training is done in a batch mode, but the LWPR algorithm has
been selected in view of future training online, onboard the rover. In particular, the
properties of the receptive field regression approach that we find valuable are: the
concept of a receptive field which makes keeping of huge amount of data in memory
unnecessary; the adaptability of creating and removing receptive fields as needed;
and the possibility of easily extending the approach to online learning. We shall
note that modeling with local nonlinear regression imposes very little restriction on
the functional dependency. It allows for it to be nonlinear but does not assume
any particular model, instead, the model is learned from the data. An experimental
comparison with a Neural Network algorithm is given in Section 2.9.3.3.
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2.9.2 Implementation details
In this section we describe in detail the information we use for training purposes.
A 2D map of the environment is built using range information from the stereo pair
images. The map has a cell representation with a cell size of 0.2x0.2 m or 0.4x0.4
m.8 The information kept per cell is its extents, average elevation, and pointers to
a set of images in a ring buffer, which have most recently observed this cell. This is
sufficient to retrieve the required inputs when needed, i.e., for prediction, and does
not overburden the system with keeping a huge volume of data per cell. In a nominal
testing scenario, where multiple images observe the same map cell, a weighted average
of their terrain classification decisions and slopes estimates can be computed. For
speedup, one can also use only the slip prediction results from a single image patch
of highest priority per map cell, e.g., of the image which has observed the map cell
from the closest range.
To collect an example for the training data we do the following: for a particular
cell in the map which is seen by the rover at a distance, we can compute information
about appearance and measure the slopes (the input vector); when the rover traverses
this cell, the slip in X, Y, or Yaw (the output value) is measured. To be more efficient,
the data collection goes in the reverse way: in each map cell the average elevation
and pointers to the images viewing it are stored, because it is not known which cells
are to be traversed. It is only after the rover traverses some region that computations
about slopes and terrain appearance are made and are added to the training data.
To estimate the slope remotely at a particular location, we do a local plane fit
to the average elevation in each cell in its neighborhood [42]. The neighborhood is
defined as the cells in a rectangle which fully covers a rover of size 1x1 m. A slope
estimate can be missing if there are not enough cells under the robot to do a plane
fit. This can happen due to missing range data, e.g., in sparse vegetation or at the
borders of the map. The slope is decomposed into a longitudinal (along the forward
8The map cell size is not a critical parameter for the individual slip prediction. The larger cell
sizes are preferred for the terrain classification algorithm because it benefits from more information.
The experiments in this section are done with 0.2x0.2 m map cell size.
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motion direction) and lateral (along the wheel axis, perpendicular to the forward
motion) component with respect to the current position of the rover, i.e., the pitch
and roll slope angles. The initial attitude of the rover, received from the IMU, is
used to transform the retrieved longitudinal and lateral slope angles from the terrain
into a gravity-leveled frame. The slope angles cannot be perfectly evaluated because
of noise in the range data and because the locally planar terrain assumption might
be violated. As each location in the map is seen by many frames while the rover
approaches it, we average the roll and pitch estimates to smooth some noise effects.
Localization is important for the success of this method. VO is used for the vehicle’s
localization. In the case of an outlying VO position estimate, the step is skipped and
the map and rover position are reinitialized.
2.9.3 Experimental results
2.9.3.1 Experimental setup
In this section we give experimental results of learning and prediction of slip from
terrain slopes when the traversed terrain type is known. Our dataset is composed
of long stereo sequences (∼1000 frames) which were taken on one terrain type at
a time. We report below both training and test error. The training data are used
to learn the regression function. After learning, the function is tested on the same
data (training error) and also on data not used in training (test error). Naturally
the training error will be smaller, but the test error is a criterion for the learning
method’s generalization abilities, i.e., how well it will perform on new, unseen data.
To be able to measure the test error, we compare the predicted and measured slip
only on locations traversed by the rover, but in practice prediction will be done at
each point of the local map (wherever there is sufficient range data). So slip can be
predicted on different locations on the whole visible map, without the need for the
rover to traverse them.
To do learning, for most of the experiments in this section, we perform a sequential
split of the data into training and test sets. That is, for each terrain type we take the
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frames up till some time for training, and test on all the frames after that. Some small
portion of the data, between the training and test sets, is held out for validation to
avoid overfitting). This is a more realistic scenario than the random split commonly
used in the machine learning community, because the robot is expected to train on
some portion of the terrain first and then continue to traverse the terrain applying
what it has learned (testing). It is also more difficult because the distribution of
input variables during training might shift to unexplored regions while testing, which
makes it much harder to generalize.
Slip prediction error is measured by the average absolute error (Err) or by the
Root Means Squared (RMS) error:
Err =
n∑
i=1
|Pi − Ti|/n, (2.6)
RMS =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(Pi − Ti)2/n, (2.7)
where Pi is the predicted and Ti is the target slip at a particular step i. The latter is
more adequate for measuring the error of a regression function, but is more prone to
outliers and can give an incorrect idea of the error. We do training and testing point-
wise, i.e., not considering potential correlations between consecutive points, which do
exist, and could be exploited in a more advanced prediction algorithm.
To allow for comparisons among datasets and platforms, slip will be represented
in percent, by normalizing by the average velocity at which the dataset is taken.
2.9.3.2 Slip in X for the LAGR robot on off-road terrain
The first experiment was done with the LAGR robot on five different off-road terrains
(Figure 2.3). The first 45% of the data is used for training, the next 10% for validation
and the remaining 45% is used for testing. The data were taken by either manually
joysticking the rover (soil and gravel datasets) at a speed of about 1 m/s, which
can create variability in the commanded velocity, or by autonomous driving at a
controlled straight constant velocity of 0.3 m/s (all the remaining datasets). The
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data are normalized by the average velocity for each dataset. Images were acquired
at 5 Hz in this dataset.
The results of slip prediction with the LAGR vehicle on soil, gravel, sand, and
asphalt are presented in Figure 2.13. The actual learned nonlinear function of slip
as dependent on terrain slopes for the soil terrain is shown in Figure 2.15 (left).
The soil dataset consists of going up and down a slope twice which helps the testing
because similar slope angles have been seen in training. However, this does not
happen in the gravel dataset where a lot of the input test slope angles have not been
seen during training. This is a result of the consecutive split of the data. Still, the
algorithm manages to generalize well by extrapolating to unseen examples in those
circumstances. For the gravel dataset we used the vehicle’s tilt angles (from the IMU)
instead of the ones from the visual information because of localization problems (due
to occasional large rotations between consecutive frames which resulted in incorrect
position estimates), but, with good localization, there are no significant differences
between the two [9].
Prediction of slip in X for sand and asphalt terrains is given in the bottom row
of Figure 2.13. Unfortunately, the LAGR vehicle mobility in deep sand turned out
to be extremely poor. On a flat sandy terrain the vehicle experienced a consistent
slip of about 80% (Figure 2.13; compare to the mobility of Rocky8 on sandy slopes
described later on in Figures 2.17 and 2.22) and it was not possible to collect a dataset
on sandy slopes with the LAGR vehicle. The consistent 80% slip in sand forces an
almost constant function to be learned (Figure 2.13), which is quite natural in this
case.9 On asphalt and woodchip terrains, similar to sand, a constant function is
learned, because the measured slip for these datasets is approximately constant and
independent of the slope angles.
On average we get slip error of about 3%–15% for all the datasets (except for
gravel, with 25% RMS error, which is achieved in a hard-to-generalize learning setup).
This is quite a satisfying result in this type of data where a lot of noise is involved.
9The large noise in the measured slip for the sand dataset may be caused by pulsation in the
motor controller in the vehicle. Significant controller instability has been observed for deep sand [11].
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Figure 2.13: Prediction of slip in X on soil (top left), gravelly transverse slope (top
right), flat sandy terrain (bottom left), and up- and downslope asphalt (bottom right).
Each panel contains the predicted and ground truth slip (top row) for the correspond-
ing slope angles estimated from vision (bottom row), training data (left column), test
data (right column). LAGR vehicle.
In general, our results show very promising prediction of slip in real off-road outdoor
environments.
As mentioned earlier, we are using the slope angles retrieved from stereo imagery
(i.e., vision information). We have previously compared the slip prediction results
when learning with respect to the vehicle’s tilt angles (retrieved by the vehicle’s
IMU) and with respect to the slope angle estimates which are computed from the
range data using visual information [9]. Both are, in general, noisy measurements
of the actual slope angles: the IMU-based measurement gives the tilt of the robot,
not of the ground plane, which might be erroneous if the robot traverses a rock, for
example; the geometry-based slope estimation is susceptible to outliers and can be
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Figure 2.14: Predicted slip and its 1-sigma confidence intervals for the soil dataset
(top) and the corresponding slope angles (bottom). Training mode (left); test mode
(right). Note that the uncertainty for the test set is at times larger (e.g., around step
number 600) and much more spiky than for the training set. This is because some
test examples occur away from the regions covered by the training examples. Soil
data; LAGR vehicle.
wrong if there are obstacles in the plane fit area. Our results show [9] that they give
comparable test performance.
For the purposes of using the slip prediction for planning, it is important to have a
confidence value on each prediction, in order to know how much to trust it. We have
computed the confidence intervals on individual query predictions as in [124]. The
main assumptions in computing the confidence intervals are that two independent
sources of noise are present in the case of LWPR: one coming from the locally linear
fit in each receptive field and the other from the differences between the prediction of
a local model and the final prediction. The latter measures how much local models
agree in areas of overlap; it contributes significantly less to the uncertainty of the
estimation. Figure 2.14 shows the confidence intervals for each query point for both
training and test datasets for the soil terrain. The dataset has been normalized
stepwise and is split consecutively into two equal size sets, without using a validation
set. As we can see, query examples among the training data have smaller variance,
whereas some test examples have larger variance whenever they fall into regions of
the input space not covered by training data, or where the training examples are
noisy or contradict each other. The most uncertainty (a large confidence interval)
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Figure 2.15: The learned nonlinear function of slip as dependent on the two terrain
slopes. Soil data; LAGR vehicle. Learning with LWPR (left) and with a Neural
Network (right). The LWPR algorithm returns an invalid response (denoted with 0
on the plot) for regions which are far away from any receptive fields formed during
learning. The Neural Network extrapolates easily but incorrectly in areas far from
training data. Both methods manage to approximate the function in a similar way
in the domain covered by training data.
occurs on the boundary of the region within which any prediction response is given.
No prediction is available outside this region, as it is too far from any receptive fields
(see also Section 2.9.3.3).
2.9.3.3 Comparison of the LWPR method to a Neural Network
In this section we compare the results of learning with the LWPR algorithm and
with another common nonlinear approximation method (a Neural Network) on the
soil dataset (used also in Section 2.9.3.2). The Neural Network has 10 hidden nodes,
it has been trained for 10,000 epochs, uses early stopping, and does not use weight
decay. The LWPR has used 12 receptive fields to cover the input data domain.
Figure 2.15 shows the learned nonlinear function (representing slip as a function of
the longitudinal and lateral slopes, i.e., pitch and roll angles) evaluated for a range
of values for both angles.
The test results showed comparable performance of both methods with some ad-
vantage to the LWPR (RMS of 11.89% and 12.64% for the LWPR and Neural Network
respectively, when the training is done on a sequential split of the data into equal
sizes of training and test portions, with 5% of the examples in between held out for
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validation). The training data includes pitch angles of only up to 17 degrees and
roll angles up to 8 degrees in absolute value and includes slip measurements of up to
65% with occasional outliers of up to 80%. Both methods generalize to regions which
have not been observed during training i.e., have reported slip predictions outside
the training slope ranges (pitch and roll angles larger than 17 and 8 degrees respec-
tively). However, considerably different approaches to generalization to areas of the
space which have not been seen during training can be seen in Figure 2.15. The Neu-
ral Network extrapolates incorrectly to regions where no training data is available.
For example, it predicts ∼50% positive slip on a more than 20 degrees downslope
(see upper left corner on the right subplot of Figure 2.15), which is wrong because
slip on a downslope is expected to be negative or zero. Instead, the LWPR method
returns a confidence value on its prediction or in the simplest case a flag denoting that
the predicted response is invalid. The latter happens if the query point has negligible
weights with respect to all receptive fields. Naturally, if the training method had data
covering the whole input space that would not be an issue, but usually, in practice,
the available training data is not as variable or abundant as desired. The LWPR
nonlinear approximation both gives better generalization performance and alerts of
areas of the space where the result is not reliable. This adds more advantages of the
LWPR method to the previously mentioned fast online update, training in a memory
efficient way (i.e., it does not need all the training data in memory), and lack of
‘catastrophic forgetting’ when the input distribution is shifted to a new, unexplored
domain [124].
2.9.3.4 Slip in Yaw for the LAGR robot on off-road terrain
Apart from slip in the forward motion direction (i.e., slip in X), slip in the other
DOFs of the rover, Y and Yaw, can also affect the rover mobility. For example, large
amounts of slip in Y and Yaw will prevent the rover from executing a planned path
and therefore reaching the predetermined goal [54], so predicting them as well would
be very beneficial for planning.
Figure 2.16 shows the result of learning and prediction of slip in Yaw on a trans-
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Figure 2.16: Predicted slip in Yaw (in degrees) on a transverse gravelly slope (the slip
in Yaw has not been normalized). Training mode (left); test mode (right). LAGR
vehicle.
verse gravelly terrain for the LAGR vehicle. An interesting functional dependence
is learned for this dataset: large slip in Yaw, corresponding to large pitch angle, is
learned whenever the roll angle is large, but an almost zero slip in Yaw is learned
when the roll angle is small, regardless of the pitch angle. This means that the pitch
and roll angles work in conjunction to approximate the final slip well, i.e., both in-
puts are relevant for the measured quantity (here, slip in Yaw). A similar effect has
been observed in learning of slip in X, although the dependence of slip in X on the
roll angle is significantly less pronounced. On the same dataset, a small amount of
negative slip in Y, consistent with the large roll angle, could also be learned by our
algorithm (see [9] for details). No significant slip in Y or Yaw could be detected in
any of the other datasets we have for this vehicle, because there was no sideslope in
the terrain where they were obtained.
2.9.3.5 Slip in X for the Rocky8 rover in the Mojave desert
Another experiment with learning and prediction of slip in X was done for the Rocky8
rover, traversing sandy slopes in the Mojave desert. Figure 2.17 (left) shows the
terrain where the data was collected. The dataset consists of about 220 steps and
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Figure 2.17: Prediction of slip in X based on terrain slope angles. The dataset has
been collected with the Rocky8 rover on sandy slopes in the Mojave desert. Training
mode (left); test mode (middle). The test error for this run is 5%–7%.
was taken on slopes which range from -5◦ to 10◦ in pitch and up to 12◦ in roll. The
ground truth for this dataset was obtained with a Total Station, tracking four prisms
mounted on the rover, providing the 6-DOF pose within 2 mm and 0.2◦ accuracy in
position and attitude, respectively. In this experiment we have used the roll and pitch
angles provided by the ground truth. Slip is measured between steps which coincide
with stops of the rover. Each step is taken in approximately constant time. As the
step size can vary slightly, we average the slip across several neighboring steps. Here
again, we normalize slip by the average step size (∼0.22 m) to represent the slip in
percent.
As the available data is rather small, we split the data randomly, rather than con-
secutively, into training and test portions (more examples are given to the training
set, about 130 examples). To achieve statistically significant results, the experiment
is performed multiple times with different random splits of the data into nonoverlap-
ping training and test subsets. The test errors from 100 trials of this experiment are
as follows: the average test RMS error is 6.5% with standard deviation of 0.6%, the
average test absolute error (Err) is 5.5% with standard deviation of 0.34%. Perform-
ing multiple trials and using the average and standard deviation prevents us from
reporting the result of a single particularly favorable or unfavorable random split of
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the data. The consecutive split of the data (as performed in Sections 2.9.3.2, 2.9.3.3,
and 2.9.3.4) is a much harder learning scenario and the split is uniquely defined, given
the sizes of the training and test datasets.
The result for learning of slip in X from one of the trials and its corresponding
errors are given in Figure 2.17. For this trial, slip prediction captures correctly (with
error for the whole data within 5%–7%) slip of about 20% for high pitch angles. Note
that in this dataset there are combinations of roll and pitch angles in the second part
of the data (if split consecutively) which have not been seen in the first half, which
precludes us from doing a reasonable sequential split. Also note that the slip signal
is much less noisy than for the LAGR vehicle.
2.10 Slip prediction in the full framework
In this section we test the full slip prediction algorithm, in which stereo imagery and
the IMU are the only input, and slip at a remote location is the output. The prediction
works as follows: given an input example (x,y), first the terrain type T0 = T (x) is
estimated from appearance x (using the terrain classifier described in Section 2.8)
and then the learned slip model ST0(y) for the terrain type T0 is activated to produce
slip results, given the measured terrain slopes y (Section 2.9). We present the final
quantitative results by comparing the actual measured slip to the predicted slip.
2.10.1 Test procedure
This experimental setup is similar to the one in Section 2.9.3.1 with the main differ-
ence that the terrain type in each patch is recognized first and a different slip model
is used dependent on the terrain. The implementation details are described in Sec-
tion 2.9.2. Some other minor differences in the final system are the change of cell size
to 0.4x0.4 m (because larger cell regions are preferred by the texture classifier), and
the mechanism for combining slope measurements about each location, obtained from
different frames that have observed it. Here we average the measurements, weighting
them by the inverse of the range at which they are obtained; no significant differences
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Figure 2.18: Slip prediction and terrain type classification errors (left) and slope
estimation errors (right), as a function of the minimum range at which prediction is
performed. Slip prediction error, if the terrain type is known, is also shown to the
left. The terrain type classification error measures the percentage of misclassified cells
along the rover traverse. This experiment is done for a 15x15 m map on a subset of
the soil terrain dataset with the LAGR vehicle.
were noticed by changing the combining coefficient in the slope estimation. The same
cell neighborhood and the same averaging scheme (1/Range) is used for both ter-
rain classification and plane fit. The slip measurements in this dataset have been
normalized pointwise by the commanded velocity, rather than normalizing all slip
measurements by the average velocity. There were no significant differences, except
that the pointwise normalized data is slightly noisier. Here, again, to measure test
performance, we predict slip only on the path which was later traversed by the rover.
VO is used for the vehicle’s localization.
There is one more issue of deciding at what range to start reporting the predicted
slip and accumulating information as a particular location is being approached (we
call it ‘minimum range’). We explore what is the farthest minimum range for this
robot. Naturally, a potential path planner would benefit more, the farther we can
make a good slip prediction. On the other hand, locations observed at a large distance
might give unreliable or noisy slope estimates, or provide very little information for
the terrain classifier. Results of the slip prediction error, as a function of the minimum
range at which prediction has started, are given in Figure 2.18. We can see that much
better slip prediction is received for smaller initial ranges and that the deterioration
in slip prediction is mainly due to terrain classification errors occurring at far ranges.
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The slope angle estimation seems to be much more stable with range for this dataset.
The slope angle errors are computed against the roll and pitch angles received from
the vehicle’s IMU, which are approximations of the actual slope angles. For our
further experiments we will fix the minimum range at 3 meters as a trade-off between
a good-enough slip prediction and a far-enough initial range, preferred from the point
of view of the planner. This means that if a location is seen at a closer than 3 m
range we would not use any information we acquire about it (through vision or other
sensors) to improve our slip prediction. So, all estimations or predictions about slope
angles, terrain type, and slip will be accumulated between the ranges of 3 m and
possibly 8.4 m (8.4m is the diagonal distance from the center to the corner of a 12x12
m map; in practice, very few cells will occur at ranges larger than 6 m).
To briefly summarize the test procedure: at each step a 2D map of the terrain is
built (the map is of size 12x12 m, each cell is 0.4x0.4 m), the terrain classifier is applied
to each visible cell in the map and the terrain slope is estimated whenever there are
enough cells in the neighborhood. For each future rover position which is within the
map we save the estimated slope with a coefficient of 1/Range and all the terrain
classification responses in the cell neighborhood with their corresponding 1/Ranges.
The final slope measurements are weighted averages, and the final terrain classification
is resolved with voting among all terrain types that were recorded in the neighborhood
when the same location is seen multiple times—each vote counting according to its
weight. This mechanism is very useful in removing terrain classification errors initially
occurring at far range. The final measured slope angles are given as input to the slip
behavior predictor learned for the detected terrain type of the cell in question. In
the experiments the statistics are accumulated at ranges larger than 3 m and the
predicted slip is reported only for cells which have been observed at least 3 m away.
2.10.2 Results with LAGR
In this section we describe the results of slip prediction for the dataset collected with
the LAGR robot. The test dataset in this section is a composite of sequences of
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frames in which the terrain type is constant within a sequence but can change to
another terrain for the next sequence. In this way a human operator can specify
the terrain type of a long image sequence, instead of giving ground truth for each
image. The terrain classification algorithm does not have the knowledge that the
terrain is continuous for some number of frames and then can abruptly change. The
algorithm which estimates the slopes, however is aware of that change because a new
frame sequence has to come with a different initial gravity-leveled (IMU-based) pose.
A sequence size varies between 60 and 200 frames and the whole composite dataset
contains about 2000 test frames. We have made sure that the test dataset has not
been used for training.
The results of the full slip prediction experiment for the abovementioned large
‘composite’ dataset are shown in Figure 2.19. The figure shows the color-coded terrain
type classification results, the measured slip, the predicted slip, and the predicted slip
if the terrain type were known. The final slip prediction error for the whole dataset
is 21.8%. When the terrain type is classified correctly, the slip prediction error is
11.2%. As seen in the figure, large slip errors come from misclassified terrain types
(usually soil and gravel are misclassified for sand). Figure 2.20 shows more details on
some of the frames which incur large slip prediction errors; in particular, frames in
which soil and sand are misclassified. As seen in the figure, the task of discriminating
between those two terrains is very challenging in our field data. In this dataset the
error is increased significantly as the slip measured for level sandy terrain is about
80%, which gives a rather large slip error due to terrain misclassification (compare to
the error if the terrain type were correct). This result also shows that some errors are
more dangerous than others. In other words, that the terrain classification algorithm
should be applying different penalties for different types of error. That is, terrain
misclassification, which leads to large slip errors, should be given larger cost. In
general, those results are very promising given the level of difficulty that the field
data offers.
Up till now, we have shown the performance on the future rover path only, but
in actual test setup the result of the algorithm will be as shown in Figure 2.21,
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Figure 2.19: Results of slip prediction from stereo imagery (terrain geometry and
appearance) on the test dataset. Top: The predicted and measured slip for the
corresponding test sequences. Slip prediction, assuming correctly recognized terrain
type, is also shown (naturally, it coincides with the final slip prediction, whenever the
terrain type is classified correctly). Bottom: The predicted and correct terrain types
across the dataset. The test data spans about 300 meters. LAGR robot.
namely, each cell on the visible map will have predictions of slip in X (or Y, Yaw)
for potentially different orientations of the rover. The results in Figure 2.21 show the
predicted slip in X for a fixed, neutral orientation of the rover (i.e., the rover Yaw is
0). The rover has detected the flat sandy area as hazardous because of large slip, as
opposed to the adjacent flat woodchip area which would incur almost 0% slip. Slip
of about 40–50% is predicted on a slope covered with soil when traversed upslope.
Note that much larger slip is predicted on a flat sandy terrain than on a sloped soil
terrain. This reflects the mobility of this vehicle.
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Figure 2.20: Expanded results of slip prediction from Figure 2.19 for the areas incur-
ring most error. In frames 550–650, soil terrain is sometimes misclassified for sand
(left column). In frames 1550–1650, sand is misclassified for soil (right column). No-
tice the inconsistent ground truth slip measurement in the end of this sequence (the
rover traversed more solid terrain). The terrain classification on several frames from
these sequences is also shown in the bottom rows. The predicted terrain type is based
on a single frame and is determined by weighted voting of the predictions in the cell
neighborhood. The color coding is consistent with Figure 2.11.
2.10.3 Results with Rocky8 in the Mars Yard
In this section we describe the results of the final slip prediction on data collected
with the Rocky8 rover in JPL Mars Yard (Figure 2.5). There are two terrain types in
this data: ‘sand’ and ‘Mars-like soil’ (Figure 2.5, right). To train the slip prediction
module we have taken several traverses on the two terrain types. The training routes
are four individual drives upslope on each of the terrain types.
We have tested the trained slip learners on a test dataset which contained drives
on both terrains and on different slopes (this dataset was obtained independently on a
different day). In the test sequence, the rover drove upslope traversing first Mars-like
soil and then sandy terrain. The slopes of this portion of the Mars Yard increase
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Figure 2.21: Prediction of slip in X on the map. Input images (top); result terrain
classification (middle); result slip prediction in X (bottom). Soil, uphill (left column),
Sand, level ground (right column). The predicted slip is computed for a fixed (neutral)
orientation of the robot. Each panel shows the map and the results superimposed on
the image in its top left corner. LAGR vehicle.
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gradually in the forward direction of the rover. The results on the test sequence are
shown in Figure 2.22. The terrain classification algorithm10 has managed to recognize
correctly most of the sand terrain, which is on large slopes and therefore incurs a large
slip cost. Figure 2.22, top left compares the predicted slip to the measured slip on
each step of the traverse. Slip prediction error of about 15% is achieved (11.8% if
the terrain type were known). The measured slopes show a gradual increase in the
pitch angle, which, because of the particular learned slip behavior, leads to much
more significant increase of the expected rover slip. Figure 2.22, top right shows the
cost map generated from predicted slip in X of the rover. As seen, the rover should
be able to plan a path in this map which avoids areas which have large slopes and
sandy terrain and prefers similar slopes with the Mars-like soil terrain, for example.
The same results superimposed on one of the hazard avoidance camera images are
shown in the bottom row of the figure.
An important point to notice here is the difference in the mobility characteristics
of the two different robots (LAGR and Rocky8) with respect to slip. As seen in Sec-
tion 2.9.3.2, the LAGR robot experiences large slip in deep sand, whereas Rocky8 has
better mobility in a similar terrain. Another notable characteristic is that the slippage
for Rocky8 is much less noisy, compared to LAGR, and is thus more predictable.
In this section we showed that the slip prediction algorithm can carry over to a
different robot platform with different mobility characteristics. Naturally, the only
requirement is that specific slip models are learned for the new platform. This is
needed because the robots are kinematically different and therefore have different
mobility behaviors.
2.10.4 Discussion
Several issues regarding slip prediction done on our real-life dataset are worth men-
tioning.
While collecting slip data with the LAGR vehicle, we have encountered the prob-
10The terrain classification used for this experiment is done by Halatci et al., as described in [49].
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Figure 2.22: Slip prediction results for Rocky8 rover in the Mars Yard. Predicted
slip on the path of the rover containing both sand and Mars-like soil terrains (top
left). The corresponding path plotted on the slip-based cost map (top right). Original
image (bottom left) and predicted slip cost on the terrain superimposed on the first
hazcam image (bottom right). The predicted slip is computed for a fixed neutral
orientation of the rover (bottom right).
lem of how to factor out the dependence of slip on the vehicle’s velocity. This problem
could be ignored for a Rocky8 type rover, as the Mars rovers drive at relatively low
speeds and the dependence of slip on the commanded velocity is known to be insignif-
icant for small velocities. But this was an issue with the LAGR robot, especially as
originally the data was collected by joysticking the rover, thus introducing variabil-
ity in rover velocity. We addressed this problem by forcing the vehicle to drive at
relatively low constant speeds in our later data collections, but for the datasets col-
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lected at larger speeds only normalization is performed, which does not fully solve the
problem. Extending the application for Earth-based rovers (or rovers driving faster)
would require the training and testing to be performed at similar speed ranges. It is
also possible to introduce speed as an input to our system, with the caveat that in
this case training data at various speed ranges need to be collected.
Driving the rover at larger speeds caused occasional errors with the VO-based
ground truth estimation. This was not surprising as there was not always a sufficient
overlap between two consecutive stereo pairs (especially when the rover is turning; in
particular, we observed that behavior while driving the robot on a transverse gravelly
slope and, although not commanded to rotate, the rover was experiencing significant
slip in Yaw). The occasional VO errors practically disappeared when the rover was
forced to drive at a slower speed. Additionally, we had to avoid test scenarios in
which the robot was following its own shadow, in the cases in which the shadow took
a large portion of the stereo images. This case is particularly problematic for VO, as
the contour of the rover shadow offers prominent features which are often found and
matched in the next frame sequence, but produce a wrong motion estimate. In most
cases though, the VO algorithm is robust enough to identify them as outliers. The
proposed method assumes good vehicle localization and, while VO provides satisfac-
tory results here, robot localization is still a topic of ongoing research.
As the dataset is collected in the field, the slip measurements themselves are
quite noisy because of random effects coming from the terrain, measurement errors,
etc. Also, because of the adopted macro-modeling, there are events from the terrain
which we do not model and therefore cannot predict. For example, when one of
the wheels hits a small rock or falls in a gutter on the path, an unexpected motion
(e.g., in yaw) occurs, which will not happen on an otherwise homogeneous terrain.
Other factors, such as uneven wheel sinkage, unequal vehicle weight distribution,
and unequal traction across different wheels, will also influence slip. This makes slip
prediction a hard problem a priori, from both a mechanical and a machine vision point
of view [23, 78]. So, there are cases when slip prediction would not be possible with
the available tools, and we are aware that the slip could vary in some range on the
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same terrain type and slope, for some reasons we have no control over. Still, there is
a strong motivation for enhancing the terrain perception for detecting non-geometric
hazards whenever possible.
2.11 Onboard demonstration
We have implemented the slip prediction algorithm described above and integrated
it as a part of the Terrain Adaptive Navigation (TANav) System [53].11. The whole
system was tested onboard the Mars prototype rover Pluto in the JPL Mars Yard.
2.11.1 Overall system architecture
We describe here the architecture of the Terrain Adaptive Navigation system.12 The
system consists of several main modules, described below:
— Obstacle avoidance module (GESTALT) [45]: an algorithm which uses geom-
etry information from range data to compute traversability costs.
— Terrain ‘triage’ algorithm [53]: algorithm which assigns either of the three val-
ues: ‘definitely traversable,’ ‘definitely non-traversable,’ and ‘uncertain.’ The output
of the triage algorithm is utilized by the slip prediction module, e.g., by not process-
ing the areas of the terrain determined to be definitely non-traversable. A re-triaging
may be done after the slip prediction module.
— Slip prediction and terrain analysis [4, 7]: This module has been developed as
a part of this thesis and has been described earlier in this chapter.
— Path planning algorithm: the path planning algorithm is based on the D∗
algorithm [111].
— Slip compensation algorithm [55]: an algorithm which enables the rover to
follow the selected path by compensating for the distance which has not been traversed
due to slip.
11The work in this section is done in collaboration with Dan Helmick (JPL).
12The Terrain Adaptive Navigation system, described in this section, is the work of Helmick et
al. [53] and is included here only for completeness.
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Figure 2.23: The Terrain Adaptive Navigation system of Helmick et al. [53].
— High-fidelity traversability analysis module [53]: performs detailed kinemat-
ics/dynamics simulation of the rover on the selected paths or in areas deemed ‘un-
certain.’ This more-detailed dynamics simulation is needed to verify if the path is
feasible. It works with a mesh version of the terrain which can consider a significantly
higher level of detail.
The system proceeds by obtaining possibly multiple images of the terrain, building
a map and evaluating it in terms of traversability by the obstacle avoidance module.
Terrain triaging is done to determine non-traversable areas. The slip module is in-
voked and a slip related cost is assigned in areas which are considered traversable or
uncertain. After re-evaluating the terrain (i.e., re-triaging) the information is sent to
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a planner which selects a set of feasible paths to a pre-defined goal of minimal cost.
Each individual path (and more specifically the uncertain parts of it) is processed by
the dynamic simulation of the rover to assess its traversability and select the optimal
feasible path. Note that because some complex simulations might be needed to eval-
uate the paths, the whole procedure is performed every 10–15 m, so it is preferable
to acquire a set of images (as in a panorama), so that larger areas of the map are
populated. Once the path is selected it is followed, performing obstacle avoidance and
slip compensation at a much higher frequency, i.e., each rover step. The main idea
is that this system scales with the complexity of the terrain [53]; a fast computation
is performed if the terrain is benign, and more complex simulations are invoked only
on more complicated terrain.
2.11.2 Slip prediction module
We describe the integration of the slip prediction module with the rest of the system.
The slip prediction module (Figure 2.7) receives stereo imagery (or input image and
range information), camera calibration information, rover position and pan/tilt of the
mast (when working with panoramic camera). The output is slip related cost, which
is provided by a set of functions which can query slip in a map cell or a location in
the terrain. The slip prediction module has three submodules: a terrain classification
submodule (Section 2.8), several instances of individual slip prediction submodules
for each terrain type (Section 2.9), and a submodule responsible for building the map
and communicating with the other two submodules and the outer TANav system.
The latter submodule implements the software architecture described in Section 2.7.
Note that the software architecture is particularly suitable for communication with
the outside modules of the whole TANav system: it satisfies the requirements and
takes advantage of some of its outputs.
Note that in this system the slip prediction module is not expected to provide
a detailed rover terrain interaction model of slip which coincides with the macro-
model approach we have taken. For example, when the rover negotiates a terrain
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Figure 2.24: A panorama collected by Pluto with the goal waypoint.
with small rocks or is transitioning between terrains (front wheels positioned on one
type back wheels on another), the predicted slip would not be accurate. This level of
detail regarding slip cannot be obtained with the available stereo sensors and can be
addressed by the subsequent kinematics/dynamics simulation. The simulations are
computationally intensive so it is important that they are invoked only for a small
portion of the terrain, e.g., on the planned path or in uncertain areas.
2.11.3 Results of testing the integrated system
This section shows the results of the slip prediction module working as an integrated
module in the whole TANav system with the Pluto rover. The Pluto rover provides
additional color panoramic camera images, which allows for testing the software in
its nominal working mode in which multiple panoramic images are obtained.
The terrain types available are as follows: ‘Mars-like soil,’ ‘bedrock,’ and ‘dark
rock.’ The ‘dark rock’ class contains isolated large rocks. It is learned and classified as
individual terrain, but is considered as a ‘Mars-like soil’ class from the perspective of
the slip prediction module, because no slip model is available. Since the slip prediction
module is integrated into the TANav system, the preceding terrain triaging module
would assign a ‘non-traversable’ cost to it and the subsequent obstacle avoidance
would not allow the rover to drive over the rocks.
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The basic setup is as follows: The system is initialized by taking a panorama and
specifying a goal waypoint for the rover (Figure 2.24). The system does analysis of the
terrain (in which slip prediction is one of the components) and selects the best feasible
path to the goal which the rover needs to follow [53]. The goal of this demonstration is
to plan a path taking into consideration areas of large slip. After the path is selected,
the rover will follow the path, applying slip compensation algorithm [55] and obstacle
avoidance at higher frequency (i.e., using its hazard avoidance cameras).
To obtain slip cost, a weighted combination of slip in X and in Y (with 0.7 weight
given to slip in Y) is done. As slip also depends on the Yaw of the rover, we return
the maximum slip cost for a range of yaw angles (varying between ±45 degrees of
the current rover orientation). Since the TANav system works with goodness values
instead of costs, slip goodness is computed as the complement of slip cost.
We test the TANav system in two modes: without using the slip prediction module
and when using it. We compare the generated traversability goodness values and the
planned path by the rover in both scenarios (Figure 2.25). The generated goodness
value is a combination of the goodness generated by the TANav system and the slip-
based goodness which is predicted remotely on the map. The D∗ algorithm [111],
also integrated in the system, is used for path planning. As seen in Figure 2.25, the
slip prediction module detracts from the goodness values for areas of large slip, e.g.,
in Mars-like soil on slopes, but identifies the areas of bedrock as safer for traversal.
In particular, without the slip prediction module the path goes through soil terrain
on up- and side slopes which incurs large slip in X and Y, respectively. When the
slip module is used, the path goes through the bedrock area13, because it has less
slippage, and thus avoids having to drive directly upslope on soil terrain, where a lot
of slip in X is incurred.
This section summarized the results of integrating the proposed slip prediction
method into the TANav system. We saw that the map enhanced with slip prediction
allows for generating a path taking into consideration areas of slip and avoiding them.
13The farther bedrock area is deemed non-traversable by the TANav system, because it is on a
high slope and constitutes a tip-over hazard for the rover.
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Figure 2.25: Demonstration of the integrated system: Results of the selected navi-
gation paths without (top) and with the slip prediction module (middle). The maps
show goodness values (brighter color means better goodness value). The slip pre-
diction detracts from the goodness values for areas of large slip. When using slip
prediction, the path can utilize the low slip bedrock area to reach the goal. The
terrain map is shown in the bottom row, where the two bedrock areas can be seen.
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2.12 Summary
We have proposed to predict slip, a property of mechanical vehicle-terrain interaction,
remotely using vision information as input. The idea is to map the appearance and
geometry of the forthcoming terrain to its mechanical properties, measured when the
robot traverses it, and learn this mapping from previous experience. Our approach
is based on texture recognition and nonlinear regression modeling.
The importance of this method is that it is predictive. That is, the rover can
avoid terrains of large slip before getting stuck. This is possible because the input
information, obtained from stereo imagery, is available at each location in the map
(wherever there is range data) so the rover can predict slip at each observed, but
not necessarily traversed, location. The output of the slip prediction algorithm is
incorporated into a more intelligent path planner, so that areas of large slip are
avoided as potential hazards. Alternatively, more adequate control commands can be
issued taking into consideration the expected slip.
Experimental evaluation has been performed on several natural terrains with three
vehicle platforms. An onboard demonstration of the integrated system with a planner
is also shown. From our results we can conclude that learning of slip is possible and
can lead to successful prediction from visual information. The proposed algorithm
gives very satisfactory results for slip prediction, given the fact that a lot of noise is
involved in measuring it and that the dataset is taken on completely natural, off-road
terrains.
2.12.1 Limitations and future work
The proposed slip prediction method has certain limitations, mainly due to the lim-
itations of the sensors that are available. Mars scientists have acknowledged that
predicting the amount of slip is hard even for humans [23]. This is because using
visual information (appearance and geometry) may not reveal all the aspects which
contribute to slip. For example, visual information might not be sufficient to provide
information about possible sinkage in the future terrain. Nevertheless, we believe the
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analysis performed and the method proposed is a step in the right direction, in the
sense that—although not always precise—it does provide information about slip at a
distance, rather than driving blind, and is capable of alerting the rover of potentially
dangerous areas. Thus it will be a valuable tool to have.
The proposed slip prediction from visual information method does not undermine
the merit of mechanical modeling of terrain. Instead, it exploits sensory information,
e.g., vision, which is unavailable or not yet utilized by mechanical models and thus can
be complementary to them. For example, the proposed slip prediction is limited by
the macro-scale level of processing, i.e., assuming uniform terrain type and constant
slope under the rover footprints. A more detailed mechanical modeling [65] can
consider smaller scale events, such as terrain undulations under the rover footprints,
presence of rocks or presence of different terrain types under different rover wheels,
and can provide more precise estimates of slip in these cases. The latter method,
however, cannot be done at a future location. An important area of research would
be how to combine these two different levels of information (visual input and more
detailed mechanical modeling).
Some extensions of the algorithm can include deriving confidence intervals for
terrain classification algorithm and respectively for the final slip prediction so that
a planner can take advantage also of the certainty of the predictions. This can be
achieved by formulating the terrain classifier in a probabilistic framework [122].
Furthermore, visual information might not be sufficient to distinguish various
terrain types and properties, especially considering Mars terrains. It can be comple-
mented with multispectral imaging or other sensors to resolve some inherent visual
ambiguities and improve on the classification results. A more advanced algorithm
which imposes spatial and temporal continuity constraints on the classification over
neighboring patches or dependent on terrain geometry is another important extension
of the algorithm.
The terrain classification algorithm itself is also limited in its scope. That is,
the proposed computational method looks at small terrain areas and classifies them
based on similarities to other observed patches. Since there is a lot of variability
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or ambiguity in the appearance, looking beyond a single map cell at a larger scale
context can provide more insights into the soil type. For example, area which is part
of a dune-like or ripple-like formation is very likely to contain finer material which
has less friction, and therefore is likely to cause more slippage. To be able to do that,
a more advanced understanding of the scene and more intelligent inference is needed.
Another orthogonal future direction for the terrain classifier can come from im-
proving the efficiency of the processing. This is important, because this algorithm
needs to run in real-time onboard a rover. A method which can utilize the available
features more efficiently and also take advantage of misclassification costs to speed
up the classification is proposed in Chapter 5.
And finally the most necessary future direction for autonomous robots is to be
able to fully automate the learning so that the robot can achieve maximum auton-
omy. This is important because for planetary exploration there is significant delay,
and there is not sufficient time or resources to downlink images and manually label
them. We propose learning algorithms which can use automatically obtained signals
as supervision and do not require manual labeling in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Chapter 3
Learning from automatic
supervision
In this chapter we consider the problem of learning rover slip from visual information
in a fully automatic fashion, using the robot’s onboard sensors as supervision. In
particular, we are going to use the robot’s slip measurements as supervision to the
vision-based learning (Figure 3.1). The intuition is that two visually similar terrains
which might not be normally discriminated in the visual space, will be discriminated
after introducing the supervision. The motivation for using the slip measurements
as supervision, instead of manual labeling of terrain types, is that they are obtained
automatically and effortlessly by the robot’s sensors.
A probabilistic framework for learning from automatic supervision is proposed [8].
In this framework, visual information and the mechanical supervision interact to learn
to recognize terrain types. The method is designed to be able to work with supervision
signals which are ambiguous or noisy, as is the case with rover slip.
We have tested the algorithm on data collected in the field by the LAGR robot
while driving on soil, gravel, and asphalt. Our experiments show that using mechan-
ical measurements as automatic supervision significantly improves upon vision-based
classification alone and approaches the results of learning with manual supervision.
This work not only enables the rover to recognize terrain types and predict their slip
characteristics, but also to learn autonomously about terrains with different mobility
limitations, or slippage, using only its onboard sensors.
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3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 we have proposed a method for learning and prediction of rover slippage,
in which the learning of terrain classification and of slip models is done independently
in an offline fashion, using human supervision for providing the ground truth for the
terrain type. In this chapter we remove the requirement for human supervision, using
automatically obtained onboard sensor signals as supervision instead.
Although most navigation systems are targeted towards full vehicle autonomy,
they rely mainly on offline training and use heuristics or human supervision to de-
termine the traversability properties of a terrain type [77]. However, the ultimate
goal in autonomous navigation is to have a robot which is able to learn autonomously
about different terrains and its mobility restrictions on them. For example, it is not
practical to stop the exploration of a planetary rover, in order to downlink and label
training data. Moreover, providing ground truth manually is prohibitive because of
the huge volume of data available, and because using expert knowledge is expensive
and might be unreliable. For example, a human operator might not have the best
knowledge about soil characteristics and their influence on rover mobility. To auto-
mate the training process we use the vehicle’s low-level mechanical sensors, which
measure its slip behavior, to provide supervision for the learning of terrain type and
its mobility characteristics from visual information.
We consider the case in which the supervision is based on slip measurements
taken by the robot, which can be noisy and ambiguous. To solve the problem in this
setup, we propose a probabilistic framework in which the slip supervision provided
by the robot is used to help learn the classification of terrain types in the visual space
automatically. We call this scenario learning from automatic supervision. We show
that learning with this weaker form of supervision is more useful than ignoring the
supervision and that it can bridge the gap to the performance achieved by manual
supervision.
In the proposed probabilistic framework the visual and the mechanical sensory
information interact, classification in the input space is learned, and the parameters
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Figure 3.1: An autonomous vehicle uses stereo vision to obtain information about
terrain ahead (top left). Measurements about the mechanical vehicle-terrain interac-
tion, or slip, can be collected at different traversed locations by the vehicle’s onboard
sensors (top right and bottom left). These measurements can be used as supervision
to infer that the terrain types are different (bottom right) and to also learn their
inherent slip properties for the purposes of future slip prediction.
of both the terrain classification and the mechanical slip behavior are estimated. The
problem is formulated as a maximum likelihood estimation in which the Expecta-
tion Maximization (EM) algorithm [32] is used to learn the unknown parameters.
The method in an extension to unsupervised clustering, e.g., Mixture of Gaussians
(MoG) [24], but allows for noisy or ambiguous mechanical measurements to act as
supervision to the visual information. This is, to our best knowledge, the first work
which considers the problem of learning about terrain types when the automatic
supervision is in fact a sensory measurement from the vehicle, which can be ambigu-
ous and noisy.
The proposed approach is also applied to remote prediction of potential rover slip
on forthcoming terrain. The significance of the approach is that a fully automatic
learning and recognition of terrain types can be performed without using human
supervision for data labeling.
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3.2 Previous work
Learning from proprioceptive sensors [128, 89] and self-supervised learning [30, 68,
80, 110] have introduced the concept of using one onboard sensor as supervision for
learning with another sensor. For example, terrain traversability is learned from visual
features where traversability is determined by using the robot’s bumper hits [68],
by analyzing geometry data from stereo [89], or by analyzing range data to detect
flat areas as the drivable road [30]. These approaches have been very successful in
extending the effective perception range [30, 50, 68, 80, 89, 110].
From a learning point of view, the above mentioned approaches have assumed that
the robot’s sensors give reliable classification [30, 68] and thus reduce the problem
to supervised learning, or use a heuristically derived traversability cost [110]. The
main challenge in our setup is that the signals used as supervision cannot be directly
clustered to provide labels for the classification in the vision space. That is, we
consider a more general and realistic scenario, as the supervision might not always
uniquely identify each individual terrain class.
Mechanical sensor measurements obtained by the robot, such as vibrations, have
also been used to characterize the terrain type traversed by the robot [28, 37, 94].
The main limitation of these approaches is that they are not predictive, that is, the
terrain classification is done only at the currently traversed location. A very good
separability in the space of sensor responses is also required, so that a unique terrain
assignment for each example is obtained. The latter is not always possible, e.g.,
driving at slower speed was unable to produce definitive enough vibration patterns
to discriminate terrains [37].
Previous machine learning approaches, the so-called semi-supervised learning [12,
17, 26, 126, 133], also aim at decreasing the amount of human supervision involved
in data labeling. Semi-supervised learning addresses how to incorporate partially
available information to help the clustering. For these methods, partial supervision
is required. For example, some part of the data is required to be reliably labeled
in [26, 133], or the supervision is provided in the form of pairwise constraints which
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are assumed to be known a priori [12, 126]. In this context as well, we are not aware
of learning methods which work with noisy or uncertain supervision or which can
cope with potentially noisy or unreliable labeling.
3.3 Problem formulation
We consider the problem of predicting the slip Z of the robot in each map cell on
the forthcoming terrain using the visual information x ∈ Ω of the cell and some
information about the terrain geometry y ∈ Φ (e.g., local terrain slope) as input (Ω
is the vision space, Φ is the space of terrain slopes). Let us denote the function that
needs to be evaluated as Z = F (x,y). The main goal of this chapter is to learn the
slip prediction function Z using the slip measurements as the only supervision to the
system.
Because of the physical nature of the problem, we can assume that there are a
limited number (K) of terrain types that can be encountered, and that on each terrain
the robot experiences different slip:
F (x,y) =


f1(y), if x ∈ Ω1
...
...
fK(y), if x ∈ ΩK
(3.1)
where x ∈ Ω, y ∈ Φ, Ω ∩ Φ = ∅, Ωi ∈ Ω are different subsets in the vision space,
Ωi∩Ωj = ∅, i 6= j, fk(y) are nonlinear functions which work in the domain Φ and which
change their slip behavior dependent on terrain, and K is the number of terrains. In
other words, different slip behaviors occur on different terrain types as determined by
appearance. While we focus on learning and prediction of rover slip, the problem can
apply to various types of robot mechanical behavior. For example, f can represent
terrain traversability, ground surface compressibility [82, 87], or load-bearing surface
height [128] for each terrain type. In general, f can be a function of some additional
sensor-based input signal y, e.g., here slip is a function of terrain slope angles.
Our goal is to learn the mapping Z = F (x,y) from training data D = {(xi,yi), zi}
N
i=1,
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of the main learning setup using automatic supervision:
several unknown nonlinear models describe the mechanical behavior corresponding to
different terrain types; each training example consists of a vision part (e.g., an image
patch of this terrain) and one single point on the curve (marked with a diamond)
describing the mechanical behavior.
where xi are the visual representations of patches from the observed terrain; yi are the
terrain slopes, and zi are the particular slip measurements when the robot traverses
that terrain. Similarly to Chapter 2, the input variables xi and yi are measured from
stereo data and, for example, the IMU, and the corresponding output, i.e., rover slip
z, is measured by VO [88].
Figure 3.2 visualizes the problem when measurements of slip as a function of
terrain slope are used as supervision. Each terrain measurement is composed of an
appearance patch, a terrain slope estimate and a measurement of the amount of slip
occurring at the location with this particular appearance and slope (note that one
training example is a single point on the nonlinear curve of slip behavior). The system
works without human supervision and does not use ground truth. Instead, it relies
on the goodness-of-fit of the measured slip data to potential slip models to learn both
the terrain classification and the nonlinear slip behaviors.
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Figure 3.3: Slip measurements plotted as a function of the estimated slope angles
retrieved from actual rover traversals. The ground truth terrain types in this figure
are provided by human labeling for visualization purposes. The proposed algorithm
does not use the ground truth.
Figure 3.3 visualizes the problem when actual measurements of slip as a function of
terrain slope are used as supervision. The slip and slope measurements in Figure 3.3
are obtained completely automatically, as only the vehicle’s sensors are needed to
compute them. The data is very challenging: the slip measurements to be used as
supervision are very noisy and can overlap in parts of the domain. A nonlinear model
can presumably approximate the slip behavior as a function of the slope for each
terrain type. These models will essentially act as supervision, but they are unknown
and have to be learned from the data.
We consider only the slip in the forward motion direction as dependent on the lon-
gitudinal slope, similar to slip measurements done for the Mars Exploration Rover [81].
Although rover slip depends also on the lateral slope, as seen in Chapter 2, here, for
simplicity, we exploit the most significant slip signal available for the purposes of
providing supervision. After the robot has learned how to visually discriminate the
terrains with this form of supervision, it is conceivable that it could learn more com-
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plex slip models using additional input variables (e.g., both longitudinal and lateral
slopes, roughness, etc.), as in Chapter 2.
The main problem in our formulation is that the slip signal to be used as super-
vision can be of very weak form. In particular, because of the nonlinearity of the slip
models fi(y), it is possible that some of the models overlap in parts of their domain.
(i.e., for some i, j, i 6= j, fi(y) ≡ fj(y), for y ∈ Φ0, for some Φ0 ⊆ Φ). For example,
several terrains might exhibit the same slip for ∼0◦ slope, as seen on Figure 3.3, or
simply two visually different terrain types might have the same slip behavior. We
call this supervision ambiguous. Note that, since the slip measurements come from
some unknown nonlinear functions (Figure 3.3), they cannot be simply clustered into
clearly discriminable classes, as was previously done for characterizing terrains from
mechanical vibration signatures [28, 37], or for learning terrain traversability in self-
supervised learning [30, 50, 68]. That is, using these slip measurements as supervision
is not a trivial extension of supervised learning. However, this form of supervision can
still provide useful information for discrimination. The intuition is that, although the
supervision might not always be useful, some of the examples which provide useful
supervision information can propagate this information to other examples through
their visual similarity. In this way, two visually similar terrains, which might not be
normally discriminated in the vision space, will be discriminated after introducing
the supervision. Conversely, if two terrains exhibit different slip behavior, the super-
vision should be forcing a better discrimination in the visual space. Additionally,
as the supervision is collected automatically by the robot’s mechanical sensors, it
will be noisy (e.g. including occasional outliers due to unmodeled events or ground
truth measurement errors). To cope with ambiguous and noisy supervision signals
necessitates a framework which allows reasoning under uncertainty.
To summarize, our goal is to learn the function Z = F (x,y) from the available
training data D = {xi,yi, zi}
N
i=1, where xi, yi are the visual and mechanical domain
inputs and zi are the mechanical measurements collected by the vehicle. Thus, after
the learning has completed, the mechanical behavior z for some query input example
(xq,yq) will be predicted as z = F (xq,yq). We do not want to use manual labeling
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of the terrain types during training, so the mechanical measurements zi, which are
assumed to have come from one of the unknown nonlinear models, will act as the
only supervision to the whole system. The main problem is that using the mechanical
measurements as the only ground truth, or supervision, we have to learn both the
terrain classification and the unknown nonlinear functions for each terrain (note that
the models for the particular mechanical behavior might not be known beforehand,
as is the case with slip). The difficulty of the formulated problem lies in the fact that
a combinatorial enumeration problem needs to be solved as a subproblem, which is
known to be computationally intractable [66].
3.4 Learning from automatic supervision
3.4.1 Main idea
Since the main problem in the given setup is that a subset of the slip measurements
to be used as supervision can be ambiguous, our key idea is to make examples with
significantly different slip response propagate their supervision signal to examples
whose slip response is ambiguous. This can be done by exploiting their visual simi-
larity. Figure 3.4 visualizes the idea behind the approach. The examples of ambiguous
supervision are still useful for inclusion into the whole framework, because the infor-
mation they provide helps learn a better model of the terrain classes in the visual
space.
3.4.2 Approach
We can consider the problem formulated in (3.1) as having two parts: a vision part, in
which learning of the terrain type is done, and a mechanical behavior part, in which
the slip measurements act as supervision. They are linked through the fact that
they refer to the same terrain type, so they will both give some information about
this terrain. In other words, during learning, we can use visual information to learn
something about the nonlinear mechanical models, and conversely, the mechanical
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Figure 3.4: Schematics of the main idea of incorporating automatic ambiguous super-
vision into terrain classification. Examples for which the supervision signal is distinc-
tively different can propagate this information to examples of ambiguous or noisy
supervision through their similarity in vision space.
slip feedback to supervise the vision-based terrain classification. Our goal now is to
make those two different sets of information interact.
We provide a solution to (3.1) in a maximum likelihood framework. The problem
is that classifying the terrain types in visual space and learning their slip behavior
are not directly related (i.e., they are done in different, decoupled spaces) but they
do refer to the same terrains. So, we introduce hidden variables L (from a multi-
nomial distribution with a parameter pi) which will define the class-membership of
each training example, similar to MoG [24]. In our case Lij = 1 if the i
th training
example (xi,yi, zi) has been generated by the j
th nonlinear model and belongs to the
jth terrain class. Now, given that the labeling of the example is known, we assume
that the mechanical measurements and the visual information are independent. So,
the complete likelihood will factor as follows:
P (X,Y, Z, L|Θ) = P (X|L, Θ)P (Y, Z|L, Θ)P (L|Θ),
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Figure 3.5: The graphical model for the maximum likelihood density estimation for
learning from both vision and automatic mechanical supervision. The observed ran-
dom variables are displayed in shaded circles.
where Θ, Θ = {µj, Σj, θj, σj, pij}
K
j=1, contains all the unknown parameters that need
to be estimated in the system (to be described below).
The graphical model corresponding to this case is shown in Figure 3.5. The graph-
ical model [25, 97] represents the assumptions about dependencies we have made for
the variables in our problem. In particular, it states our abovementioned assumption
that the visual part of the data is independent of the mechanical data, given the class
label of the data point is known. We have also assumed that the number of terrain
types K is known and that we have a fixed appearance representation x which is
good enough for our purposes. The particular forms of the distributions P (X|L, Θ),
P (Y, Z|L, Θ) will be described below. pij = P (Lj = 1|Θj) are the prior probabilities
of each terrain class.
Using the hidden variables, the complete data likelihood function for the data
D = {xi,yi, zi}
N
i=1 can be written as follows
1:
P (X,Y, Z, L|Θ) =
N∏
i=1
K∏
j=1
[P (xi|Lij = 1, Θ)P (yi, zi|Lij = 1, Θ)P (Lij = 1|Θ)]
Lij ,
1Since Li is an indicator variable for class membership of the i
th example, P (Lij) =
∏K
j=1[P (Lij =
1)]Lij . Similarly P (xi|Lij) =
∏K
j=1[P (xi|Lij = 1]
Lij [25].
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from which the complete log likelihood function (CL) for the data is written as follows:
CL(X,Y, Z, L|Θ) =
N∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
Lij log P (xi|Lij = 1, µj, Σj) + (3.2)
N∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
Lij log P (yi, zi|Lij = 1, θj , σj) +
N∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
Lij log pij.
The complete log likelihood will be optimized iteratively in the EM algorithm [32]
to obtain the optimal set of parameters. As seen, the introduction of the hidden
variables simplifies the problem and allows for it to be solved efficiently with the EM
algorithm.
The vision information X and the mechanical information Y, Z are considered
to come from particular probability distributions, conditioned on the label. Those
distributions are modeled, so that a tractable solution to the complete maximum
likelihood problem is achieved. The vision data is assumed to belong to any of the K
clusters (terrain types). For each of them, the mean and covariance parameters need
to be estimated. The probability of a data point xi belonging to a terrain class j is
expressed as:
P (xi|Lij = 1, µj, Σj) =
e−
1
2
(xi−µj)
T Σ−1
j
(xi−µj)
(2pi)d/2|Σj|1/2
, (3.3)
where µj, Σj are the means and covariances of the K clusters of vision data and d is
the dimensionality of the vision space.
The mechanical measurement data is assumed to come from a nonlinear fit, which
is modeled as a General Linear Regression (GLR) [105]. GLR is appropriate for
expressing nonlinear behavior and is convenient for computation because it is linear
in terms of the parameters to be estimated. For each terrain type j, the regression
function Z˜(Y ) = E(Z|Y ) is assumed to come from a GLR with Gaussian noise:
fj(Y ) ≡ Z(Y ) = Z˜(Y ) + ²j, where Z˜(Y ) = θ
0
j +
∑R
r=1 θ
r
jgr(Y ), ²j ∼ N(0, σj), and
gr are several nonlinear functions selected before the learning has started. Some
example functions are: x, x2, ex, log x, and tanh x (those functions are used later on
in our experiments with the difference that the input parameter is scaled first). The
parameters θ0j , ..., θ
R
j , σj are to be learned for each model j. The following probability
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model for zi belonging to the j
th nonlinear model (conditioned on yi), is assumed:
P (zi|yi, Lij = 1, θj, σj) =
1
(2pi)1/2σj
e
− 1
2σ2
j
(zi−G(yi,θj))
2
, (3.4)
where θj are the parameters of the nonlinear fit of the mechanical data, σj are the
covariances (here it is the standard deviation, as the final measurement is one di-
mensional), G(y, θj) = θ
0
j +
∑R
r=1 θ
r
jgr(y), and θj = (θ
1
j , ..., θ
R
j , θ
0
j ). P (yi) is given an
uninformative prior (here, uniform over a range of slopes).
The parametrization of the slip models is simpler than the one in Chapter 2. This
is needed because the slip measurements assumed to have come from these models
act as supervision, but at the same time the models are unknown and have to be
learned from the data. In this case, using a simpler parametrization requires fewer
parameters to be learned and is more feasible in our current problem.
3.4.3 Algorithm for learning from automatic supervision
The EM algorithm applied to our formulation of the problem is shown in Figure 3.6.
The detailed derivations are provided in Appendix A. In the E-step, the expected
values of the unobserved label assignments Lij are estimated. In the M-step, the
parameters for both the vision and the mechanical side are selected, so as to maximize
the complete log-likelihood. As the two views are conditionally independent, the
parameters for the vision and the mechanical side are selected independently in the
M-step, but they do interact through the labels, as they both provide information for
estimation in the E-step. Some notations in Figure 3.6 are as follows (see Appendix A
for details): Lt+1j is a diagonal NxN matrix which has L
t+1
1j , ...L
t+1
Nj on its diagonal,
G is a Nx(R + 1) matrix, such that Gir = gr(yi), Gi(R+1) = 1, and Z is a Nx1 vector
containing the measurements zi.
3.4.4 Discussion
Within our maximum likelihood framework, it can be seen that the algorithm copes
naturally with examples providing ambiguous supervision (i.e., belonging to areas of
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Input: Training data {xi,yi, zi}
N
i=1, where xi are the vision domain data,
yi are the mechanical domain data, zi are the supervision measurements
Output: Estimated parameters Θ of the system
Algorithm:
1. Initialize the unknown parameters Θ0. Set t = 0.
2. Repeat until convergence:
2.1. (E-step) Estimate the expected value of Lij
Lt+1ij =
P (xi|Lij=1,Θ
t)P (yi,zi|Lij=1,Θ
t)pit
j∑K
k=1
P (xi|Lik=1,Θt)P (yi,zi|Lik=1,Θt)pi
t
k
.
2.2. (M-step) Select the parameters Θt+1 to maximize CL(X,Y, Z, L|Θt):
µt+1j =
∑N
i=1
Lt+1
ij
xi∑N
i=1
Lt+1
ij
; Σt+1j =
∑N
i=1
Lt+1
ij
(xi−µ
t+1
j
)(xi−µ
t+1
j
)T∑N
i=1
Lt+1
ij
; pit+1j =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij /N ;
θt+1j = (G
T Lt+1j G)
−1GT Lt+1j Z; (σ
2
j )
t+1 =
∑N
i=1
Lt+1
ij
(zi−G(yi,θ
t+1
j
))2∑N
i=1
Lt+1
ij
.
2.3. t = t + 1.
Figure 3.6: EM algorithm updates for learning from automatic supervision.
overlap of several different nonlinear models). For those examples the algorithm falls
back to using the visual input only, because the probability of belonging to each of
the overlapping models is almost equal.
The proposed maximum likelihood approach solves the abovementioned combi-
natorial enumeration problem [66] approximately by producing a solution which is
guaranteed to be a local maximum only. Indeed, the EM solution is prone to get-
ting stuck in a local maximum. For example, one can imagine creating adversarial
mechanical models to contradict the clustering in visual space. In practice, for the
autonomous navigation problem we are addressing, our intuition is that the mechan-
ical measurements are correlated to a large extent with the vision input and will be
only improving the vision-based classification. This is seen later in the experiments.
3.5 Experimental evaluation
In this section we apply the algorithm for learning from automatic supervision to the
problem of slip prediction. We compare the algorithm to learning when the training
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Table 3.1: Simulated experiment: Summary of the test performance.
Learning scenario Terrain classif. err. (%) Slip error (Err) (%)
Unsupervised 41.3 6.94
Autom. supervision 29.5 4.47
Human supervision 15.7 3.49
examples are classified by human, and to unsupervised learning (i.e., when using only
the input visual features for learning). We further evaluate slip prediction based on
the learned terrain classification and the learned slip models. Our experiments are
done with the LAGR robot on a subset of the data described in Section 2.5.1.
3.5.1 Experiment with simulated slip models
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm for learning from automatic
mechanical supervision we perform an experiment in which we use actual visual
patches collected by the rover (as in Figure 2.4), but the slip behavior models are
created from known nonlinear models (Figure 3.7). This experiment is partially con-
trolled, to be able to report classification error, comparing to human-labeled terrains,
and to measure goodness-of-fit to the mechanical behavior models. The models used
are generated to simulate actual ‘slip vs. slope’ behavior, as measured and reported
in [81] for MER. In the next section we will show experiments on slip measurements
collected by the rover in the field.
The image patches are collected from three actual terrains, i.e., while driving
on sand, soil and gravel. The visual representation used is two dimensional and is
composed of the average normalized red and green of the terrain patch.
The experimental setup (Figure 3.7) generally follows Figure 3.2: a set of slip
and slope measurements are generated from each of the curves and are paired with
appearance patches coming from actual terrains. It is not known to the algorithm
which terrain classes the input examples belong to.
Table 3.1 gives a summary of the results when learning with and without me-
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Figure 3.7: Experimental setup for learning with simulated slip models. Top row:
Example terrain patches displayed in the initial vision space with ground truth clas-
sification (only a subset of the patches is shown). Bottom row: 2D color representation
of the terrain patches (left) and the assigned nonlinear slip models (right).
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Figure 3.8: The learned nonlinear models for the three classes superimposed on the
training data. Learning without supervision (top), learning with automatic mechan-
ical supervision (bottom). The slip models could not be estimated correctly in the
unsupervised case because of initial errors in the terrain classification. They are
learned correctly after adding the supervision.
chanical supervision, comparing to human-labeled ground truth. The slip prediction
error is computed as: Err=
∑N
i=1 |F (xi,yi) − zi|/N , where F (xi,yi) is the predicted
and zi is the target slip for a test example (xi,yi) (see also Equation (2.6)). The
results are averaged over 100 independent runs. Each run uses about 400 training
and 400 test examples, randomly selected from the data. In the case of learning with-
out supervision, essentially an unsupervised clustering is done in the visual space.
The mechanical models are fit after the classification has converged and the data
corresponding to each terrain type is used.
The learned nonlinear models for the three terrains are shown in Figure 3.8. When
learning without supervision, some initial classification errors in the vision space cause
examples from the wrong models to be assigned to a class and, as a result of that,
the wrong slip models are estimated. This is not the case if automatic supervision is
used during training. Using slip measurements as supervision helps the classification
algorithm and the right models can be estimated, leading to a smaller test error
(Table 3.1). Learning with automatic supervision achieves 72% of the possible margin
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Figure 3.9: Terrain classification in the vision space after learning without supervision
(left column), and after learning with automatic supervision (right column). Some
example patches, representatives of the learned soil class corresponding to the two
learning scenarios, are shown in the bottom row. When learning with automatic
supervision, the algorithm has managed to learn that the two separate clusters in the
soil class, containing brighter and darker patches, belong to the same class (bottom
right panel).
for improvement between the unsupervised learning and the learning with human
supervision.
Figure 3.9 shows the classification in the vision space and some of the appearance
patches which have been learned to belong to one of the classes. As seen in the figure,
when learning with automatic supervision, the vision-based classifier has been forced
to learn that some additional darker patches also belong to the soil class, which was
not immediately apparent in the unsupervised classification. This point is important,
as real-life data offers a lot of variability in appearance, and even if some limited
supervision is admissible, a human operator would not be able to show to the system
all possible illumination or view invariances of a terrain patch, for example. The
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mechanical supervision can be used to do that instead. As only visual information
is used for determining the terrain type in the test mode, the terrain classification
errors for all three scenarios (Table 3.1) are much larger compared to the training
mode (Figure 3.8). This is due to a significant overlap in the vision space. The
terrain classification errors are rather large because the data is quite hard and the 2D
color feature space is rather insufficient to make a good discrimination.
From this experiment we can conclude that when there is a large overlap between
the visual appearance of the patches, using automatic supervision helps to learn to
discriminate them better. As a result of that, more precise slip models can be also
learned for each terrain. Learning from automatic supervision outperforms the unsu-
pervised learning and is able to retrieve the correct underlying terrain classification
achieving performance comparable to human-supervised learning. The slip models
used here have very small noise variability. In the next section we perform experi-
ments with actual slip measurements collected by the rover.
3.5.2 Field experiment
In this section we experiment with actual slip measurements experienced by the rover.
We consider data from soil, gravel, and asphalt terrains collected by the LAGR robot
(Section 2.5.1). We quantitatively evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm for supervised learning (Figure 3.5) compared to both unsupervised learning
(equivalent to Mixture of Gaussians) and human supervised learning.
3.5.2.1 Experimental setup
Here we consider slip and slope measurements collected from actual drives of the
rover. The data are obtained in the same way as in Chapter 2: the robot builds a
cell map of the environment and obtains geometry and appearance information per
each map cell. When a particular cell, previously observed by the robot, is traversed,
the robot measures its slip and saves a training example composed of a visual feature
vector, geometry feature vector (here only the slope angle) and the corresponding slip.
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Slip is computed, as in Chapter 2, as the difference between the commanded and the
actual velocities between two consecutive steps of the rover. In these experiments
we focused on slip in X (along the forward motion direction) as dependent on the
longitudinal slope. For that purpose we considered a subset of the data with no
significant lateral slopes.
Figure 3.3 visualizes the mechanical part of the data, i.e., the measured slip (from
VO and kinematics) plotted as a function of the remotely measured longitudinal slopes
(from range data). As seen, the data is very noisy, as a result of being collected on
natural, off-road terrains. Because of certain limitations in the mobility of the vehicle
on some off-road terrains, not all possible slip angles and behaviors could be collected
(e.g., the robot recorded a slip of about 80% on ∼0 degree slopes and could not climb
sandy slopes of any degree); so the sand and woodchips datasets are not considered
in this experiment, because the range of the available slope measurements are limited
(see Figure 3.12 later in the chapter).
The visual part of the data is also challenging because it is obtained in outdoor
environments. In particular, a lot of intra-class variability could be observed in the
appearance of the terrain patches and the mechanical slip measurements are very
noisy. Figure 2.4 shows some of the patches from the classes used. We retrieve terrain
patches, corresponding to 0.4x0.4 m map cells (i.e., ∼120x80 pixel image patches).
As appearance changes with range, we use only the patches which are observed at
a particular range (here, 1–2 m range). We use a simple 2-D visual representation
based on color. It is composed of the average normalized red and green of the terrain
patch (Figure 3.10).
The experimental setup is similar to the one in Section 3.5.1, with the differ-
ence that the test is done on field data. Similarly, it is not known to the algorithm
which terrain classes the input examples belong to; the slip and slope measurements
(Figure 3.3) will be the only information used as automatic supervision. In the ex-
periments below we compare learning with automatic supervision to unsupervised
learning and supervised learning (with human-labeled terrain types). As we do not
know the correct slip models, the ultimate test of performance is by comparing the
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Figure 3.10: Experimental setup for the field-data test. The input vision data in
2D normalized color space. The measured slip data plotted as a function of the
estimated slope angles for the corresponding terrains is shown in Figure 3.3. The
color coding corresponds to human labeled ground truth which is not used by the
proposed algorithm.
predicted slip to the actual measured slip on a test set.
We have about ∼1000 examples which are split randomly into equal training and
test sets. To reflect the monotonic nature of slip, an additional constraint (θj ≥ 0) is
imposed (thus rendering a suboptimal solution).
3.5.2.2 Experimental results
The average test errors for 50 runs for learning without supervision, with automatic
supervision and with human supervision are shown in Table 3.2. As seen, learning
Table 3.2: Field experiment: Average terrain classification and slip prediction test
error.
Learning scenario Terrain classif. err. (%) Slip error (Err) (%)
Unsupervised 45.0 18.1
Autom. supervision 31.5 12.2
Human supervision 9.8 9.7
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Figure 3.11: Field data test results for one of the runs. The learned nonlinear slip
models superimposed on the test data when learning without supervision (i.e., unsu-
pervised) (left), when learning with automatic supervision (middle), and when human
labeling is used (right). The test errors for this run are given atop each plot.
with automatic supervision outperforms the purely unsupervised learning and closes
the gap to the learning with human supervision. More precisely, learning with auto-
matic supervision achieves about 70% of the possible margin for improvement.
The learned nonlinear models and the corresponding test errors for the three
terrain classes for one of the runs are given in Figure 3.11. We can see that the
unsupervised learning could not learn the correct models well because of classification
errors in the vision space. One should also note the large slip error even when training
on manually labeled terrain types. This is because the field data is very noisy.
In this experiment we see again that learning with automatic supervision outper-
forms the unsupervised learning and is close to learning with human supervision. In
summary, learning with automatic supervision has the potential to substitute the ex-
pensive, tedious, and inefficient human labeling in applications related to autonomous
navigation.
3.6 Summary
We have proposed a method for learning terrain classification and the nonlinear me-
chanical behavior on each terrain by using automatic (noisy and ambiguous) mechan-
ical supervision which comes from the onboard sensors of an autonomous vehicle.
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The development of this framework is motivated by the problem of autonomous nav-
igation without human supervision. An important outcome of the algorithm is that
the expected mechanical behavior can be predicted from only visual or other onboard
sensors and that the learning is done completely automatically.
We have shown experiments on a dataset, collected while driving in the field, in
which different terrain types are learned better from both vision and slip behavior
supervision, than with vision alone. The impact of the proposed method is that it
can enable the rover to drive safely on slopes, learning autonomously about different
terrains and its mobility limitations on them.
3.6.1 Limitations and future work
In this chapter, we have limited the test scenario to three terrains, because the re-
maining two terrains had a range of missing values. Extending the work to be able
to handle missing values in the data, as shown in Figure 3.12, would be important in
expanding the applicability of the approach in practice. As seen, for the sand terrain
there are no measurements of slip apart from ∼0 degree slopes. Since the observed
slip for these slopes is already quite large, the missing values indicate that the vehicle
cannot traverse larger slopes. This information can be exploited during learning as
well.
In this work we have assumed a simpler form of the slip models so that they can
be learned with a reasonable amount of data. Extension to supervision which can
consider the other variables slip depends on (e.g., both slopes, roughness, etc.) is also
possible. However, a much larger amount of data for learning is needed. Extension to
other forms of supervision, e.g., vibration signals [28, 37], etc., would be also useful
from a practical standpoint.
An important future direction is extending the approach to online learning. This
problem is quite challenging namely because of the ambiguity of the slip measure-
ments. For example, if the same slip has been measured this does not necessarily
mean that the terrain type is the same. The main challenge in this case is deciding
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Figure 3.12: Missing data problem extension. Slip measurements plotted as a function
of the estimated slope angles retrieved from actual rover traversals. Data for some
slope ranges may be unavailable, as is true here for the sand terrain. This may
be indicative of the rover not being able to traverse any larger slopes and may be
sufficient information to learn the whole slip model. LAGR vehicle
on the appropriate data to store in memory and making a decision when to create or
merge two slip models.
Extending the work to high-dimensional input spaces is an important direction of
future work since more complex feature spaces are needed to better describe natural
terrains. We develop such an algorithm in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Dimensionality Reduction from
Automatic Supervision
In this chapter we address the problem of nonlinear dimensionality reduction in which
some additional signals, possibly noisy and ambiguous, are used as supervision. Sim-
ilarly to Chapter 3, we address the problem of learning to recognize different terrains
in a fully automatic fashion, using the robot’s slip signals as supervision. In this
chapter, however, we consider much more complex representations which are more
descriptive, but are also technically more challenging since they are high dimensional.
We present a novel probabilistic framework, based on Mixture of Factor Analyzers
(MFA) [43], in which the additional supervision affects the construction of the lower-
dimensional representation of the input data [5]. Intuitively, incorporating supervision
into the dimensionality reduction process can help create a lower-dimensional repre-
sentation that better separates clusters which are close in the original space, but need
to be discriminated for the task at hand. From a practical standpoint, incorporating
supervision into the dimensionality reduction process is important, as some terrains
might be visually similar but induce very different robot mobility, and choosing a
lower-dimensional visual representation with respect to the supervision will improve
the vision-based terrain learning and the final classification performance.
The proposed approach is used for automatic vision-based learning of terrains for
the purposes of slip prediction. It has been tested on field test data collected by the
LAGR robot while driving on soil, gravel, and asphalt. Our experiments show that
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using additional supervision in the dimensionality reduction process contributes to
improving the classification and slip prediction performance over the unsupervised
dimensionality reduction.
This is the first work that proposes supervised nonlinear dimensionality reduction
in a probabilistic framework using automatic, noisy and ambiguous, supervision com-
ing from the robot’s sensors. The proposed method stands in between methods for
reasoning under uncertainty using probabilistic models and methods for learning the
underlying structure of the data.
4.1 Introduction
As in the previous chapter, we address the problem of learning to recognize terrain
types when the rover’s slip on different terrains acts as supervision for learning. In
this chapter we consider a more realistic high-dimensional representation of the input
vision data. This presents a novel challenge, as working with high-dimensional data
requires a prohibitive amount of training examples, knowledge about the underlying
structure, and might incur numerical computation issues.
Complex high-dimensional representations are common in applications related to
vision, document retrieval, and robotics [47, 48, 102]. Although such data are of high
dimensionality, they have been shown to reside on lower-dimensional manifolds [16,
102, 115]. Projecting the initial data to a lower-dimensional space can alleviate the
learning task, e.g., by bringing related data points closer together or by requiring
fewer training examples. Numerous methods for nonlinear dimensionality reduction
have been proposed: Isomap [115], Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [102], Laplacian
Eigenmaps [16], Locality Preserving Projections [52], etc.
Nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques are generally unsupervised [16, 43,
102, 115], as they have been intended mostly for data representation. In this chapter
we propose to learn a more useful lower-dimensional visual representation which at
the same time allows for better discrimination of terrains, determined to be different
by the automatic mechanical supervision from the robot. The intuition is that, in
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practice, some additional information, regarding which data points are more similar
and should cluster together, might be available and could be exploited to obtain better
low-dimensional representations. For example, the autonomous robot can provide
additional information about traversability on different terrains from its mechanical
sensors which can complement the already available visual information about the
terrain. Such signals could be potentially very useful to discriminate terrains which
are visually similar and could not be discriminated from vision alone.
In this work we propose to do supervised nonlinear dimensionality reduction in
which noisy or uncertain signals act as supervision. We present a probabilistic frame-
work in which the additional supervision can influence the selection of more appro-
priate and meaningful low-dimensional projections with respect to the learning task.
We incorporate the raw sensor signal measurements into a framework for reasoning
under uncertainty, in which the most likely decision is made, taking into consideration
all the observed data. This allows working with the supervision signal to be noisy or
ambiguous, i.e., it might not have a one-to-one correspondence to the input data.
An important idea of the approach, from a learning perspective, is that the lower
dimensional representation can be selected in a more appropriate way regarding future
classification tasks. The significance of the approach, from a practical standpoint,
is that fully automatic learning and recognition of terrain types can be performed
without using human supervision for data labeling and that the method can work
with high-dimensional representations Moreover, the method allows the supervision
signal obtained by the robot to be noisy or ambiguous.
4.2 Previous work
Dimensionality reduction techniques are becoming more common when working with
real-life data which is usually high dimensional and requires efficient representa-
tions [102, 115]. Traditional dimensionality reduction methods are unsupervised [43,
102, 115]. Supervised dimensionality reduction has been recently developed when
class labels are known [112] or when the projections of some examples are assumed to
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be given [131]. In our case, the supervision, i.e., the knowledge of class-membership,
is fairly weak and neither of these two approaches can be applied.
Semi-supervised learning methods [12, 17, 26, 126, 133] are also related to our
problem because some of them address working with high-dimensional represen-
tations [17, 133]. As already mentioned in Chapter 3, the assumption of semi-
supervised learning is that some of the labels or the constraints are known and reli-
able [12, 26, 126, 133]. The main challenge in our setup is that the signals used as
supervision cannot be directly clustered to provide labels for the classification in the
vision space.
Dimensionality reduction techniques have become common in autonomous navi-
gation applications recently [47, 48, 99]. However, they have been applied in unsuper-
vised settings only. On the other hand, the self-supervised learning approaches [30,
80, 110], which use robot sensors as automatic supervision, have not attempted to
work with high-dimensional representations or applied dimensionality reduction. In
practice, it is desirable to be able to both work with complex representations and
exploit all the available signals from the robot’s sensors.
4.3 Dimensionality reduction using Factor Analy-
sis
We begin by describing a dimensionality reduction method, called Factor Analy-
sis [38]. Suppose we are given some data X represented in a high-dimensional space,
X ∈ RD (D is large). As operating in high-dimensional spaces is not desirable, it
is more practical to work with a lower-dimensional representation U of the initial
data X, where U ∈ Rd, d << D. For that purpose, an embedding R : X → U ,
such that similarity of examples in the high-dimensional space is preserved in the
low-dimensional space, needs to be learned. Learning of this mapping is an ill-posed
problem and one has to make additional assumptions about the form of the projec-
tion. A common approach for modeling relationships between input observable data
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and unknown lower dimensional representations is Factor Analysis [38]. In Factor
Analysis it is assumed that a linear projection is a good enough approximation of the
mapping:
x = Λu + v. (4.1)
Learning of this mapping from data, in its most general form, is not possible (as
the data points are less than the parameters that will need to be estimated). So
some additional assumptions need to be made. In particular, v is assumed to be
normally distributed (v ∼ N (η, Ψ)), where Ψ is a diagonal covariance matrix, and Λ
is a matrix, called a factor loadings matrix. This assumption means: 1) conditional
independence of the input data given the factors, 2) independence among factors, and
3) normal distribution of the noise.
To handle more complex nonlinear mappings, the Mixture of Factor Analyzers
(MFA) method has been proposed [43]. In that case a locally linear mapping is as-
sumed to be a good enough approximation for the data. In other words, the joint
probability of X and U is assumed to be modeled as a mixture of K local linear
projections, or factors [43]. The MFA approach, similarly to most nonlinear dimen-
sionality reduction methods, is purely unsupervised. The formulation of MFA with an
additional simplification that the lower dimensional projections are known has been
applied by Saul and Roweis [102] and Kumar et al. [72].
4.4 Nonlinear dimensionality reduction from auto-
matic supervision
In Chapter 3 we showed how noisy supervision can be used to help learning a classi-
fication task. However, direct operation in the input space will be limited for high-
dimensional inputs, typical of visual and robotics sensor data. Here we extend the
framework to be able to work with high-dimensional data and propose a novel su-
pervised nonlinear dimensionality reduction algorithm which can take advantage of
noisy or ambiguous supervision.
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4.4.1 Problem formulation
The problem formulation is similar to the one in Chapter 3. Namely, we consider
the problem of learning the rover slip Z = F (x,y) on the forthcoming terrain using
training data D = {xi,yi, zi}
N
i=1, so as to be able to predict the slippage z as z =
F (xq,yq) for a query input example (xq,yq). In this setup we are again going to use
the robot’s automatic slip measurements as supervision to the vision-based learning.
Similarly, the supervision can be ambiguous and noisy. That is, the slip measurements
zi, which are assumed to have come from one of several unknown nonlinear models
(Equation (3.1)), act as the only supervision to the whole system.
Additionally, instead of working with the original input space X of the data, we
wish to obtain a lower-dimensional representation U of the input space X. For that
purpose we need to learn the mapping R : X → U . Now the challenge is that, apart
from solving a combinatorial enumeration problem [66] and working with potentially
noisy and ambiguous supervision, the algorithm needs to infer the unknown lower-
dimensional representations of the data, as well.
4.4.2 Main idea
Figure 4.1 shows the 2-dimensional projections of the initial high-dimensional visual
feature representation1 of terrain patches from different terrains. An unsupervised
dimensionality reduction algorithm (Isomap [115]) has been used to project the data
for visualization purposes. As seen, there are patches which are visually similar but
belong to different terrain types. Because of the overlap between terrain classes, an
unsupervised, purely vision-based dimensionality reduction will not be sufficient to
separate the classes, because it will preserve the similarity in the original space.
The idea is to use a probabilistic formulation for nonlinear dimensionality reduc-
tion (e.g., based on the MFA algorithm [43]), and additionally incorporate mechani-
cal measurements obtained independently by the robot, to act as supervision to the
dimensionality reduction process. The rationale is that the supervision signals, al-
1A texton-based feature representation [121] is used. (Section 2.8 provides a detailed description.)
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Figure 4.1: Terrain patches and their lower-dimensional projections obtained by the
unsupervised dimensionality reduction algorithm Isomap [115]. The original patches
corresponding to the projections of the data points in the rectangle are displayed to
the right.
though noisy or uncertain, can transfer knowledge of proximity, according to the slip
signals of the vehicle, to proximity in the input vision space. This knowledge can
be used by the local factors to try to cluster together and represent by a single local
projection data which are more likely to be of the same cluster (or terrain type in
our application). Figure 4.2 visualizes schematically the idea: patches belonging to
different classes which are similar and would normally be projected close to one an-
other in the lower-dimensional representation, could possibly be projected better if
some supervision is available.
4.4.3 Approach
We wish to have the automatic supervision influence which projections are chosen to
best represent and consequently discriminate the visual classes. Similarly to Chap-
ter 3, we introduce the automatic supervision into a maximum likelihood framework,
which will be also performing dimensionality reduction by doing inference of the lower
dimensional representations.
We first describe how to do inference of the lower dimensional representations. To
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the main idea: The supervision signals are incorporated in
the system so that they affect the dimensionality reduction as well as the classification.
learn the embedding R : X → U , we assume, as in MFA [43], that a locally linear
mapping is a good enough approximation within terrain patches that belong to the
same terrain class:
x = Λju + vj for x ∈ Ωj (4.2)
where vj are normally distributed (vj ∼ N (ηj, Ψj)) and Λj are the factor loading
matrices. That is, we assume that X|U,C=j ∼ N (ΛjU + ηj, Ψj) and U ∼ N (µj, Σj).
In other words, the joint probability of X and U is modeled as a mixture of K
local linear projections, or factors (Equation (4.2)) [43]. Previous approaches have
assumed the projections U of the data are known [72, 102] or have obtained them by
unsupervised learning [43]. In our case U are latent variables, which is a more general
case than both [72, 102] and [43].
The input data distribution, after including the hidden variable U , is as follows:
P (X,U |L) = P (X|U,L)P (U |L).
Because of the particular assumptions about the model, made in Equation (4.2), the
probability of a data point xi belonging to a terrain class j, given a latent represen-
tation ui, and the probability of the latent representation ui, given the class j, are
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expressed as:
P (xi|ui, Lij = 1) =
e−
1
2
(xi−Λjui−ηj)
T Ψ−1
j
(xi−Λjui−ηj)
(2pi)D/2|Ψj|1/2
(4.3)
P (ui|Lij = 1) =
e−
1
2
(ui−µj)
T Σ−1
j
(ui−µj)
(2pi)d/2|Σj|1/2
(4.4)
where D and d are the dimensionalities of the initial vision space and the projected
representation, respectively.
Secondly, we wish to have the automatic supervision influence which projections
are chosen to best represent and consequently discriminate the visual classes. For that
purpose we introduce the supervision into the whole maximum likelihood framework,
similar to Section 3.4. In this way, we solve the initial problem of dimensionality
reduction in Equation (3.1), considering also the supervision available in the system.
As in Section 3.4, we have two parts: input data and output measurements which act
as supervision, which are linked through the fact that they refer to the same terrain
type. The main difference now is that dimensionality reduction will be also done
in the input dimension, allowing the supervision to affect the parameters related to
the dimensionality reduction. In other words, the supervision can exercise influence
on the lower-dimensional projections selected. Here again we decouple the two parts
by using the hidden variables Lij which define the class-membership of each training
example. Now, given that the labeling of the example is known, we assume that
the supervision measurements and the input information are independent. So, the
complete likelihood will factor as follows:
P (X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ) = P (X|U,L, Θ)P (U |L, Θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vision part, dim. red.
P (Y, Z|L, Θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Autom. supervision
P (L|Θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior
where Θ = {µj, Σj, Λj, ηj, Ψj, θj, σj, pij}
K
j=1 contains the parameters of the model,
which need to be estimated in the system. The parameters µj, Σj are the means
and the covariances of each of the K clusters of latent factors U ; Λj, ηj, Ψj are the
parameters of the dimensionality reduction (Λj are the factor loadings matrices, Ψj
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Figure 4.3: Graphical model of the proposed supervised nonlinear dimensionality
reduction in which additional ambiguous and noisy measurements are used as super-
vision. The left part of the graph is essentially unsupervised dimensionality reduction
based on MFA [102] with the small but crucial difference that the variables U will be
hidden in the proposed algorithm.
are the diagonal covariance matrices); θj are the parameters of the nonlinear fit of the
slip data; σj are their covariances (here they are the standard deviations, as the final
measurement is one-dimensional); and pij are the prior probabilities of each class.
The supervision part is described as in Section 3.4.2. In particular, the mechanical
measurement data is assumed to come from a different nonlinear function for each
terrain type: Z(Y ) = Z˜(Y ) + ²j, where Z˜(Y ) = θ
0
j +
∑R
r=1 θ
r
jgr(Y ), ²j ∼ N (0, σj).
That is:
P (zi|yi, Lij = 1, θj, σj) =
1
(2pi)1/2σj
e
− 1
2σ2
j
(zi−G(yi,θj))
2
, (4.5)
and P (yi) is given a uniform value over a range of slopes prior as in Chapter 3.
The graphical model corresponding to our problem is shown in Figure 4.3. This
model allows the automatically obtained mechanical supervision to affect both the
dimensionality reduction and the clustering process, thus improving a purely unsu-
pervised learning for the purposes of the task at hand. Note that here the lower-
dimensional representation is hidden and that the supervision part can influence the
visual learning and the dimensionality reduction through the latent variables Lij.
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Input: Training data {xi,yi, zi}
N
i=1, where xi are the vision domain data, yi are
the geometry domain data, zi are the mechanical supervision measurements
Output: Estimated parameters Θ of the system
Algorithm: Initialize the unknown parameters Θ0. Set t = 0.
1. (E-step) Estimate the expected values of Lij, uij (uij = E(u|xi, Lij = 1)):
Lt+1ij =
P (xi|Lij=1,Θ
t)P (yi,zi|Lij=1,Θ
t)pit
j∑K
k=1
P (xi|Lik=1,Θt)P (yi,zi|Lik=1,Θt)pi
t
k
, xi ∼ N (Λ
t
jµ
t
j + η
t
j, Ψ
t
j + Λ
t
jΣ
t
j(Λ
t
j)
′)
ut+1ij = Υ[(Λ
t
j)
′(Ψtj)
−1(xi − η
t
j) + (Σ
t
j)
−1µtj], Υ = [(Σ
t
j)
−1 + (Λtj)
′(Ψtj)
−1Λtj]
−1.
2. (M-step) Select the parameters Θt+1 to maximize CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θt) .
Let lt+1ij = L
t+1
ij /
∑N
r=1 L
t+1
rj :
µt+1j =
∑N
i=1 l
t+1
ij u
t+1
ij ; Σ
t+1
j =
∑N
i=1 l
t+1
ij u
t+1
ij (u
t+1
ij )
T − µt+1j (µ
t+1
j )
T + Υ;
Λt+1j = [
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij (xi − η
t
j)(u
t+1
ij )
′][
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij (u
t+1
ij (u
t+1
ij )
′ + Υ)]−1;
ηt+1j =
∑N
i=1 l
t+1
ij (xi − Λ
t
ju
t+1
ij ); pi
t+1
j =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij /N ;
Ψt+1j =
∑N
i=1 l
t+1
ij (xi − η
t+1
j − Λ
t+1
j u
t+1
ij )(xi − η
t+1
j )
T ;
θt+1j = (G
′Lt+1j G)
−1G′Lt+1j Z; (σ
2
j )
t+1 =
∑N
i=1 l
t+1
ij (zi −G(yi, θ
t+1
j ))
2.
3. t = t + 1.
Figure 4.4: EM algorithm updates for nonlinear dimensionality reduction from auto-
matic supervision.
4.4.4 Assumptions
In our approach, we have assumed the following:
— The input vision data and its corresponding slip supervision signals have come
from several underlying terrain types.
— The vision data can be represented by several clusters of data points which
can be approximated locally by linear projections. Each class will be represented as
a single local projection.
— The supervision signals have come from one of several nonlinear functions.
Note that we do not impose restrictive and unrealistic requirements on the pro-
jections, i.e., we do not assume they are known, or that their exact class membership
is known. This is a much more realistic scenario than assuming the projections are
known [72, 102, 131], or that some example labels are known [112]. The restrictions
imposed in our case are on the type of the nonlinear mapping. Similar assumptions
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are needed whenever dimensionality reduction is done, since the problem is ill-posed.
4.4.5 EM algorithm
The complete log likelihood function (CL) in this case is written as follows:
CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ) =
N∑
i=1
K∑
j=1
Lij[log P (xi|ui, Lij = 1, Λj, ηj, Ψj)+
log P (ui|Lij = 1, µj, Σj) + log P (yi, zi|Lij = 1, θj , σj) + log pij]. (4.6)
The goal is to maximize this likelihood function to find the optimal parameters.
Here again we solve the problem with the EM algorithm [32]. The EM updates
for nonlinear dimensionality reduction from automatic supervision are shown in Fig-
ure 4.4. The detailed derivations of the updates are provided in Appendix B (see
also [3]). Here, in the E-step the expected values of the unobserved variables uij and
label assignments Lij are estimated. In the M-step, the parameters for both the vi-
sion and the mechanical supervision side are selected, so as to maximize the complete
log-likelihood. Note, however, that the input data and the supervision do interact
through the variables L in the E-step and that in this way the automatic supervision
can also affect the local projections defining the dimensionality reduction.
Similarly to Chapter 3, the solution is guaranteed to be a local maximum only.
Note also that within our maximum likelihood framework, if there are two terrain
classes with indistinguishable slip supervision outputs, the algorithm will learn them
as different classes if they are dissimilar in the visual space.
4.4.6 Imposing monotonicity and regularization constraints
To address specific requirements of real-life applications, additional constraints may
need to be imposed. For example, in our case a slip model may be required to be
monotonic, as slip is expected to increase as a function of slopes. Furthermore, the
data obtained from the robot’s sensors might be very noisy. This section describes
how to incorporate additional monotonic and regularization constraints on the slip
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models into the proposed probabilistic framework.
To impose monotonic constraints in the Generalized Linear Regression setup, we
limit the scope to monotonic basis functions only and further constrain the coefficients
θ to be non-negative: θ ≥ 0. The original optimization problem for obtaining the
updates for θj in the M-step of the EM algorithm (Section A.1.2.3):
min
θj
(Z −Gθj)
T Lj(Z −Gθj)
needs to be modified to satisfy the given constraints. To obtain the optimal parame-
ters θ under these constraints, we solve the following optimization (see Section B.2):
min
θj
1
2
θTj G
T LjGθj − ZLjG
T θj
subj. to: θj ≥ 0 (4.7)
which is a quadratic programming problem and can be solved with any numerical
analysis package.
It is also possible to add regularization constraints. Those will be needed to
restrict the magnitude of the coefficients to avoid sensitivity to noise in the data.
In this particular case, optimizing with respect to θ in the case when monotonic
constraints are imposed can be done by solving (see Section B.3):
min
θj
1
2
θTj (G
T LjG + γI)θj − ZLjG
T θj
subj. to: θj ≥ 0. (4.8)
In the experiments to follow (Section 4.5) we have imposed both monotonicity con-
straints (θ ≥ 0) and added regularization (with regularization parameter γ = 0.08).
This is achieved by obtaining the solution of Equation (4.8).
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4.4.7 Classification
While testing, classification in the input space is performed first to find the most
likely class index j∗ given the input data X (let us denote P (Lj) = P (C = j)):
j∗ = argmaxjP (C = j|X) ∝ P (X|C = j)P (C = j) =∫
u
P (X|u, Lj)P (u|Lj)duP (Lj) ≈ P (X|UML, Lj)P (Lj), (4.9)
in which we approximate the integral by using the maximum likelihood lower-dimensional
projection (UML). Then, the expected slip is predicted by evaluating the j∗-th learned
slip model fj∗(Y ) = θ
0
j∗ +
∑R
r=1 θ
r
j∗gr(Y ) for the given slope Y . Note that only the
current test example is needed to make this decision and not the entire training data.
Standard dimensionality reduction techniques [102, 115] do not provide a straightfor-
ward treatment for out-of-sample data and require additional out-of-sample exten-
sions [20].
4.4.8 Discussion
The main difference from previous approaches [43, 72, 102] is that we have incor-
porated automatic supervision into the framework, which directly affects the lower-
dimensionality projections and the terrain classification. Furthermore, the variables U
corresponding to the low-dimensional representation are latent and need to be learned,
unlike, for example, [102, 72] where they are obtained by unsupervised dimensional-
ity reduction with LLE [102] or Isomap [115] prior to learning. This is an important
point, because it is through the latent variables U that the supervision can influence
the dimensionality reduction process during learning.
Similarly to Chapter 3, the EM solution is prone to getting stuck in a local maxi-
mum. This can be overcome to some extent by re-starting the solution with different
initial parameters and selecting the best among several runs performance. This is
done in the experiments in the next section.
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4.5 Experimental evaluation
In this section we apply the proposed supervised dimensionality reduction algorithm
to learning different terrain types and representations from visual information, using
a slip-based supervision obtained by the robot. We quantitatively evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm for dimensionality reduction from automatic super-
vision (Figure 4.3) compared to both unsupervised dimensionality reduction [43] and
dimensionality reduction when manual supervision is available. We also compare the
proposed algorithm to baseline regression methods, which do not resort to explicitly
learning lower-dimensional representations which can be used for terrain classification
(Section 4.5.4).
4.5.1 Experimental setup
We test the algorithm on examples from soil, gravel and asphalt terrains collected
by the LAGR robot. Figure 2.4 shows examples from the terrains and Figure 3.3
shows the collected slip measurements for each terrain. We use the same rover slip
definition and experimental setup as in Section 3.5.2.1 with the difference that the
terrain patches will have a more complex high-dimensional representation.
The monotonic constraints in these experiments are imposed by Equation (4.8).
In this way, unlike the experiments in Section 3.5.2, we will be selecting the optimal
θ at each run.
When testing, terrain classification is performed first to find the most likely class
index j∗ given the input data X, according to Equation (4.9).
4.5.2 Visual representation
In our experimental setup we consider the texton-based visual feature representation
already used in Section 2.8. Each terrain patch is represented as the frequency of
occurrence (i.e., a histogram) of visual features, called textons, within a patch [121].
The textons are collected by using k-means of 5x5 pixel neighborhoods extracted
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Figure 4.5: Average test results for terrain recognition (left) and slip prediction
(right).
at random from a pool of training images coming from all the classes (see [121]
for details). In this case, 5 textons are selected for each terrain class in the data,
constructing a 15-dimensional input feature vector.
4.5.3 Experimental results
The average terrain classification and slip prediction errors and their standard devia-
tions across 50 independent runs are shown in Figure 4.5. We compare dimensionality
reduction without supervision, with automatic supervision, and with human super-
vision. We have about ∼1000 examples which are split randomly into 70% training
and 30% test sets in each run. Slip prediction error is computed as in Chapter 3 (see
also Equation (2.6)). The terrain classification results are evaluated by comparing
to human-labeled terrains. When using human supervision, the class-membership of
each example is known, but the parameters of each class need to be estimated. The
latter is equivalent to doing Factor Analysis in each class independently. Due to some
overlap between the classes in the original visual space, the classification with human
supervision can still incur some nonzero test error in terrain classification.
As seen in Figure 4.5, learning with automatically supervised dimensionality re-
duction outperforms the unsupervised learning method and decreases the gap to
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Figure 4.6: The learned slip models and the classification of the test examples
when learning with automatic supervision (left) and learning with human supervision
(right). The examples are marked according to their predicted terrain class labels (the
colors and markers are consistent with Figure 3.3).
learning with human supervision. More precisely, learning with automatic super-
vision achieves about 42% and 45% of the possible margin for improvement between
the unsupervised and the human supervised learning for terrain classification and slip
prediction, respectively. Naturally, for the type of supervision used in these exper-
iments (Figure 3.3), we cannot expect to fully close the gap to human supervision,
because the supervision signals are not sufficiently well separable. The improved per-
formance of the supervised dimensionality reduction compared to the unsupervised
one is due to selecting more appropriate low-dimensional visual representations, which
provide for better discrimination among the terrain classes and respectively for learn-
ing of more accurate slip models for each terrain. Comparing the results to Chapter 3
we can see that working with more descriptive high-dimensional representations is
needed to achieve better performance. At the same time, as the representation is
more powerful, there is a smaller margin for improvement between the unsupervised
and the human supervised learning.
The learned nonlinear models for one of the runs are shown in Figure 4.6. The
resultant slip models when learning with automatic supervision are very similar to
the ones generated by human supervision, which is due to having learned the correct
terrain classification in the visual space. Note that, although the correct slip models
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have been learned, there are still examples which are misclassified for both learning
scenarios because only the visual information is used during testing.
The slip model used here has fewer inputs than in Chapter 2, and its main purpose
is to act as supervision rather than achieve a good approximation of the slip signal.
Now, given that the robot has automatically learned how to visually discriminate
terrains by using the slip signals as supervision, the final slip prediction results can
be further improved by applying a more advanced slip learning algorithm, e.g., by
taking into consideration more inputs.
4.5.4 Comparison to baseline methods
In approaching this problem, we have focused on dimensionality reduction to ob-
tain a terrain classification solution as a subproblem. The rationale is that learning
to recognize the terrain types for autonomous robots is essentially the fundamental
problem that needs to be solved. After this problem has been solved, various types of
mechanical behavior of the robot—e.g., slippage, traversability, etc.—can be learned
and predicted.
However, focusing on only slip learning and prediction without obtaining a terrain
classifier as a subproduct, the problem in our setup (Section 4.4.1) can be solved by a
number of well-established baseline regression techniques. In this section we compare
the proposed method to two baseline nonlinear regression methods: k-Nearest Neigh-
bor (kNN) and the Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) algorithm [124]
(described in Section 2.9.1), which learn directly the mapping from the inputs (visual
features x and slope y) to the output (slip z) without explicitly applying dimen-
sionality reduction as an intermediate step. For both algorithms we explored their
performance for a set of parameters (Figures 4.7 and 4.8) and then compared the ones
that perform best to the proposed nonlinear dimensionality reduction from automatic
supervision (Figure 4.9).
The k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is a common baseline algorithm which, al-
though simple, has been shown to be successful for a variety of applications. It learns
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Figure 4.7: Slip prediction with the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. The best perfor-
mance here is for k = 3, which is worse than the proposed dimensionality reduction
from automatic supervision.
a direct mapping from the input space to the given output by averaging the response
of the outputs of a predefined number of nearest neighbors. For the k-Nearest Neigh-
bor algorithm we varied the number of neighbors. Experimental results are seen in
Figure 4.7. Naturally, the algorithm performs best for a number of nearest neigh-
bors which is neither large nor small. It does not perform as well as the proposed
supervised nonlinear dimensionality reduction method.
The LWPR algorithm [124] is particularly suited for working with high-dimensional
data. It also learns the direct mapping from the given inputs to the outputs. Unlike
the k-Nearest Neighbor, it does perform an inherent dimensionality reduction while
learning the desired mapping. It has been shown to be very successful for complex
high-dimensional data [124]. For the LWPR algorithm we varied a parameter which
controls the receptive field size.2 Figure 4.8 shows the average slip prediction error
for different receptive field sizes (λ = 1, 5, 9, 15, 20, 30, 100). The average number
2For this comparison, we used the code of Vijayakumar and Schaal [124] which automatically
selects the most appropriate number of lower dimensions needed. Some other parameters, e.g.,
learning rates, did not affect the final performance.
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Figure 4.8: Slip prediction with the LWPR algorithm. The best performance here
is for λ = 15, which is also outperformed by the proposed dimensionality reduction
from automatic supervision.
of receptive fields corresponding to these parameters, across the runs are as follows:
(644, 274, 168, 50, 27, 12, 1). As seen, the LWPR outperforms the k-Nearest Neighbor
algorithm but does not outperform the proposed nonlinear dimensionality reduction
algorithm.
We additionally tested the instances of both algorithms which perform best (k = 3
for k-Nearest Neighbor and λ = 15 for LWPR) and the proposed algorithm on the
exact same training and testing random subsets of the data, similar to the experi-
mental setup in Section 4.5.3. As seen in Figure 4.9, both the k-Nearest Neighbor
and the LWPR are outperformed by the methods based on dimensionality reduction.
Note that the unsupervised MFA algorithm also utilizes both the visual data and
the (slip and slope) supervision information; its mechanism is different from the pro-
posed supervised nonlinear dimensionality reduction because it uses these two set of
information independently (in particular, once it has learned the lower-dimensionality
representation, it uses the slip and slope information). In contrast, the proposed al-
gorithm uses both sets of information together and allows for them to interact. Note
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Figure 4.9: Direct comparison of the proposed algorithm to k-Nearest Neighbor and
LWPR for the same random splits of the data (10 runs).
that in directly learning the desired outputs, as is done with both the k-Nearest
Neighbor and the LWPR, important information about the structure of the problem
is ignored, namely that there are several underlying terrain types on which potentially
different slip behaviors occur. This might explain the reason why both methods are
outperformed by the dimensionality reduction ones which exploits structure knowl-
edge about the data.
In summary, we have compared to a set of alternative algorithms which, although
not able to provide terrain classification results, are suitable for the final slip learning
and prediction task. We have seen that they are outperformed by the proposed non-
linear dimensionality reduction algorithm because it exploits the inherent structure
of the problem, namely that a potential ‘switching’ behavior between slippage on dif-
ferent terrains is possible. Other learning algorithms—e.g., Neural Networks—were
not successful with this data, because they cannot tackle high dimensions or learn the
‘switching’ behavior with limited training data and without easily getting stuck in
local minima. Note also that algorithms which rely on clustering of all the available
data (e.g., the supervised EM algorithm of Ghahramani [44] and some others applied
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in robotics [80]) are not applicable because the slippage signal cannot be clustered.
4.5.5 Discussion
The proposed algorithm has the following advantages:
— It can work with high-dimensional spaces, which is a typical scenario for vision
and robotics applications.
— It allows the supervision signals to be uncertain. It does not explicitly rely on
the fact that the labeling of some of the examples are known or correct, as in previous
supervised dimensionality reduction methods [112].
— It is particularly well suited to problems with switching behavior, which as we
saw cannot be handled well by general-purpose regression techniques.
— It provides a direct manipulation of out-of-sample data, a problem which is not
adequately handled by most dimensionality reduction methods [20]. For example,
in the context of robotics applications, it an be used to obtain lower-dimensional
representations, which are useful for human interaction.
— It provides a unified framework which can incorporate various types of super-
vision. In the cases in which several different types of supervision signals can be
collected—e.g., vibration, slip Y or Yaw, etc.—the framework can be extended in a
simple Naive Bayes formulation to incorporate all available supervision signals.
4.5.6 Conclusions
Our results show that learning with automatic supervision outperforms the unsuper-
vised learning method. Secondly, our method allows working with high-dimensional
visual data, and we have seen that a more advantageous dimensionality reduction
can be done, if some supervision is introduced in the model. Although more work is
needed to completely close the gap to human supervision, learning with automatic
supervision has the potential to replace the expensive, tedious, and inefficient human
labeling in applications related to autonomous navigation.
In this section we have also compared the proposed algorithm to learning with a
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set of ‘monolithic’ classifiers, (classifiers which perform a direct regression from the
inputs to the outputs and do not do explicit dimensionality reduction). Comparing
to two different classifiers, LWPR and k-Nearest Neighbor, we saw that the proposed
approach outperforms them, which we believe is due to better utilization of the in-
formation about the underlying structure of the problem of the proposed approach.
4.6 Summary
We have proposed a novel probabilistic framework for nonlinear dimensionality re-
duction which exploits automatic (noisy and ambiguous) supervision signals obtained
from onboard sensors. The key idea is to use the supervision signals to affect the con-
struction of the lower-dimensional representation. The proposed method stands in
between reasoning under uncertainty using probabilistic models and retrieving the
underlying structure of the data (i.e., dimensionality reduction).
We have performed experiments on a dataset collected while driving in the field,
in which different terrain types are learned better from both high-dimensional vi-
sion data and robot slip-based supervision than with vision alone and unsupervised
dimensionality reduction. The proposed approach has the advantage of utilizing both
the structure of the problem and the supervision signals in a way which is better
than previously known methods for solving this problem (e.g., regression techniques
and nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques). From a practical standpoint, it
can work with complex high-dimensional representations and can take advantage of
available mechanical supervision signals from the rover to infer terrain classes and
learn to predict the rover’s slippage behavior on different classes.
The impact of the proposed method of supervised dimensionality reduction is
that: 1) a better visual representation can be created by taking into consideration
the supervision from the robot; 2) the robot can learn about terrains and their vi-
sual representation by using its own sensors as supervision; 3) after the learning has
completed, the expected mobility behavior on different terrain types can be predicted
remotely.
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4.6.1 Limitations and future work
In our implementation of the approach, we needed to specify the number of terrain
types. We do not view that as a limitation because in the context of planetary
exploration we can utilize expert knowledge to define the expected number of terrains.
Extending the approach to automatically learning the number of terrain types, in the
spirit of recent Nonparametric Bayesian methods [114], would be worthwhile for more
general autonomous navigation applications.
To more accurately recognize actual terrains, the proposed approach can be ex-
tended by probabilistic modeling of spatial and temporal continuity. In the context
of autonomous navigation, the notion of geometric continuity [127] could be useful as
well.
Although the supervision has been of specific form (slip as a function of slopes),
the proposed framework in principle allows for working with multiple sources and
various types of supervision. Since a single type of sensor input might not provide
sufficient information, extending the proposed framework to be able to work with
multiple non-homogeneous types of supervision signals (e.g., vibrations [37, 28] or
other proprioceptive signals [89]) would be an important future direction from a
practical standpoint.
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Chapter 5
Variable-length terrain
classification
In this chapter we propose a method which automatically learns a variable-length
feature representation for terrain recognition for the purposes of slip prediction. The
learning algorithm utilizes a set of feature representations of different capabilities
and with different costs. The goal is to create a more efficient terrain classification
algorithm which can be sufficiently fast to run onboard an autonomous robot.
Instead of building a classifier with uniformly complex representation for each
class, the main idea here is to actively consider the labels or misclassification cost
while constructing the classifier [6]. For example, some terrain classes might be
easily separable from the rest, so very simple representation will be sufficient to
learn and detect these classes. This is taken advantage of during learning, so the
algorithm automatically builds a variable-length visual representation which varies
according to the complexity of the classification task. This enables fast recognition
of different terrain types during testing. We also show how to select a set of feature
representations so that the desired terrain classification task is accomplished with
high accuracy and is at the same time efficient. The proposed approach achieves a
good trade-off between recognition performance and speedup on data collected by an
autonomous robot.
The variable-length terrain classification approach is not only useful for the more
efficient processing of visual information for slip prediction, but is also particularly
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suitable for the software architecture proposed in Section 2.7. Since the proposed
implementation classifies terrain from the point of view of the map cells, using cheaper
features for a subset of the map cells can further increase the speed of classification
for the purposes of slip prediction.
5.1 Introduction
As seen in Chapter 2, terrain recognition is an important part of the slip prediction
algorithm. In this chapter, we consider a learning algorithm that can recognize various
natural terrains automatically from visual information. Our main goal is to build such
a learning algorithm which can utilize the available resources in a more efficient way
and decrease the processing time needed for terrain classification and slip prediction.
One of the challenges in terrain recognition for autonomous navigation is the
significant intra-class variability in the appearance of natural terrains (Figure 2.4).
Additionally, from the point of view of our slip prediction application, terrain classes
which are very similar in appearance but incur different rover slip need to be discrim-
inated correctly. To address these challenges, the terrain classification algorithm has
to use more complex representations than average color or color histograms, which
are commonly applied in current onboard systems [30, 85, 119].
The most significant challenge for an onboard system, however, is that it has to
process the abundant information from onboard sensors using very limited compu-
tational resources. Some sensors are fast to acquire and fast to process (e.g., ladar
range data), some might require more computationally intensive algorithms to pro-
cess (e.g., image texture), and some are expensive to obtain and process, but might
be invaluable in performing fine distinction between some materials (e.g., a steerable
hyperspectral camera).
Analogously, when looking at a single sensor, e.g., color imagery, there are feature
representations (or classifiers) of varying complexity which achieve different levels of
success in classification. A very simple classifier might be sufficient to discriminate
between some classes, e.g., recognizing grass from soil could be done by using only
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average color. Conversely, a very complicated one might be needed for classes which
are very similar but would incur a lot of penalty if not discriminated properly, e.g.,
soil and sand terrains exhibit very different slip behavior. In summary, the terrain
classification algorithm or representation does not have to be uniformly complex for
all classes.
Based on these observations, we propose to build a terrain classifier in a hierarchi-
cal fashion, in which the description for each class is learned based on the complexity
of the classification task. The hierarchy is automatically built by using representations
of different complexity at each level and by making decisions if further processing is
needed to classify some examples, or if the classification task can be subdivided. In
this way, the classification task is split into smaller, possibly harder, but more focused
subtasks and some classification decisions are made early using simple and cheaper
classifiers. Thus, the representation of each class will be of variable length depending
on the complexity of the task and its confusion with other classes. While in previous
hierarchical classification methods [39] the hierarchy is built in a bottom-up fashion,
we construct it in the reverse way, starting from simple classifiers. The reason is that
some classifications can be done satisfactorily well with cheap features, without the
need to invoke more complicated or expensive processing. The learned variable-length
feature representation gives significant leverage during detection. Note that previous
texture and object recognition approaches use the same complexity of representation
for all classes [74, 75, 121].
The idea of using feature representations of different complexities has been inspired
by the works of Viola and Jones [125] and Fleuret and Geman [41]. Similarly, the
proposed algorithm is intended for applications in which the target examples can be
represented by sets of features of increasing computational costs for the purposes of
efficiency of the computations.
We also present a general algorithm which performs efficient selection of a set of
features or ‘sensors’ which can achieve a particular classification task within a limited
time. This is a generalization of the method of Viola and Jones [125] who proposed
to use classifiers in a sequence. No principled approach for selecting or adjusting the
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complexity of the classifiers was provided in [125].
Similarly to Chapter 2.8, we consider image patches corresponding to map cells.
In this way, not only can we build better statistics of occurrence of typical texture
features, but also we can achieve a speedup by applying the proposed complexity-
dependent processing of patches. Note that this idea departs from conventional meth-
ods for terrain classification which classify individual pixels [30] or pixel neighbor-
hoods [85]; it also allows for the proposed software architecture of the slip prediction
algorithm (Section 2.7) to take full advantage of the speedup of the variable-length
representation.
5.2 Previous work
Numerous terrain recognition approaches in the context of autonomous navigation
have been developed [1, 19, 30, 70, 85, 89, 101]. The applications targeted range
from detection of drivable dirt road [1, 30, 70, 101], recognition of terrain types with
different traversability property [19, 50, 85, 89], to detection of water hazards or
mud [100]. These recognition tasks are quite challenging, so complex representations
and multiple cues have been applied [1, 70, 100]. However, to be able to deploy
terrain recognition onboard a robot for real-time processing, relatively simple feature
representations have been used [30, 50, 89]. Our task of terrain recognition for the
purposes of slip prediction requires being able to recognize a set of terrain types, some
of which may be visually quite similar— such as sand, soil, and gravel—but may
induce very different rover slip. More complex feature representations are needed to
be able to correctly recognize such classes, but on the other hand the processing needs
to be fast, so as to be able to run the algorithm onboard.
From a computer vision perspective, previous texture and scene recognition ap-
proaches [74, 75, 79, 121] apply a fixed uniform representation for all classes, or
construct the features without regard to the existence of other classes. Our approach
is, in that sense, orthogonal to them because, as a result of the proposed hierarchi-
cal representation, the final feature representation for each class is of variable length
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depending on how hard a particular discrimination task is.
Hierarchical classification has become popular with classifying data which is nat-
urally hierarchically organized, e.g., large corpora of documents, web sites, or news
topics [69]. It has also been applied to digit [39] and object recognition [90]. These
methods require an already built hierarchy which can be obtained prior to learning,
e.g., by agglomerative clustering of classes according to their similarity [39]. These
techniques work from bottom up and assume that a sufficiently good object represen-
tation exists [39, 90]. Our proposal is to build the hierarchy in the reverse direction,
starting from simple classifiers and not evaluating more complicated or costly clas-
sifiers, unless necessary. The hierarchy here is also built as a part of the learning
process. Some similar ideas to subdivide the classification problem have appeared
in [132] in which a Nearest Neighbor classifier finds crude clusters of similar classes,
and then more precise classifiers (e.g., Support Vector Machines (SVM)) are used to
discriminate among them.
The idea of using classifiers of increasing complexity has been previously used
in [41, 125]. These methods exploit the extremely skewed distribution of face vs.
nonface in an average image to build a classifier which quickly discards large areas
which do not contain a face. Here we consider multi-class recognition and propose
a mechanism for automatically subdividing the classification into more focused sub-
tasks which work on fewer and more similar to one another classes. We also provide
an approach for selecting a subset of classifiers to achieve the desired task.
The proposed idea is also related to the so called ‘anytime algorithms’ for real-
time systems [57, 27]. The goal of anytime algorithms is to provide an approximate
solution for which an answer is available at any point of the execution of the algorithm
and the quality of the answer is gradually improved by increasing the execution time.
Although the goal of the proposed algorithm is to achieve the best possible perfor-
mance within limited time constraints, it can also be used as an anytime algorithm
in the detection phase.
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Figure 5.1: Main idea for constructing the variable-length representation. Each sub-
sequent, more-complex feature representation in the sequence of classifiers might be
able to provide more discriminating power the previous one did not have. However,
the simpler and faster-to-evaluate representations might be still useful to discriminate
classes that are far away in feature space. A speedup advantage is possible, in the
cases when feature representations are obtained at different computational costs.
5.3 General idea
Suppose we have the following:
— A set of target classes of non-uniform description or requirements, e.g., some
classes having easy descriptions, some requiring very complex decisions.
— A set of feature representations (sensors) with different costs, e.g., computa-
tional time.
Our goal is to learn the best classification in a limited time, or by optimizing some
time-based criterion. That is, learn a representation which is also efficient.
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of the general idea. Suppose each training exam-
ple is represented as a set of features of increasing complexity. A simple feature
representation can be used up front to discriminate classes which are far from one
another in the feature space (i.e., visually very dissimilar). In this way a simpler
feature representation can replace the original more complex and slower-to-evaluate
representation without significantly compromising performance. In the example in
Figure 5.1, the feature set F1 may not be powerful enough to separate the classes,
but after adding the feature set F2 it is possible to separate one of the classes (marked
with green) from the other two classes (marked with red and blue or with magenta,
when overlapping). This strategy can be also potentially useful in subdividing the
learning task into several subtasks of discriminating among groups of classes. The
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main advantage is that not all classes will need the full length of feature vector, but
on the other hand, classes which are hard to discriminate can preserve their more
complex representation.
In this chapter, instead of working with individual features at each level, we think
of the initial feature as represented by a set of groups of features, each group obtained
at a different cost, where each group can provide some classification decision, but a
feature belonging to a group of features cannot be evaluated unless all the features
from the group are computed. That is, if one wants to apply feature f iR from group
FR and f
j
S from group FS, one has to compute all the features from these two sensors
before one can evaluate f iR and f
j
S. This restriction may be imposed by practical
constraints, for example, in the context of working with different onboard sensors,
when each group of features can be coming from a different sensor. If interested
in the average value of a particular multispectral channel, we have to invoke the
multispectral camera to be able to provide that information. Analogously for feature
representations: a set of features might come from color information, some from
Gabor filter processing, etc.
The variable-length representation is built on the ideas set forth above: if a fea-
ture representation is sufficiently good for a subset of the classification task, we will
subdivide the task into subtasks which will be addressed with more complex feature
representations. That is, if some classes are easily discriminated, this will be done
early on with simple features that are fast to evaluate. For them more complex fea-
ture representations would not need to be retrieved or evaluated. In contrast, all
standard pattern recognition approaches first retrieve the full feature representation
and only then apply a classification algorithm, which may be using only a subset of
the features (e.g., a Decision Tree, SVM, Neural Networks).
5.4 Selecting an optimal set of sensors
In this section we provide an algorithm which efficiently selects a set of classifiers, or
sensors, which can work in a sequence to achieve the classification task.
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Figure 5.2: A set of classifiers, ordered by increasing complexity and classification
power. The algorithm automatically selects a subset of them which, when used to-
gether, solve the final classification task with minimum error and in limited time.
Suppose we are given a set of N classifiers1, Ci, i = 1, ..., N , for each of which we
know how well they perform on the data (i.e., classification errors ei, i = 1...N) and
how much time (or cost) ti will be spent if they are tested on a dataset of a unit
size. Additionally, let us assume that each classifier has a mechanism for classifying a
portion of the data ri with high confidence, so these examples are not to be evaluated
further in the sequence (ri is an estimate of the portion of examples discarded by
either of the techniques proposed in Section 5.5). The goal is to determine a subset
of classifiers which work in succession, so as to minimize some criterion, e.g., classifi-
cation error or computational time. For example, we may want to know the optimal
sequence of classifiers, if any, which can run within a predefined time limit and what
minimal error to expect of it. The information needed (i.e., ei, ti, ri) can be obtained
by running each classification algorithm individually and measuring its performance
prior to the optimization. The general subset selection problem is NP-complete, so
we assume that the order in which the classifiers are selected is known (Figure 5.2).
The classifiers here are ordered according to their complexity which, unless overfitting
occurs, can be thought of as ordering by decreasing classification error. In practice,
this ordering will be also correlated with the increasing computational time of the
classifiers. The key requirement underlying this assumption is that in this ordering,
the portion of examples which can be successfully removed by each classifier ri is pre-
served, independently of the previously removed examples. This assumption cannot
be strictly guaranteed in practice, but our experiments show satisfactory performance
that even if this assumption does not hold.
Now that the classifiers are ordered by complexity, we wish to find a subset (in
1A classifier Ci utilizes a set of features, e.g., Fi, but also provides a classification decision.
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that order) which minimizes the classification error and at the same time limits the
computational time. This is solved algorithmically in the following way: let us define
the function Eni (T,R) which returns the minimum error accumulated through the
optimal sequence of classifiers with indices among i, ..., n, running within time limit
T and processing R portion of the whole data. Eni (T,R) is computed using the
following recursion:
Eni (T,R) = min(eiri + E
n
i+1(T −Rti, R− ri), E
n
i+1(T,R)) (5.1)
with the bottom of the recursion being Enn(T,R) = enR. The final function that
needs to be estimated is EN(Tlimit)=minn≤N(E
n
1 (Tlimit, 1)), i.e., we would like to
select a set of classifiers, among the first N which can classify all the examples (R=1)
with minimal error within the time limit Tlimit (the choice of Tlimit is guided by the
application requirements). In our particular case, we solve it recursively, as we have
a small N . However, for large N it is conceivable to quantize the parameters T and
R and solve it efficiently using dynamic programming. Note that in the formulation
of the problem, apart from trying to minimize the classification error and limit the
time, the portions of examples which are expected to be discarded at each level also
play a role in selecting the optimal sequence.
Note that, if none of the classifiers are capable of discarding examples during
testing then the algorithm will trivially select only the classifier with the minimal
expected error among the classifiers whose expected time is within the predefined
limits. That is, if it is not cost-effective to run a hierarchy, the classifier selection
algorithm will use only baseline classifiers.
5.4.1 Case study: Terrain recognition
As an example, consider the following classifiers in the context of terrain recognition:
0) Average red — the average normalized red in a patch
1) Average color — the average normalized red and green in a patch
2) Color histogram — a 3D color histogram, which builds statistics of pixel
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values in a patch
3) Texton based — a 1D histogram of occurrence of a set of learned atomic
texture features (i.e., textons), similar to [121]; 20 textons per class
4) Texton based, slow — same as 3) but using 40, instead of 20, textons per
class
The average color representation is not very accurate for the six terrain classes
we are interested in (Figure 2.4), but it has been used in alternative applications to
discriminate between terrains such as sky, grass, and dirt road [85], and has been
preferred for its speed. The color histogram representation [119] considers statistics
of occurring pixel values. It provides better representation than the average color
and is also fast, but it cannot capture the dependency of neighboring pixels. The
texton-based representation considers a texture as a union of features with specific
appearances, without regard to their location [121]. This type of representation,
known as ‘bag-of-features,’ has become very popular for object recognition [21], but
the concept is more akin to textures. The texton-based representation used here
has some small differences from [121]: when working on large image patches we
perform random feature sampling, which provides a speedup during testing. Table 5.1
compares the average test errors and times of the abovementioned classifiers for 100
runs on 200 randomly sampled test patches.2 We consider the performance of the
texton based classifier satisfactory, as the data is quite challenging. However, its
computational time is not acceptable for a real-time system.
The results of running the algorithm with Tlimit=3 seconds are the following:
3 It
has selected classifiers 1), 2), 3) as the optimal sequence; 0) is left out as its cost is
similar to 1) but its performance is much worse, so it is not cost-effective to include
it; 4) is left out as it has prohibitive computational time, but 3) is included because
it will process only a portion of the examples. The expected error of the selected
sequence is 11.7%.
The above example is to illustrate that if we have available multiple classifiers of
2Computational times are machine dependent and should be considered in relative terms.
3For the purposes of this example, we have set ri to 0.01, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 for i = 0, ..., 4
respectively, although in practice r0 is 0 and will be immediately discarded by the optimization.
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Table 5.1: Classification performance of each of the base algorithms.
Algorithm Error (ei, %) Time (ti,sec.)
0) Average red 40.9±1.7 0.06±0.01
1) Average color 17.5±2.6 0.06±0.01
2) Color histogram 14.0±3.3 0.57±0.03
3) Texton based 8.1±1.5 4.21±0.32
4) Texton based, slow 7.9±2.4 6.26±0.42
different capabilities with respect to our particular task, we can automatically select
a subset of them which 1) have subsumed redundant and inefficient classifiers, and
2) will work more efficiently in succession. This algorithm can be viewed as a formal
method for selecting the complexities of each of the classifiers in a cascade, instead
of selecting them in an ad-hoc way, as in [125].
5.4.2 Assumptions
In order to perform the optimization in this section, the following assumptions have
been made:
—The performance of a sensor does not depend on the performance of the previous
sensor (i.e., their errors are not correlated).
—The classifiers are ordered in an increasing level of complexity (a more complex
sensor can do the same classification as a weaker sensor and also outperform it).
These assumptions cannot be strictly guaranteed because of the stochastic nature
of training on random samples of the data and the generally different set of features
the classifiers at each level work on. However, it is reasonable to assume that a more
complex classifier is capable of outperforming a simpler one, as long as the former
classifier is not overly complex so as to cause overfitting.
The following is an example of a case in which the proposed classifier will not re-
turn the optimal solution because the second assumption has been violated. Suppose
that after processing the data with a relatively complex classifier C1 a portion of the
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data is eliminated, as a result of which a simpler and faster classifier C0 outperforms
all the rest of the classifiers C2, C3, C4, etc., which are of higher complexity than
C1. That case will be missed by the algorithm because we consider classifiers of in-
creasing complexity. The reason is that it violates the assumption that more complex
classifiers outperform simpler ones, and the assumption that the expected classifier
performance is the same for any portion of the data. The rationale is, if C0 had been
both better and faster than C1, it would have been considered earlier than C1 in the
sequence.
Additionally, we have adopted the following simplifying assumption, which can be
relaxed in a more complex optimization procedure.
—The estimated portion of examples that can be removed is preserved (each suc-
cessive classifier is capable of removing a certain portion of examples, independently
of the performance of any of the previous weaker classifiers). This can be computed
exactly in practice by testing the classifiers and evaluating their corresponding ri,
simultaneously with doing the optimization in Equation (5.1).
5.5 Learning a variable-length representation
The previous section showed how to select a subset of the available classifiers so as to
minimize the classification error and at the same time restrict that the computational
time would not exceed a particular, predefined time. In this section we show how
to create a variable-length representation using the selected sequence of classifiers.
We build a hierarchical classifier, composed of feature representations of generally
increasing complexity, at each level of which, a decision is made if the recognition
task can be subdivided into smaller sub-tasks, or if some terrain classes do not need
further classification. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic of the algorithm. Because of
this representation, an important speedup can be achieved during testing, since the
slowest-to-compute parts of the feature representation would not need to be evaluated
for all of the classes. Additionally, if some examples are classified with high confidence,
they are not evaluated by the subsequent classifiers.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of the proposed variable-length representation. The algorithm
has hierarchical structure. Each level applies a more complex classifier. A decision
whether to subdivide the recognition task into several groups of non-overlapping
classifications is made at each level. The terminal nodes are shaded; these classes do
not need to be further trained or classified.
We use the feature representations corresponding to the classifiers selected in
Section 5.4.1: 1) Average color; 2) Color histogram; 3) Texton based. In this case, the
simplest representation residing at the top level is only two dimensional, the medium
complexity representation is a three-dimensional histogram of pixel color appearances,
while the most complex and accurate, but slowest to compute, representation is a
histogram of textons detected within a patch. The classifier at each level of the
hierarchy is a Decision Tree performed in the feature space for this particular level.
A k-Nearest Neighbor classifier is used only in the last stage.
5.5.1 Building the hierarchy
At each level of the hierarchy we wish to determine if it is possible to subdivide the
terrain recognition task into non-overlapping classes. After performing training with
the classifier at this level, its classification performance is evaluated. If there are two
subgroups of classes which are not misclassified with classes outside the group, then
the classifier at the next level is trained on each subgroup independently. Note that
the labels take part in this decision. A similar technique is applied after classification
in the other intermediate levels of the hierarchy.
At each level of the hierarchy we test the newly built classifier on a validation set
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and construct a graph of K nodes, each node of which represents a terrain class, and
each edge m(i, j) represents the portion of examples of class i, misclassified as class
j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K. Instead of a graph, we can equivalently use the confusion matrix
M = MKxK which results from this particular classification. Now the problem of
finding non-overlapping classes is reduced to a min-cut problem, and in particular we
will use a normalized min-cut problem which favors more balanced sizes of the two
groups. Instead of solving the exact normalized min-cut problem, which is known to
be NP-complete, we will apply the approximate version [107]. Using the approximate
normalized min-cut [107], we compute the matrix:
A = D−1/2(D −M)D−1/2, (5.2)
where D(i, i) =
∑K
j=1 Mi,j , D(i, j) = 0, for i 6= j. Then the coordinates of the
second smallest eigenvector of A are clustered into two groups. This is trivial as
the unique separation is found by the largest jump in the eigenvector. The elements
which correspond to these two clusters are the groups of classes with the minimal
normalized cut.
After the min-cut is found, the amount of misclassification between the two se-
lected groups is computed. If there is only negligible misclassification, the data is
split into subgroups of classes, which are trained recursively, independently of one
another, at the next, more complex level. This procedure is applied until the bottom
level of the hierarchy is reached or until a perfect classification is achieved. This par-
ticular approach is undertaken, since a simple and fast-to-compute algorithm can be
sufficient for classifying perfectly some classes or at least for simplifying the classifi-
cation task. With this procedure, some groups of examples can be classified without
resorting to the classifiers residing at the bottom levels of the hierarchy, especially
if they involve some very inefficient computations. Conversely, if there are no useful
splits, this means that the feature space is not reliable enough for classification and
the classifier needs to proceed to the next level of complexity. In the case where one of
the groups is of a single class, it will be a terminal node in the hierarchy and no more
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training and testing will need to be done for it. We have limited the subdivisions to
two groups only, although recursive subdivision is possible.
Instead of using the raw confusion matrix M , some domain knowledge can be
introduced. A cost matrix CKxK , which determines the cost of misclassification of
different terrains, can be constructed for a particular application. For example, mis-
classifying sand for soil is very dangerous as the rover might get stuck in sand, but
confusing terrains of similar rover slippage would not incur a significant penalty.
Given C, the normalized min-cut is performed on the matrix MC = M.C (element-
wise multiplication).
5.5.2 Finding confident classifications
An additional mechanism of the algorithm is to perform early abandon of examples
which have confident classifications. That is, such examples will not be evaluated
at the later stages of the hierarchy. For that purpose we put the algorithm in a
probabilistic framework. At each intermediate level we wish to determine the risk of
misclassification. Each example, for which the risk of misclassification is small, will
be discarded.
Let P (wi|X) denote the probability of a particular classification (assignment to a
class wi) given an example X:
P (wi|X) =
p(X|wi)p(wi)∑R
j=1 p(X|wj)p(wj)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ K. (5.3)
The risk of misclassification R(i|X) for an example X can be expressed as follows:
R(i|X) =
∑
j 6=i
P (wj|X) = 1− P (wi|X). (5.4)
If a misclassification cost matrix C is available, the risk of misclassification
R(i|X) =
K∑
j=1
Ci,jP (wj|X) (5.5)
will be used instead. This provides a mechanism for incorporating misclassification
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costs into the learning process.
The prior probabilities p(wj) are set according to some knowledge about the ter-
rain. For example, if the terrain contains mostly soil and grass, the soil and grass will
have higher priors than the other terrains. Here we set equal priors because we have
extensive driving on asphalt, sand, gravel, and woodchip terrains too.
To evaluate the risk in Equation (5.4), we also need to compute p(X|wi) for i =
1, ..., K. As we have mentioned, the classifier at the intermediate levels is a Decision
Tree. Also note that some of the feature representations might be high dimensional,
e.g., 2) and 3), if 3) were selected to be an intermediate level. To compute the required
probability we use the following non-parametric density estimation method, proposed
by [109]. For each example X, the probability p(X|wi) is approximated by:
p(X|wi) =
1
Ni
Ni∑
s=1
∏
k∈path
1
hk
K
(
Xk −Xks
hk
)
, (5.6)
where Xk are the values of X along the dimensions selected along the path from the
root to the leaf of the tree where this particular example is classified, Xs, s = 1, ..., Ni
are the training examples belonging to class wi, K is the kernel function, and hk is
the kernel width. In this way, instead of performing a density estimation in high-
dimensional spaces, only the dimensions which matter for the example are used.
At each level we evaluate a threshold such that if R(i|X) ≤ Θ for some example X,
then this example will be classified as belonging to class wi and will not be evaluated
in the consequent levels. This is equivalent to P (wi|X) ≥ 1−Θ, which follows from
Equation (5.4). The rest of the examples are re-evaluated by the supposedly more
accurate classifier at the next level.
5.5.3 Discussion
Building the classifier in a hierarchical way has the following advantages. Firstly,
classes which are far away in appearance space or otherwise easily discriminable, will
be classified correctly early on, or at least subdivided into groups where more powerful
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classifiers can focus on essentially more complex classification tasks. This strategy
could be considered as an alternative to the ‘one-vs-all’ and ‘one-vs-one’ classifications
when learning a large number of classes simultaneously. Secondly, there is no need
to build complex description for all classes and perform the same comparison among
all classes. So, the description lengths of each class can be different, which gives
significant leverage during testing. Thirdly, classifications which are confident will
be abandoned early during the detection phase, which will give additional speed
advantage. A drawback of hierarchical learning is that a mistake in the decision
while using simple classes can be very costly, so for that purpose we make a decision
only if the classification is correct with high probability.
The key element of the method is that the class labels are taking active part
in building the hierarchy and therefore creating the variable-length representation.
This is in contrast to previous approaches which have done the feature extraction
disregarding the class label [74, 75, 79, 121].
Although the proposed hierarchical construction shares the general idea of a De-
cision Tree of subdividing the task into smaller subtasks, the proposed hierarchy
operates differently. More complicated classifiers reside at each level, rather than
simple attributes, as in a Decision Tree. This requires a more complicated attribute-
selection (or, in our case, classifier-selection) strategy, as proposed in Section 5.4.
Some previous criteria for subdividing the training data into subclasses have been
applied for Decision Trees [36], but they involve combinatorial number of trials to
determine the optimal subset of classes per node. Instead, we propose an efficient
solution using normalized min-cut (Section 5.5.1).
Furthermore, although a Decision Tree may be evaluating only a small subset of
all the features, a full feature vector still needs to be computed, in this case from an
image patch. In the proposed variable-length classification, if an example is classified
by means of a shorter representation, the algorithm would not need to retrieve the
more time consuming feature representation at the next level. This is an important
advantage over a Decision Tree, because the feature extraction process in our appli-
cation is far more computationally expensive than the evaluation of a set of features
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in a decision function.
For an arbitrary learning task, there is no guarantee that a split in the learning
of classes will occur at the earlier stages. In that case, the algorithm presented in
Section 5.4 ensures that the hierarchical classifier converges to the largest complexity
classifier at the bottom level, rather than building a composite representation at
multiple levels. In particular, the algorithm in Section 5.4 takes into consideration
the time that can be saved by classifying examples early on and the overhead of
computing additional shorter length representations, and selects (in a greedy way) the
optimal sequence of classifiers, if any. The framework is advantageous for problems
in which the complexity of discrimination among classes is non-uniform, e.g., for
easily identifiable classes or groups of classes which can be assigned short description
lengths and, conversely, for sets of classes which are very similar and more complex
representations are needed to make fine distinctions among them.
5.6 Experimental evaluation
The proposed algorithm has been applied to terrain recognition which can be utilized
by the slip prediction algorithm. We tested the algorithm on all the six terrain classes
from the dataset collected by the LAGR robot in Section 2.5.1: soil, sand, gravel,
asphalt, grass, and woodchips. We consider the image patches which correspond to
map cells. Figure 5.4 shows examples from each of the terrain types considered in
this chapter. More examples are shown in Figure 2.4.
Two experiments are performed. The first experiment is on a set of image patches
collected at close ranges (1–2 m) by the rover. This dataset has an equal number of
examples of each class. The second experiment is on actual image sequences collected
by the rover, which include patches at various ranges. The patches are ∼100 pixels
across for map cells visible at close ranges (1–2 m) and ∼10–15 pixels across for cells
at far ranges (5–6 m). This dataset has an unequal distribution of the number of
examples per class encountered during testing, e.g., the grass class terrain might be
encountered less than the other five classes.
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Figure 5.4: Example patches from each of the classes in the dataset used. (Figure 2.4
shows a more representative sample.)
We compare the classification performance and the speed of each of the baseline
(flat) classifiers with the hierarchical classifier. The experimental setup is such that
all the classifiers are evaluated on the exact same split of the data into training, test,
and validation subsets. The average performance and time from multiple runs or
across multiple frames is reported below. The algorithm depends on two parameters:
1) the portion of examples g1 misclassified between two groups before a split is allowed
(here g1=0.03); 2) the portion of examples g2 misclassified by a high confidence early
abandon technique (here g2=0.06).
5.6.1 Experiment on image patches
We take ∼600 patches collected from the rover at close range. They are distributed
equally by random sampling into independent training, validation, and test sets, and
each of the algorithms is tested on them. The results of this experiment, comparing
the baseline algorithms to the hierarchical one, are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. The
hierarchical classifier decreases the computational time of the texton classifier more
than twice at the expense of slight increase in the test error. We also compared the
performance of the hierarchical classifier, in the cases when only splitting is allowed,
and when only examples with significant confidences are discarded (without doing
any splitting). When only splitting in the hierarchy is performed, the computational
time decreased, but not dramatically, which is due to the fact that in our particular
application five out of six classes will reach the bottom level (a typical hierarchy
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Figure 5.5: Average test results evaluated on ∼200 randomly sampled best resolution
test patches (100 runs).
discards the grass class after the first level and then after the second level splits the
rest of the classes into two groups: {sand, soil, woodchip} and {gravel, asphalt}). The
important point is that in this case a decrease in computational time is achievable
without compromising classification performance. A more notable decrease in test
time comes from discarding examples with large confidence, which however introduces
some error. The final hierarchical classifier benefits from both mechanisms. Figure 5.6
shows the confusion matrices of the hierarchical and the texton based classifiers for
one of the runs of the algorithm.
Test results of the hierarchical classifier when trained with different values of
the parameter g1, varying from g1=0 (no hierarchical split allowed) to g1=0.1, are
shown in Figure 5.7. The ROC curves are generated by averaging the curves over 50
runs for ∼200 randomly sampled best resolution test patches. The curves represent
the test errors of two hierarchical classifiers for two fixed values of the threshold
which determines what portion of examples of high confidence are allowed to be
eliminated (g2=0 and g2=0.06). As seen, there is a certain range for which the
proposed classifier (i.e., for g2=0.06) can decrease the computational time notably
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Figure 5.6: Confusion matrices for one of the runs from the results in Figure 5.5.
Texton based (left); hierarchical (right). Only the non-zero elements are displayed.
with almost no increase in classification error. When examples of high confidence are
not allowed to be eliminated (i.e., for g2=0), the hierarchical classifier spends more
time when no hierarchical split is done (i.e., corresponding to g1=0). This is due to
evaluating all the representations for all of the examples. The time starts decreasing
as soon as the hierarchical splitting is allowed.
This result shows that there is a range of the parameters within which quite a
lot of speed advantage can be gained without compromising the performance. This
is because the proposed algorithm takes advantage of simpler classifiers and exploits
them only in the cases when they perform satisfactorily, and falls back to complex,
but slower classifiers otherwise. As also seen, further speedup can be achieved at the
cost of slightly deteriorating performance.
5.6.2 Experiment on rover sequences
We test the algorithm on 512x384 image sequences collected by the rover. As the
image resolution decreases with range, a texture classifier trained at close range does
not generalize well at far ranges. To solve the problem, here we train two independent
classifiers for patches observed at close (≤ 3 m) and far (> 3 m) ranges. The per-
formance is evaluated on the same dataset used for testing in Section 2.8.2 (a ∼1500
frame sequence containing all six terrains, testing every tenth frame of the sequence).
A local voting among the decisions on the neighboring map cells is done to remove
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Figure 5.7: Test results for different values of the parameter g1. ROC curves for ∼200
randomly sampled best resolution test patches.
occasional misclassification errors.
Summary results are shown in Table 5.2. The hierarchical classifier simultaneously
achieves very good performance (only slightly outperformed by the texton approach)
and decreases the computational time by more than a factor of two. To further
analyze the results, we restricted the classification to the patches at close and far
ranges (Table 5.3). At close ranges, the texton approach has higher classification
rate than the hierarchical one, as expected, but is much slower. The deterioration of
the texton classifier performance at far ranges is because the farther patches take a
much smaller portion of the image and do not contain sufficient texture information.
The hierarchical classifier, on the other hand, takes advantage of the other baseline
methods which rely mostly on color to achieve better classification performance.
Furthermore, when comparing the computational time, we can observe that the
hierarchical classifier is significantly faster than the texton approach at close range,
which is because map cells take larger portions of the image and are more informative.
As a result, they are more likely to be correctly classified with simpler methods, and
whenever they are classified early, a significant speedup is achieved. The hierarchical
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Table 5.2: Average classification rate and time on image sequences. Classifies all cells
of the forthcoming terrain; includes all image resolutions. The test time is evaluated
per frame.
Algorithm Classif. (%) Time (sec.)
Texton based [121] 78.65 3.47
Hierarchical (proposed here) 76.58 1.48
Table 5.3: Classification performance on image sequences, evaluating separately
patches at close and far ranges.
Algorithm Classif. (%) Time (sec.)
Texton based (ranges ≤ 3 m) 78.85 2.32
Hierarchical (ranges ≤ 3 m) 77.40 0.70
Texton based (ranges > 3 m) 64.18 1.10
Hierarchical (ranges > 3 m) 65.68 0.82
classifier tends to spend more computational time at far ranges compared to the
texton one for these ranges, since the patches are less informative and therefore the
algorithm cannot be very certain in making a split during training or in making an
early decision during testing.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the terrain classification results and the amount of time
spent to test each map cell on a frame collected on gravel and soil terrains for the
baseline texton algorithm and the proposed hierarchical classifier. The algorithm
gains speed advantage from classifying some patches at close range with much less
computation than the baseline method.
For the sake of straightforward comparison, the results are evaluated indepen-
dently on each frame, i.e., all the map cells will be reclassified in the new frame. In
practice, in a nominal operating scenario of the robot, some map cells might not need
to be re-evaluated. For example, this is possible if the confidence of a classification
is high, or a map cell has been observed from close range, or there is agreement
among multiple classifications of the same map cell, etc. This will further decrease
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Figure 5.8: Classification results and time spent superimposed on image sequences.
Input color image (top left), terrain classification results of the hierarchical classifier
in a frame (top right), the amount of computations performed on each cell overlayed
on the original image for the texton classifier (bottom left) and for the hierarchical
classifier (bottom right). Gravel terrain; LAGR robot.
the time spent for terrain classification. Moreover, the implementation provided here
is not optimized to run onboard; both algorithms have significant margin for speed
optimizations so as to be used onboard an autonomous robot.
5.6.3 Relation to the patch-centered software architecture
As we previously discussed in Section 2.7, the overall software architecture of the
slip prediction module has been built to also take advantage of interchangeability of
terrain classification algorithms. The presented method in this chapter provides for
algorithmic-based, on-the-fly interchangeability of classification algorithms. Namely,
a terrain patch might be classified early by a very fast representation, in which case
a portion of the terrain covered by this patch will not need to be further evaluated,
which can save computational time. The patch-centered architecture facilitates that
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Figure 5.9: Classification results and time spent superimposed on image sequences.
Input color image (top left), terrain classification results of the hierarchical classifier
in a frame (top right), the amount of computations performed on each cell overlayed
on the original image for the texton classifier (bottom left) and for the hierarchical
classifier (bottom right). Soil terrain; LAGR robot.
mechanism and the proposed software architecture in Section 2.7 can take full advan-
tage of such a variable-length classification algorithm.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter we have proposed to efficiently process color imagery using a hierarchy
of classifiers (‘sensors’) which retrieve different amounts of information at different
costs. First, a subset of classifiers is selected as a response to the needs of the
classification task. That is, classifiers which are redundant, inefficient, or simply not
useful regarding a particular classification task are not selected by the algorithm.
Second, a hierarchical classifier is built, taking into consideration the labels and the
complexity of the classification task. As a result, a variable-length representation for
each terrain class is learned, which gives significant leverage during detection. The
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outcome is a classifier that is very competitive in terms of performance, which also
runs faster. The proposed algorithm is very suitable for the software architecture
presented in Section 2.7.
5.7.1 Limitations and future work
A natural extension is to add more levels, e.g., use more complex feature representa-
tion [74, 75], at some computational cost. The algorithm can also consider data from
high-resolution or multispectral cameras, which have better discriminative capabili-
ties for some classes and will improve the overall performance. Another important
next step is to construct the hierarchy while performing the optimization proposed
in Section 5.4.
In this work we have assumed that the set of sensors or feature representations
are of increasing complexity, each more complex one being able to classify the data
in a better way. In practice a scenario in which no single sensor is uniformly good for
all target classes is more plausible. For example, one sensor may be only useful for
discriminating grass vs. gravel but not sufficiently good to discriminate either of the
classes from the remaining data. It will be interesting to extend the approach to be
able to handle multiple sensors of different (or limited) scopes, and of different costs.
The idea for selectively processing visual information for the purposes of terrain
recognition, proposed here, can find applications in multi-class learning of a large
number of objects or visual categories, where a uniform size description for all ob-
jects would be impractical and inefficient. Instead of solving multiple one-vs-all or
one-vs-one classification tasks, which do not scale favorably with the increase of the
number of classes, the proposed approach can be applied for more efficient classifi-
cation decisions, which are distributed according to the classification tasks. In this
case the algorithm needs to be extended to be able to work with generic features and
groups of features.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis we have developed an algorithm that can predict rover slip remotely
using as input stereo imagery and onboard sensors. This is the first work to try to
predict visually a purely mechanical property, such as slip.
We address the problem from a learning point of view, because the mapping be-
tween a set of visually observed features of the terrain and the resultant slip might
be impractical to model. We propose to decompose the problem into terrain classifi-
cation followed by slip behavior prediction once the terrain is known. The rationale
behind this is to introduce structure information about the problem which reflects
the physical nature of slip [15] and to reduce the amount of training data needed.
The applicability of the algorithm is in a scenario in which the rover drives in the
terrain and predicts the potential slip remotely. A path planner uses the predicted
slip on the future map and selects paths which avoid areas of large slip. Furthermore,
the rover can learn about different soils and their slip properties while traversing the
terrain. The learned information can be exploited for prediction by the rover itself
or by other robots of the same type. Algorithms for automatic learning are also
developed in the thesis.
We tested the slip prediction algorithm on several robot platforms and different
types of terrains. We achieved slip prediction errors on the order of 10% to 20%.
The larger errors are due to terrain classification errors at farther ranges, which can
be improved both algorithmically or by using additional sensors. This prediction
capability is good enough to be useful in practice: we have seen that adding slip
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prediction to an existing navigation system enables safer navigation.
We have also designed a software architecture which handles the input data in
an efficient way and is particularly suitable for the slip prediction problem. Its main
idea is to process only the information that is needed without redundancies, but
still achieve the same performance. It is an alternative to standard architectures for
autonomous navigation and it can be more flexible towards addressing the problems
of utilizing previously completed computations, range dependence in the processing of
terrain, and interchangeability of feature representations. The proposed architecture
can take advantage of the variable-length representation also proposed in the thesis.
Furthermore, the algorithm has been demonstrated as an integrated system on a
Mars prototype rover in JPL’s Mars Yard and has shown improved planning capabil-
ities of the rover when predicted slip is provided.
This thesis also introduces several novel learning algorithms which exploit the
available supervision information in different ways: learning and dimensionality re-
duction from automatic supervision and building variable-length representation.
Firstly, we have presented an algorithm for learning of terrains from visual fea-
tures, by using its mechanical sensors as automatic supervision. The novelty of this
algorithm is that it can work with noisy and ambiguous supervision signals.
Secondly, we have proposed a supervised nonlinear dimensionality algorithm which
is again targeted towards vision-based terrain learning for the purposes of slip pre-
diction. The main idea of this algorithm is to introduce the available supervision,
although uncertain, while building the lower dimensional representations, thus creat-
ing a representation which is more suitable for the final classification goal.
From a learning perspective the contribution of these algorithms is the following:
The proposed method for learning from automatic supervision exploits supervision
automatically obtained by the vehicle. The novelty of the method is being able to
incorporate noisy or ambiguous signals, which is typical of autonomous navigation
applications. The key idea is that some of the supervision signals can propagate
information to the ambiguous ones through the visual similarity.
The algorithm for nonlinear dimensionality reduction from automatic supervision
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is the first algorithm which combines dimensionality reduction techniques and rea-
soning under uncertainty to take advantage of all the data available and make the
best possible inference given the available data. Its main idea is to exploit the addi-
tional information to influence the lower dimensional representations. The final goal
is again to be able to learn from automatic supervision, but also to be able to work
with high dimensional feature representations which are required for explorations in
natural environments.
In our experiments we observed that exploiting additional supervision is worth-
while and that it outperforms purely vision-based learning. In the case of learning
from automatic supervision, we saw that the supervision can force terrain patches,
which were originally not learned as the same class, because of variability in appear-
ance, to be clustered together. In the case of dimensionality reduction, we observed
an improved overall performance compared to simpler features, and also improved
performance of the automatically supervised dimensionality reduction, compared to
the unsupervised dimensionality reduction.
We also observed experimentally that incorporating structure in the problem is
important. We compared our approach to two commonly used regression techniques,
k-Nearest Neighbor and LWPR, which learn a direct mapping from the given input to
the slip output. Both methods were outperformed by the proposed nonlinear dimen-
sionality reduction from automatic supervision. Although LWPR applies dimension-
ality reduction implicitly, it does not have a mechanism to enable learning of the
‘switching’ behavior inherent in our problem.
More research and development is needed before these two algorithms can be
fielded, but our research shows very promising results. The impact of these algorithms
is in learning completely autonomously from ambiguous signals and in being able to
handle high-dimensional feature representations. Although the methods have been
developed in the context of slip learning and prediction, they are applicable to more
general types of supervision signals and to other applications.
Finally, we propose an algorithm which constructs a variable-length feature rep-
resentation, depending on the complexity of the classification task. The algorithm
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exploits the available supervision in a different way: assuming that the labels are
given and are reliable, the algorithm builds an efficient, variable-length feature rep-
resentation which depends on the classification task.
The main idea is that there may be subsets of features which are sufficient for
the classification of a subset of the target classes. The key observation is that the
label can take an active part in building the feature representation which does not
have to be of uniform size for all classes. Another observation is that in practice
feature representations may exhibit a large imbalance in cost of computation. For
that purpose we have developed a variable-length representation depending on the
complexity of the task. To cope with the problem of multi-class learning, we apply
the spectral min-cut algorithm [107] to handle efficiently the exponential number of
possible splits into subproblems.
We tested the algorithm on actual rover sequences from driving on six off-road
terrains. Our experiments showed that one can benefit from this idea: we observed
more than a factor of two decrease in computational time for a very small loss of
classification accuracy. The improvement was much greater, for classification at close
ranges (a factor of three), which is due to the fact that insufficient visual information
is available at far ranges to make a reliable early decision.
This algorithm is applicable to problems which exhibit imbalance in complexity
among the target classes. It can be also considered in the context of utilizing a set of
sensors of various capabilities and for learning with a large number of classes.
In summary, the impact of the proposed algorithms for slip prediction from visual
information is that it can enable rovers in future missions to plan paths and traverse
terrains while taking into consideration the potential slip, and thus avoiding areas
in which the rover might get stuck. The slip prediction algorithm, together with
algorithms for path planning and navigation in rough terrain [53, 55, 59, 108], will
allow the rover to access a larger range of sites of interest, such as large slopes with
loose drift material, ejecta covered ground, etc., which has not been possible before
because of the possibility of large slippage in such areas. The algorithms for learning
and dimensionality reduction from automatic supervision can enable the rover to
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learn automatically about the environment and its interaction with it in a completely
autonomous mode, using its own sensors as supervision.
6.1 Future directions
Future directions can address current limitations of the algorithm.
In a more advanced utilization of slip prediction, a planner can also take into
consideration confidence of the final slip prediction. The confidence intervals for the
predicted slip can be obtained by propagating the confidence of the terrain classifica-
tion to the final slip prediction output.
Being able to extend the work to supervision of higher dimensions (e.g., use also
slip in Y and Yaw as supervision), dealing with missing data (i.e., training on data
with limited ranges of slopes), or working with supervision coming from multiple
sensors (e.g., vibrations) are important problems from a practical standpoint.
Online learning is another necessary extension for autonomous robots. It is desir-
able for autonomous robots to be able to gradually gain knowledge about the terrain
and immediately adapt their behavior according to the environment. This is a chal-
lenging problem in our slip learning setup, because of the possible ambiguity of the
slip signals for some slope ranges.
We have addressed the problem of slip prediction from a learning point of view,
instead of mechanical modeling, because the latter modeling can be potentially diffi-
cult and computationally expensive and has not been demonstrated on future terrain.
More complex and precise physics-based modeling is conceivable as a subsequent step
after slip prediction is done or in combination with the proposed vision-based slip
prediction method. It has to be seen in the future if a purely physics based model
will be more accurate and useful for slip prediction purposes.
Terrain classification is still slow for a real-time onboard implementation. Im-
provements may come from faster algorithms, hardware acceleration, or more capa-
ble sensors, such as multispectral visible/near-infrared cameras, which might enable
faster computations.
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In a more general context, the proposed algorithms for learning and dimensionality
reduction from automatic supervision open up new doors for applications in various
spheres where autonomous agents need to interact with the environment and learn
how to more intelligently do so. Immediate extensions are conceivable to applications
such as grasping, in which different materials or surfaces need to be recognized from
vision data and can be learned using tactile sensors as supervision. The algorithms
can be useful also in a more general context of learning to recognize the causes for
future events of interest, so that a prediction or prevention is done. For example,
correlating a particular human appearance and behavior observed on a surveillance
camera to a specific event will be important for security purposes.
Future work may also consider situation awareness and high-level recognition of
the scene the rover is going to encounter. For example, understanding the whole
scene and recognizing if the rover is among sand dunes or in rocky terrain can help
disambiguate and improve the terrain classification and can prioritize the recognition
of specific terrain types which are most important to avoid for safe traversal.
In this thesis, we have presented two sets of algorithms based on conflicting as-
sumptions. The algorithms for learning and dimensionality reduction from automatic
supervision use very noisy, uncertain and ambiguous signals as a form of supervision.
The premise for these algorithms is that the label, although unreliable, can still
provide useful information. Conversely, the variable-length terrain classification al-
gorithm assumes that the labeling is reliable and exploits this information to build
a representation which is very efficient and suitable for the proposed task. An in-
teresting extension of this work could combine the two ideas: that is, to enhance or
truncate the feature representation according to automatically obtained supervision
signals whose reliability may evolve throughout the learning process.
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Appendix A
EM algorithm updates for learning
from automatic supervision
This note derives the E-step and the M-step of the EM algorithm [32] updates, for the
purposes of learning from automatic supervision proposed in Chapter 3. The proposed
algorithm allows for additional noisy or ambiguous mechanical measurements to act
as supervision to learning from visual information. The derivations for the vision side
are similar to the EM algorithm for unsupervised clustering, e.g., with Mixture of
Gaussians [24, 35].
A.1 EM updates
This section describes in details the updates for the EM algorithm in Chapter 3. In
the E-step, the expected values of the unobserved label assignments Lij are estimated.
In the M-step, the parameters for both the vision and the mechanical side are selected
so as to maximize the complete log-likelihood. As the two views are conditionally
independent, the parameters for the vision and mechanical side are selected indepen-
dently in the M-step, but they do interact through the labels, as they both provide
information for estimation in the E-step.
A summary of the algorithm updates is given in Figure 3.6. Here we consider the
updates done at step t + 1.
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A.1.1 E-step
In the E-step, the expected values of the hidden values are Lij estimated with respect
to the distribution P (L|X,Y, Z, Θt):
Lt+1ij = E[Lij]P (L|X,Y,Z,Θt) =
0 · P (Lij = 0|xi,yi, zi, Θ
t) + 1 · P (Lij = 1|xi,yi, zi, Θ
t) = P (Lij = 1|xi,yi, zi, Θ
t).
This can be evaluated as follows:
P (Lij = 1|xi,yi, zi, Θ
t) =
P (xi,yi, zi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)P (Lij = 1)∑K
k=1 P (xi,yi, zi|Lik = 1, Θ
t)P (Lik = 1)
=
P (xi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)P (yi, zi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)piij∑K
k=1 P (xi|Lik = 1, Θ
t)P (yi, zi|Lik = 1, Θt)piik
.
Finally,
Lt+1ij =
P (xi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)P (yi, zi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)piij∑K
k=1 P (xi|Lik = 1, Θ
t)P (yi, zi|Lik = 1, Θt)piik
. (A.1)
A.1.2 M-step
In the M-step, the log likelihood function is maximized (using the expected values
Lt+1ij computed from the E-step). Note that the parameters of the visual information
µj, Σj can be optimized independently from the mechanical behavior parameters θj,
σj. The same thing applies to the priors pij. The parameters for different j can also
be optimized independently.
A.1.2.1 M-step for µj, Σj
Taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters µj:
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∂CL(X,Y, Z, L|Θ)
∂µj
= −
1
2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
∂[(xi − µj)
TΣ−1j (xi − µj)]
∂µj
= 0
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (xi − µj)Σ
−1
j = 0 ⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (xi − µj) = 0.
Now, solving for µj, we get:
µt+1j =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij xi∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
. (A.2)
Taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters Σ−1j (for convenience):
∂CL(X,Y, Z, L|Θ)
∂Σ−1j
= 0
⇒ −
1
2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {
log|Σ−1j |
∂Σ−1j
+
∂[(xi − µ
t+1
j )
TΣ−1j (xi − µ
t+1
j )]
∂Σ−1j
} = 0
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {
1
Σ−1j
− (xi − µ
t+1
j )(xi − µ
t+1
j )
T} = 0
from which follows:
Σt+1j =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij (xi − µ
t+1
j )(xi − µ
t+1
j )
T
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
. (A.3)
A.1.2.2 M-step for pij
When taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters pij, we have to remember
that they should satisfy the constraint
∑N
i=1 pij = 1. So we consider the Lagrangian
CL1 = CL(X,Y, Z, L|Θ) + λ(
∑N
i=1 pij − 1). Taking derivatives with respect to the
unknown parameters pij and λ:
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∂CL1
∂pij
=
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
1
pit+1j
+ λ = 0;
∂CL1
∂λ
=
N∑
i=1
pit+1j − 1 = 0
we obtain:
pit+1j = −
1
λ
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij ;
N∑
i=1
pit+1j = 1.
Now we substitute pit+1j in the above constraint
−
∑K
j=1
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
λ
= 1 ⇒ λ = −
1∑K
j=1
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
from which follows that
pit+1j =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij∑K
j=1
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
=
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
N
. (A.4)
A.1.2.3 M-step for θj, σj
∂CL(X,Y, Z, L|Θ)
∂θj
=
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
1
2σ2j
∂(zi −G(yi, θj))
2
∂θj
= 0.
Now, let Lj be a NxN matrix which has L
t+1
1j , ...L
t+1
Nj on its diagonal, G be a Nx(R+1)
matrix, such that Gir = gr(yi), Gi(R+1) = 1 and Z be a Nx1 vector containing the
measurements zi. The above can be written in an equivalent matrix form (ignoring
the term 1
2σ2
j
):
∂CL(X,Y, Z, L|Θ)
∂θj
=
∂(Z −Gθj)
T Lj(Z −Gθj)
∂θj
= 0.
Taking derivatives with respect to θj, we get
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∂(Z −Gθj)
T Lj(Z −Gθj)
∂θj
= −(Z −Gθj)
T LjG = 0.
Finally, we get GT LjGθ = G
T LjZ (using the fact that Lj is a symmetric matrix),
from which θ can be estimated as:
θj = (G
T LjG)
−1GT LjZ. (A.5)
Taking derivatives with respect to σj, we get
∂CL(X,Y, Z, L|Θ)
∂σj
=
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (−
1
σj
+
1
σ3j
(zi −G(yi, θ
t
j))
2.
Solving for σ2j , we obtain the following update:
(σt+1j )
2 =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij (zi −G(yi, θ
t
j))
2
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
. (A.6)
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Appendix B
EM algorithm updates for
dimensionality reduction from
automatic supervision
This chapter derives the E-step and the M-step of the EM algorithm [32] updates,
for the purposes of dimensionality reduction from automatic supervision presented
in Chapter 4 (see also [3]). The algorithm extends the Mixture of Factor Analyzers
framework [43] to allow for the mechanical measurements to act as supervision to the
vision-based dimensionality reduction. We also describe how to impose monotonic
constraints and apply regularization and derive the updates for these cases.
B.1 EM updates
This section describes in detail the updates for the EM algorithm in Chapter 4. A
summary of the algorithm updates is given in Figure 4.4. Here we consider the updates
done at step t + 1. The algorithm performs the following steps until convergence:
In the E-step, the expected values of the unobserved variables U and label assign-
ments L are estimated. In the M-step, the parameters for both the vision and the
supervision side are selected, so as to maximize the complete log likelihood. Because
of the conditional independence, the parameters for the vision and mechanical side
are selected independently in the M-step. However, both sides interact through the
labels, as they both provide information for the estimation done in the E-step.
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B.1.1 E-step
Let us define the following random variable u˜ij = {u|xi, Eij = 1}. Define uij =
E[u˜ij] = E[{u|xi, Lij = 1}] (u
t+1
ij is the expected value in the current iteration). In
the E-step, the expected values of the hidden variables U and L are estimated with
respect to the distribution P (L,U |X,Y, Z, Θt). Since
E(u, Lij|xi,yi, zi) = E(Lij|xi,yi, zi)E(u|xi,yi, zi, Lij),
we evaluate E(Lij = 1|xi,yi, zi) and E(u|xi,yi, zi, Lij = 1) independently. Since U
is independent of Y or Z given L, E(u|xi,yi, zi, Lij = 1) = E(u|xi, Lij = 1) = uij.
B.1.1.1 E-step for Lij
Lt+1ij = E[Lij]P (L|X,Y,Z,Θt) =
0 · P (Lij = 0|xi,yi, zi, Θ
t) + 1 · P (Lij = 1|xi,yi, zi, Θ
t) =
P (Lij = 1|xi,yi, zi, Θ
t).
This can be evaluated as follows:
P (Lij = 1|xi,yi, zi, Θ
t) =
P (xi,yi, zi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)P (Lij = 1)∑K
k=1 P (xi,yi, zi|Lik = 1, Θ
t)P (Lik = 1)
=
P (xi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)P (yi, zi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)piij∑K
k=1 P (xi|Lik = 1, Θ
t)P (yi, zi|Lik = 1, Θt)piik
that is,
Lt+1ij =
P (xi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)P (yi, zi|Lij = 1, Θ
t)piij∑K
k=1 P (xi|Lik = 1, Θ
t)P (yi, zi|Lik = 1, Θt)piik
. (B.1)
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To evaluate the above expression we need to know the distribution of the random
variable {xi|Lij = 1}. Since we know the parametric distributions of {u|Lij = 1} ∼
N (µtj, Σ
t
j) and {xi|u, Lij = 1} ∼ N (Λ
t
ju + η
t
j, Ψ
t
j), and since they are Gaussian,
{x|Lij = 1} is also Gaussian and its mean and covariance matrix can be expressed as
follows [25]:
{xi|Lij = 1} ∼ N (Λ
t
jµ
t
j + η
t
j, Ψ
t
j + Λ
t
jΣ
t
j(Λ
t
j)
′), (B.2)
so, p(xi|Lij = 1) can be computed as follows:
P (xi|Lij = 1) =
e−
1
2
(xi−Λ
t
j
µt
j
−ηt
j
)T (Ψt
j
+Λt
j
Σt
j
(Λt
j
)′)−1(xi−Λ
t
j
µt
j
−ηt
j
)
(2pi)D/2|Ψtj + Λ
t
jΣ
t
j(Λ
t
j)
′|1/2
. (B.3)
B.1.1.2 E-step for uij
We obtain the following update for ut+1ij (where u
t+1
ij = E(u|xi, Lij = 1, Θ
t)):
ut+1ij = [(Σ
t
j)
−1 + (Λtj)
′(Ψtj)
−1Λtj]
−1[(Λtj)
′(Ψtj)
−1(xi − η
t
j) + (Σ
t
j)
−1µtj]. (B.4)
This is because, similarly to the previous step, the expected value and the covariance
matrix of the random variable {u|xi, Lij = 1} can be represented as a function of the
means and covariances of the Gaussian random variables {u|Lij = 1} and {xi|u, Lij =
1}. By using the fact that {u|Lij = 1} ∼ N (µ
t
j, Σ
t
j) and {xi|u, Lij = 1} ∼ N (Λ
t
ju +
ηtj, Ψ
t
j), it follows that [25]:
u˜ij = {u|xi, Lij = 1} ∼ N (Υ[(Λ
t
j)
′(Ψtj)
−1(xi − η
t
j) + (Σ
t
j)
−1µtj], Υ), (B.5)
where Υ = [(Σtj)
−1 + (Λtj)
′(Ψtj)
−1Λtj]
−1. Note that V ar(u˜ij) = Υ.
Using the matrix inversion lemma [25]:
Υ = Σtj − Σ
t
j(Λ
t
j)
′[Ψtj + Λ
t
jΣ
t
j(Λ
t
j)
′]−1ΛtjΣ
t
j, (B.6)
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which is a more convenient representation for numerical computation purposes.
B.1.2 M-step
In the M-step, the expected value of the complete log likelihood function is maximized
(using the expected values ut+1ij and L
t+1
ij computed from the E-step). Note that some
groups of parameters can be optimized independently of the others. For example,
the parameters of the visual information side µj, Σj, ηj, Λj, Ψj can be optimized
independently from the parameters of the supervision side θj, σj. The same applies
to the priors pij. The parameters for different j can also be optimized independently.
In the following equations we denote lt+1ij = L
t+1
ij /
∑N
r=1 L
t+1
rj .
B.1.2.1 M-step for µj, Σj
Taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters µj:
∂E[CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂µj
= −
1
2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
∂E[(u˜ij − µj)
TΣ−1j (u˜ij − µj)]
∂µj
= 0
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (u
t+1
ij − µj)
TΣ−1j = 0 ⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (u
t+1
ij − µj)
T = 0.
Now, solving for µj, we get:
µt+1j =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij u
t+1
ij∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
=
N∑
i=1
lt+1ij u
t+1
ij . (B.7)
Taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters Σ−1j (for convenience):
∂E[CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂Σ−1j
= 0
⇒ −
1
2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {
∂log|Σ−1j |
∂Σ−1j
−
∂E[(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )
TΣ−1j (u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )]
∂Σ−1j
} = 0
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⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {
∂log|Σ−1j |
∂Σ−1j
−
∂Tr{Σ−1j E[(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )
T ]}
∂Σ−1j
} = 0
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {(Σ
−1
j )
−1 −
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij E[(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )
T ] = 0
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {Σj − E[(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )
T ]} = 0
from which follows:
Σj =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij E[(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )
T ]∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
=
N∑
i=1
lt+1ij E[(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )(u˜ij − µ
t+1
j )
T ].
(B.8)
Since E[u˜ij] = u
t+1
ij by definition, now we need to estimate E[u˜ij(u˜ij)
T ]. Since
V ar(u) = E(uuT ) − E(u)E(u)T and V ar(u˜ij) = Υ from Equation (B.5), we can
compute:
E(u˜ij(u˜ij)
T ) = V ar(u˜ij) + E(u˜ij)E(u˜ij)
T = Υ + E(u˜ij)E(u˜ij)
T .
Finally, using Equation B.7, we obtain:1
Σt+1j =
N∑
i=1
lt+1ij u
t+1
ij (u
t+1
ij )
T − µt+1j (µ
t+1
j )
T + Υ. (B.9)
B.1.2.2 M-step for ηj
Taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters ηj:
∂E[CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂ηj
= 0
⇒ −
1
2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
∂E[(xi − Λ
t
ju˜ij − ηj)
TΨ−1j (xi − Λ
t
ju˜ij − ηj)]
∂ηj
= 0
1It is more convenient here to use the updated version of the parameter µj .
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⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (xi − Λ
t
ju
t+1
ij − ηj)
′Ψ−1j = 0
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (xi − Λ
t
ju
t+1
ij − ηj)
′ = 0.
Now, solving for ηj, we get:
ηt+1j =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij (xi − Λ
t
ju
t+1
ij )∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
=
N∑
i=1
lt+1ij (xi − Λ
t
ju
t+1
ij ). (B.10)
B.1.2.3 M-step for Λj
Taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters Λj:
∂E[CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂Λj
= 0
⇒ −
1
2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
∂E[(xi − Λju˜ij − η
t
j)
TΨ−1j (xi − Λju˜ij − η
t
j)]
∂Λj
= 0
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {
∂E[−2(xi − η
t
j)
′Ψ−1j Λju˜ij)]
∂Λj
+
∂E[(u˜ij)
′(Λj)
′Ψ−1j Λju˜ij)]
∂Λj
} = 0
⇒ 2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij Ψ
−1
j (xi − η
t
j)(u
t+1
ij )
′ =
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
∂E{Tr[(Λj)
′Ψ−1j Λju˜ij(u˜ij)
′]}
∂Λj
⇒ 2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij Ψ
−1
j (xi − η
t
j)(u
t+1
ij )
′ = 2
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij Ψ
−1
j ΛjE[u˜ij(u˜ij)
′]
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (xi − η
t
j)(u
t+1
ij )
′ = Λj
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij E[u˜ij(u˜ij)
′]
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (xi − η
t
j)(u
t+1
ij )
′ = Λj
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (u
t+1
ij (u
t+1
ij )
′ + Υ).
Now, solving for Λj, we get:
Λt+1j = [
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (xi − η
t
j)(u
t+1
ij )
′][
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (u
t+1
ij (u
t+1
ij )
′ + Υ)]−1. (B.11)
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B.1.2.4 M-step for Ψj
Taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters Ψ−1j (for convenience):
∂E[CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂Ψ−1j
= 0 ⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {
∂log|Ψ−1j |
∂Ψ−1j
−
∂E[(xi − Λ
t+1
j u˜ij − η
t+1
j )
TΨ−1j (xi − Λ
t+1
j u˜ij − η
t+1
j )]
∂Ψ−1j
} = 0
⇒
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij {(Ψ
−1
j )
−1 − E[(xi − Λ
t+1
j u˜ij − η
t+1
j )(xi − Λ
t+1
j u˜ij − η
t+1
j )
T )]} = 0
from which follows that:
Ψj =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij E[(xi − Λ
t+1
j u˜ij − η
t+1
j )(xi − Λ
t+1
j u˜ij − η
t+1
j )
T ]∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
=
=
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij Λ
t+1
j E[u˜ij(u˜ij)
′](Λt+1j )
′ −
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij (xi − η
t+1
j )(u
t+1
ij )
′(Λt+1j )
′
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
−
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij Λ
t+1
j u
t+1
ij (xi − η
t+1
j )
T −
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij (xi − η
t+1
j )(xi − η
t+1
j )
T
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
.
By using Equation B.11 for the update for Λj we can see that the first two components
cancel out. So we get:
Ψt+1j =
N∑
i=1
lt+1ij (xi − η
t+1
j − Λ
t+1
j u
t+1
ij )(xi − η
t+1
j )
T .
B.1.2.5 M-step for pij
When taking the derivatives with respect to the parameters pij, we have to remember
that they should satisfy the constraint
∑N
i=1 pij = 1. So we consider the Lagrangian
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CL1 = CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ) + λ(
∑N
i=1 pij − 1). Taking derivatives with respect to the
unknown parameters pij and λ
∂E[CL1]
∂pij
=
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
1
pit+1j
+ λ = 0;
∂E[CL1]
∂λ
=
N∑
i=1
pit+1j − 1 = 0
we obtain
pit+1j = −
1
λ
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij ;
N∑
i=1
pit+1j = 1.
Now we substitute pit+1j in the above constraint
−
∑K
j=1
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
λ
= 1 ⇒ λ = −
1∑K
j=1
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
From which follows that
pit+1j =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij∑K
j=1
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
=
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
N
. (B.12)
B.1.2.6 M-step for θj, σj
∂E[CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂θj
=
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
1
2σ2j
∂(zi −G(yi, θj))
2
∂θj
= 0.
Now, let Lj be a NxN matrix which has L
t+1
1j , ...L
t+1
Nj on its diagonal, G be a Nx(R+1)
matrix, such that Gir = gr(yi), Gi(R+1) = 1, and Z be a Nx1 vector containing the
measurements zi. The above can be written in an equivalent matrix form (ignoring
the term 1
2σ2
j
):
∂E[CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂θj
=
∂(Z −Gθj)
T Lj(Z −Gθj)
∂θj
= 0.
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Taking derivatives with respect to θj, we get
∂(Z −Gθj)
T Lj(Z −Gθj)
∂θj
= −(Z −Gθj)
T LjG = 0.
Finally, we receive GT LjGθ = G
T LjZ (using the fact that Lj is a symmetric matrix),
from which θt+1j can be estimated as:
θt+1j = (G
T LjG)
−1GT LjZ. (B.13)
Taking derivatives with respect to σj, we get
∂E[CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂σj
=
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij (−
1
σj
+
1
σ3j
(zi −G(yi, θ
t+1
j ))
2.
Solving for σ2j , we obtain the following update:
(σt+1j )
2 =
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij (zi −G(yi, θ
t+1
j ))
2
∑N
i=1 L
t+1
ij
. (B.14)
B.2 EM updates with monotonic constraints
Since rover slip increases with the increase of terrain slopes, some additional mono-
tonicity constraints might need to be imposed. This section considers the EM updates
when monotonic constraints are imposed on the slip models.
To impose monotonic constraints in the Generalized Linear Regression setup, we
can limit the scope to monotonic basis functions only and further constrain the coef-
ficients θ to be non-negative: θ ≥ 0.
B.2.1 M-step for θj
The updates with monotonic constraints affect the updates on the mechanical side
only. We need to maximize the conditional log likelihood (only the portion involving
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the parameters θj is shown) with respect to the parameters θj and σj, subject to the
constraints θ ≥ 0:
max
θj
CL2(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ) = −
N∑
i=1
Lt+1ij
1
2σ2j
(zi −G(yi, θj))
2
subj. to: θj ≥ 0.
This can be rewritten as:
min
θj
(Z −Gθj)
T Lj(Z −Gθj)
subj. to: θj ≥ 0
min
θj
1
2
θTj G
T LjGθj − ZLjG
T θj
subj. to: θj ≥ 0 (B.15)
which is a quadratic programming problem and can be solved with any numerical
analysis package (e.g., the quadprog function in MATLAB).
Minimization with respect to σj is the same as in Equation B.14, with the differ-
ence that now we use the values of θt+1j obtained from Equation B.15.
B.3 EM updates with regularization
Real-life data come with a lot of noise. To adequately respond to noisy data we intro-
duce some regularization. This section considers the EM updates when regularization
constraints are imposed on the slip models.
The regularization affects the update of the parameters on the mechanical side
only. So, the only modification is made in the M-step for the update of θj. We
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minimize the following cost function instead of −CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ):
CL3(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ) = (Z −Gθj)
T Lj(Z −Gθj) + γθ
T
j θj,
where γ ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter. This is equivalent to minimizing
−CL(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ) under a constraint of the type
∑R
r=1(θ
r
j )
2 ≤ γ0, for some γ0 >
0 [117, 51].
B.3.1 M-step for θj
We take the derivatives with respect to θj:
∂E[CL3(X,U, Y, Z, L|Θ)]
∂θj
= −(Z −Gθj)
T LjG + γθ
T
j = 0
from which θj is estimated as
θt+1j = (G
T LjG + γI)
−1GT LjZ. (B.16)
The regularized version of the updates for θj in the case when monotonic constraints
are imposed (Section B.2) is as follows:
min
θj
1
2
θTj (G
T LjG + γI)θj − ZLjG
T θj
subj. to: θj ≥ 0. (B.17)
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